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The purpose of this study was to determine the physical elements which experienced

trombonists associate with selected descriptors in characterizing the tone quality of that

instrument. Stimuli sampled from live trombone tones and synthesized into musical

phrases represented 17 variations in (1) presence/absence of attack transient, (2) rise time,

(3) duration, (4) number of harmonics, (5) upper limit of harmonicity (6) spectral envelope

shape, and (7) frequency.

A vocabulary of 20 adjectives appropriate for describing trombone tone quality was

established by a postal survey of 49 college trombone instructors. A pretest was presented

to 28 University of North Texas trombone students, who rated the 17 stimuli in terms of

the 20 adjectives on a Likert-type scale with reliability estimates of .8997 to .9439

(coefficient alpha). The pretest established the lack of significance of the attack transient in

subjects' descriptions. Factor analysis of responses determined similarities in word usages

and allowed the number of descriptors to be reduced to eight and the number of sound

stimuli to nine for the final investigation.

Subjects of the final study consisted of 161 trombonists at universities in Texas,

Oklahoma, Colorado, Michigan and North Carolina, who rated the nine stimuli in terms of

the eight chosen adjectives on Likert-type scales, with an overall reliability estimate of

.7121 (coefficient alpha). Although the low reliability indicated some lack of agreement in

descriptor usage, multiple regression analysis established relationships among subjects' use

of descriptors and physical attributes of the stimuli. Subjects' judgements of bright were

associated with tones of higher frequency; Qenter d good, dar and warm with faster rise



time, longer duration and relatively fewer harmonics; pinched with a high number of

harmonics and slower rise time; fuzzy with slow rise time and the presence of high-

frequency inharmonic noise. Subjects did not use the word Lull with any degree of

consistency.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The need for the study

The production of excellent tone quality is a vital aspect of musical performance;

performers and pedagogues are virtually unanimous in their agreement on the importance of

tone quality in musical expression. It is the feature of performance which gives the

performer a distinct personal identity (Johnson, 1981, p. 39), and the basis on which a

discriminating listener will judge a performer (Smith, 1956, p. 3). Tone is the performer's

"greatest asset" (Bach, 1957, p. 15), the factor that "sets the excellent musician apart from

the good player" (Griffiths, 1980, p. 22), the one element that should be given priority

over all others, without which all other factors become unimportant (Hanson, 1975, p. 9;

Sherman, 1979, p. 19). "It is the foundation upon which all phases of brass instrument

playing rest" (Whybrew, 1956, p. 197).

Unfortunately, tone quality, alone among the elements of music, has no notational

system for expressing its parameters; duration is specified by note values in the context of a

meter signature; pitch is indicated graphically on the staff; dynamics are designated by a

combination of graphic symbols and terminology which has agreed upon if somewhat

imprecise meaning. In musical practice tone quality is described solely by verbal descriptors

which consist of various adjectives that are often quite imprecise in meaning, and carry

different connotations for different individuals. These descriptors are frequently used by

musicians for pedagogical and evaluative purposes (Abeles, 1979, p. 3) despite the fact

that variability in the description of tone quality can cause confusion between teacher and

1
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student, between conductor and performer, as well as among scholars investigating the

subject.

In common practice, musicians have always relied on verbalizations in the attempt to

describe interpretative factors. However, "there are no operational definitions at present

that can be used to describe these phenomena. Instead, musicians and teachers become

mystical about the 'art' of performance and use vague terms to talk about the interpretative

dimension" (Heller & Campbell, 1977, p. 31). Because of the lack of a notational system,

tone quality is the area of musical interpretation in which these "vague terms" are most

commonly used:

Tone quality can be discussed by teachers and students only in vague terms such

as "dark," "bright," "round," "thin," etc. These descriptions mean different things

to different people, and very little, if anything, to the young student. The

instructor can only suggest physical changes, such as position of the bow or

adjustment of the embouchure, none of which are sure answers to a tone quality

problem. The student does not establish a goal of good tone quality until many

years of experience and exposure to what is assumed to be good tone quality have

been accomplished (Thayer, 1972, p. 80).

Confusion in the meaning of these terms exists not only for the young student, but for

the experienced teacher and performer, as well. Johnson found that, "Describing tonal

color is problematic because, as one student has rather observantly remarked, what to one

person is a dark sound to another person is mud! Actually the situation is far worse than

that, for what one person describes as a dark sound another may consider to be bright"

(1981, p. 36). Kleinhammer (1963, p. 36) states that, "descriptions of qualities of

trombone sound often quoted are 'brilliant, dark, rich, thin, tubby, bright, brassy, etc.'

These are expressions which do not always mean the same thing to all people." Walker
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(1988, p. 62) points out that "many of these words and phrases have become standard

jargon among many trombonists and brass players," and laments the vagueness of their

usage. Indeed the results of his study were tainted by "differing opinions of terms" (p.

46).

Studies of the verbal description of timbre have been either extremely broad,

encompassing a wide variety of musical styles and media, speech, and noise (Enomoto &

Yoshida, 1968; Nordenstreng, 1969); or extremely narrow, using isolated synthesized

steady-state tones (Lichte, 1941; Peters, 1960; von Bismarck, 1974a, 1974b). Neither

mode yields insight into the use of verbal descriptors by musicians dealing with musical

stimuli, nor do they provide enlightenment as to the physical phenomena being described.

Solomon (1958) determined factors in the description of sounds and later (1959) correlated

listeners' descriptions with spectral components of the sounds, but the sounds in these

studies were sonar pings, not music.

There have been some attempts to determine connections between the description of

musical timbre and the physical aspects of sound. Jost (1967) used both single tones and

musical passages to investigate the perception and description of clarinet sounds, but used

descriptors more suited for the description of musical style than timbre or tone quality.

Abeles (n.d.; 1979) also studied the description of clarinet tone but did not attempt to find

connections with physical elements of the sounds. Pratt and Doak (1976) had subjects

discriminate among sounds on three semantic differential scales, but used only steady-state

synthesized single tones, and suffered from response-set error. Bloothooft & Plomp

(1988) investigated relationships between terms describing the timbre of sung vowels using

both single tones and phrases, but again did not attempt to determine physical attributes

being described.
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The physical characteristics of instrumental tone have been analyzed and documented

repeatedly, but simply describing physical characteristics does not establish a connection

between physical/perceptual properties of sound and the vocabulary used by musicians and

music educators to describe these perceptions of tone quality. Early studies of instrumental

timbre in 1877 by Helmholtz (1954) were limited by available technology to the

determination of the waveform of stringed instruments using his vibration microscope.

Seashore and his colleagues were able to determine steady-state harmonic spectra of

instrumental and vocal tones using the oscillograph and Henrici harmonic analyzer

(Seashore, 1938). Both Helmholtz and Seashore as well as later investigators (Stevens,

1934; Lichte, 1941; Solomon, 1958, 1959; Peters, 1960; Jost, 1967; Donovon, 1970; Pratt

& Doak, 1976; von Bismarck, 1974a, 1974b; Madsen & Geringer, 1976; Himes, 1984)

focused upon the harmonic content of the steady-state portion of the tone, and indeed, until

Berger (1964) and Saldanha & Corso (1964) demonstrated the importance of the attack in

instrument identification, steady-state harmonic content was considered to be the sole

determinant of timbre.

Since the development of digital computer technology made time-variant analysis

possible, the term steady-state has become something of a misnomer, since it has been

shown to be anything but steady (Luce, 1963; Pollard & Jansson, 1982b; Kendall, 1984);

Kendall amends the term to "quasi-steady-state." The steady-state portion of any natural

musical tone shows spectral and temporal fluctuations, with irregularities in amplitude

especially apparent (Luce, 1963; Meyer, 1978). The simplest method of describing these

amplitude changes is in terms of the temporal envelope shape, the determining factor of

which is the location of the amplitude peak in the duration of a tone. Gjaevenes and

Rimstad (1972) found rise time to be a significant factor in listeners' perception of
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loudness. It may then be possible that temporal envelope (as characterized by peak energy

location) would also be a determinant in the description of tone quality.

The investigation of timbre perception through musical instrument identification tasks

led to the determination that there was more to timbre than merely the steady-state harmonic

spectrum of a tone. Eagleson and Eagleson (1947) found that subjects were able to

accurately identify musical instruments heard over a public address system which altered

harmonic content. George (1954), on the other hand, found that subjects were unable to

identify instruments when the tone was played backwards even though the harmonic

content was identical with the unaltered version. Subsequent instrument identification

studies (Luce, 1963; Berger, 1964; Saldanha & Corso, 1964; Thayer, 1972; Wedin &

Goude, 1972; Elliott, 1975; Campbell & Heller, 1978) have demonstrated repeatedly the

importance of the onset of tones in the identification and categorization of instrumental

sounds. Since the attack portion of a tone is vital in identification and categorization, it

would follow that it would play a role in the description of musical tones by listeners.

These instrument identification studies, however used as their stimuli isolated singl

tones rather than successions of tones. Grey (1978) found perceptual differences between

stimuli consisting of isolated tones and those arranged in musical patterns. He concluded

that "the context of comparison between different timbres will affect the kinds of

differences that are most likely heard. Musical contexts seem to extend and amplify

spectral differences between tones, while isolated contexts may make slight temporal

differences more apparent" (Grey, 1978, p. 471).

Kendall (1984) likewise found that the use of musical phrases as stimuli tends to

diminish the importance of the attack in identification of the sound source, although he

allows for the possibility that "transients may be important in music-listener tasks other

than instrument categorization, such as interpretation categorization" (p. 219). This finding
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not only demonstrates the differences in the perception of isolated tones as opposed to that

of "culturally valid phrases" (Kendall, 1984, p. 94). It also points out the difference

between a "psychophysical approach" to the investigation of timbre and a "psychomusical"

approach. In the psychophysical (or psychoacoustic) approach the desire for empirical

control and mathematical connection and expression of data results in the use of single

steady-state sounds as stimuli, sounds which cannot strictly be consideredinusgAjLstimuli

(Kendall, 1984, p. 8). The psychomusical approach makes use of stimuli which are at

minimum, the length and comprehensibility of one phrase. Use of stimuli of this nature

results in less strict control of stimulus variables, but greater validity in terms of musical

practice. Therefore, if tones arranged in phrases are perceived and identified differently

from single tones, in order to approximate musical practice as closely as possible, any

study investigating the description of tone quality/timbre should use as stimuli a succession

of tones which could be considered part of a musical phrase rather than single isolated

tones.

In order to avoid too wide a range of sounds while not being limited to isolated single

tones, the present study made use of sound stimuli derived from a single instrument, the

trombone; these stimuli have been synthesized into short musical motives. The subjects

were students and performers on that instrument with enough experience to have

conceptualized the verbal descriptors in terms of a corresponding tone quality. The

limitation of the investigation of the correspondence between physical elements and verbal

descriptors to a single instrument is suggested by Thayer, who states that,

More comprehensive studies of individual instruments are indicated in order to arrive

at a more accurate appraisal of the distinguishing characteristics of each instrument.

When these characteristics have been determined and standardized, the basis for
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studies dealing with the standardization of tone quality (in this sense the determination

of good tone quality for each instrument) will be established (Thayer, 1972, p. 96).

The few investigations of the verbal description of trombone tone are conceptually or

methodologically flawed. Bachelder (1976) attempted to investigate the characteristics of

"tone center" (a fairly common verbal descriptor of certain attributes of brass timbre), but

did little other than confirm his operational definition in a series of poorly controlled

"experiments" with a subject sample of one individual. Edwards (1978) asked professional

trombonists to describe the sounds of different brands of trombone using adjectives such as

"dark," "heavy," "clear," "masculine." He did not use sound stimuli, but merely asked

trombonists to judge the instruments and respond by a postal survey. Pratt and Bowsher

(1978) had three subjects rate different instrument/mouthpiece combinations on three

continuous semantic differential scales. Walker (1988) attempted to determine subjective

and objective differences in trombone sound resulting from the presence of epoxy lacquer

on the bell of the instrument, but was hampered by "differing opinions of terms" used to

describe the tones (Walker, 1988, p. 46). A valid correlation of the physical attributes of

trombone sound with the descriptors has yet to be performed.

Purpose and problems

Since tone quality is such an important aspect of musical expression and because of the

confusion in the description of tone quality, it is essential to determine the physical

attributes which prompt the use of a particular descriptor of tone quality and to ascertain

whether these verbal descriptors are used to describe physical characteristics of the sound

in any consistent way. Such an attempt would need to be limited to a single instrument in

order to reduce the number of variables and to obtain an accurate appraisal of the

characteristics of and vocabulary for the instrument. Grey recommends that the best way to

investigate the perception of timbre "will to be to restrict the stimuli to smaller subsets of
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instruments," in order "to uncover still other psychophysical correspondences in timbre

perception, perhaps even to the higher-level attributes of articulation and style" (Grey,

1975, p. 114).

Because "the terms bright and dark describe tones that are bright or dark relative to a

standard instrumental sound or voice quality" (Wapnick & Freeman, 1980, p. 182), an

investigation of the verbal description of musical sounds is ultimately an attempt to

establish a connection between experience and meaning. Since, "there are no empirically

'dark' or 'bright' tones, but there is an indivisible self for whom the experience of dark or

bright tones constitutes a meaning" (Clifton, 1983, p. 66), then, to insure that the subjects

share both meaning and experience of the sounds, and to insure that they are familiar with

both the vocabulary and the sounds themselves, the subjects of the study were limited to

trombonists at the college level or above. In order to investigate the correspondence

between physical characteristics and descriptive vocabulary of tone color, the sound

stimuli were limited to those produced by a single instrument which were electronically

manipulated to produce variable factors. Therefore, the purpose of the study was to

determine how temporal and spectral elements of sound affect the way experienced

trombonists verbally describe the tone quality of musical phrases. Temporal elements

consisted of variations in duration, the presence or absence of transient noise in the attack

of the tones and the shape of the temporal envelope. Spectral elements consisted of

variations in steady-state harmonic spectrum such as the number of harmonics present in a

sound, the frequency at which the sound no longer displays regular harmonic vibration,

and the shape of the spectral envelope. The specific question to be answered was: What

physical attributes present in tones do experienced trombonists associate with specific

words in describing the tone quality of that instrument? Physical attributes examined were,

(a) the presence or absence of inharmonic noise in the attack of tones; (b) variations in the
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shape of the temporal envelope of tones as measured by the location of the amplitude peak;

(c) duration, expressed in seconds; (d) variations in the number of harmonics in the steady-

state portion of the tone; (e) variations in the upper limit of harmonicity of the steady-state

portion of the tone; (f) variations in the shape of the spectral envelope as expressed by the

slope of spectral envelope; (g) pitch, expressed in Hz.

Definitions of terms

Tone quality and timbre

Much of the confusion in investigating tone quality/tone color/timbre is a result of

inconsistency in the use of terms for the phenomenon being investigated. The term "tone

quality" is often used synonymously with the term "timbre" (Mursell, 1937, p. 53;

Bartholomew, 1947, p. 12; Thayer, 1972, p. 81; Wedin & Goude, 1972, p. 228; Backus,

1977, p. 94) which is in turn used synonymously with "tone color" (Kitamura, Namba &

Matsumoto, 1968; Slawson, 1985; Austin & Clark, 1989), thus adding to the confusion.

Those concerned with brass performance pedagogy often use the term "sound" to describe

the same element (Kleinhammer, 1963, p. 36; Griffiths, 1980, p. 22; Johnson, 1981, p.

52).

The term "timbre" is defined in the American Standards Association (ASA) Standard

Acoustical Terminology as "that attribute of auditory sensation in terms of which a listener

can judge that two sounds similarly presented and having the same loudness and pitch are

dissimilar" (1960, S1.1). The ASA further elaborates, "timbre depends primarily upon the

spectrum of the stimulus, but it also depends upon the waveform, the sound pressure, the

frequency location of the spectrum, and the temporal characteristics of the stimulus." This

definition is criticized as being "loaded rather negatively as the total of all aspects of sound

sensation when loudness and pitch are left out of consideration" (Plomp, 1970, p. 398).
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The ASA definition is also derided as a "dustbin" (Plomp, 1970, p. 411), "wastebasket

category" (Ward, 1970, p. 409), and a "catchall" (Slawson, 1985, p. 19). Kendall (1984,

p. 30) completely rejects the terms "tone quality" and "timbre" as having no bearing on

behavioral phenomena.

Some of the inconsistencies in defining timbre and tone quality result from the

widespread use of the ASA definition, which is an exclusionary definition: it does not

specify what timbre ka, but only what it ianot (i.e. it is not pitch and it is not loudness).

When it was supposed that the only determinant of timbre was spectral composition this

definition may have been adequate, but since the discovery of other factors in sound

perception such as transient noise, periodic and nonperiodic fluctuation, spectral and

temporal envelopes, timbre has indeed become a "wastebasket" into which all these

elements are thrown.

The terminology used is also dependent upon the field and mode of investigation:

acoustical research invariably refers to "timbre" and uses single isolated tones as stimuli

(Luce, 1963; Berger, 1964; Saldanha & Corso, 1964; Luce & Clark, 1965; Freedman,

1967; Strong & Clark, 1967a; Plomp, 1970, 1976; von Bismarck, 1974a, 1974b; Grey,

1975, 1977; Grey & Moorer, 1977; de Bruijn, 1978; Gordon & Grey, 1978; Grey &

Gordon, 1978; Wessel, 1979; Benedini, 1980; Pollard & Jansson , 1982a, 1982b;

Bloothooft & Plomp, 1988). Musicians and music educators are more likely to refer to

"tone quality" (Smith, 1956; Bach, 1957; Hanson, 1975; Sherman, 1979; Griffiths, 1980;

Gordon, 1984), "tone color" (Slawson, 1985; Austin & Clark, 1989) or simply "sound"

(Kleinhammer, 1963; Johnson, 1981). Gordon (1984) uses the term "timbre" to refer to

physical phenomena such as waveform and "tone quality" to refer to the subjective

evaluation of sounds. Similarly, Weaver operationally defines "timbre" as characterizing
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differences in sound among different instruments and "tone quality" as "a range of different

qualities within a single instrument performance" (Weaver, 1987, p. 12).

Therefore, for the purpose of this study "timbre" will refer to the perceived acoustical

characteristics exclusive of loudness and pitch of single tones. "Tone quality" will refer to

the perceived acoustical characteristics of a series of tones which make up a musical phrase

or motive of at least four pitches. In discussing the literature, the term used in a study will

be the term used in the discussion.

Otherters

Attack transient: The signal component which exists before the presence of a stable

standing wave (Kendall, 1984, p. 30), as shown in Figure 1.

Anplitude Peak Location (AP): That point in a tone exhibiting the greatest amplitude

as measured on a logarithmic voltage scale (see Figure 1).

Harmonic: A sinusoidal component of a complex tone which is an integral multiple of

the fundamental frequency (Backus, 1977, p. 95).

Upper Limit of Harmonicity (ULH): That point measured in cycles per second (Hz) at

which sinusoidal components of a tone are no longer integral multiples of the fundamental

frequency (see Figure 2).

Slope of the Spectral Envelope: The slope (Y/X) of a line which traces the height of

the graph of the harmonic components of a tone (see Figure 2).
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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CHAPTER 2

RELATED LITERATURE

The verbal measurement of timbre

Helmholtz first observed that, "artificially combined simple tones were capable of

fusing into a musical tone of a quality distinctly different from that of either of its

constituents, and that consequently, the existence of a new upper partial really altered the

quality of a tone" (Helmholtz, 1877/1954, p. 65). He investigated this phenomenon by

means of a series of tuning forks pitched to match the overtone series on B-flat, a very

early example of tone synthesis. By varying the strengths of different partials, Helmholtz

was able to produce a variety of timbres from the tuning forks, some of which

corresponded to vowel sounds (Helmholtz, 1877/1954, pp. 120 - 123). From these

results, he determined that timbre was a function of the relative strength of the various

partials comprising a sound.

From his observations, Helmholtz was able to formulate four general rules of tone

quality:

1. Simple tones . . . have a very soft, pleasant sound, free from all roughness, but

wanting in power, and dull at low pitches.

2. Musical tones accompanied by a moderately loud series of the lower partial tones up

to about the sixth partial are more harmonious and musical. Compared with simple tones

they are rich and splendid, while at the same time perfectly sweet and soft if the higher

upper partials are absent.

3. If only the unevenly numbered partials are present.. .the quality of tone is hollow

and when a large number of such upper partials are present,nasal. When the prime tone

14
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predominates the quality of the tone is rich, but when the prime tone is not sufficiently

superior in strength, the quality of the tone is p

4. When partial tones higher than the sixth or seventh are very distinctive, the quality

of tone is cuttig and rough (Helmholtz, 1877/1954 pp. 118-119).

Helmholtz's work is significant not only because it was the first investigation of

musical timbre to use scientific methods, but because of the influence his methods and

findings had on the conceptualization of tone quality. Timbre is still conceived by and large

in terms of steady-state waveforms, and many of the verbal descriptors he used are those in

common use today.

Stevens (1934) observed that subjects in previous studies investigating the relationship

of sound intensity with perceived volume tended to describe higher tones as "denser,"

"more compact," and "harder" (Stevens, 1934, p. 585) than lower tones of equal intensity,

leading him to hypothesize the attribute of density. He presented four subjects with a series

of two tones of different pitch and had them adjust one until the perceived densities were

equal. Stevens does not specify whether the stimulus tones were complex or sinusoidal,

but the employment of a General Radio oscillator as the sound source indicates the

probability of the latter. If the stimuli were indeed sine waves, then Stevens' attribute of

density would be a physiological phenomenon rather than a description of timbre. The use

of verbal labels for Stevens' attributes makes his study one which set the pattern for the

description of sound, and the investigation of attributes other than pitch, intensity and

duration place this study in the domain of timbre research.

A series of three studies of three different semantic scales was performed by Lichte

(1941). In the first study, subjects (a=255 in the final experiment) listened to pairs of

electrically generated complex tones differing in the midpoint of energy distribution, and

compared them on a "Dullness-Brightness" scale. The subjects were presented with two
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tones representing the extreme differences in energy distribution as examples of "Dull" and

"Bright," and consistently described sounds with higher frequency energy midpoints as

"Bright" (Lichte, 1941, p. 410). In a second experiment, tones varying in spectral shape

(V-shaped or peaked) were rated on the same semantic scale with the peaked-enveloped

sounds being described consistently as "Bright." The third study had subjects rate tones

which varied in intensity of odd and even partials on a scale of "Thin-Full," wherein

"Fullness" was characterized by an even distribution of spectral energy. In all cases

descriptive terms were assigned by the investigator and examples given before the study.

Lichte also speculated on the existence of an attribute termed "roughness" (a term also

used by Helmholtz to describe essentially the same phenomenon), characterized by

consecutive partials above the seventh which are at the interval of a seventh.

Approximately 67% of his subjects "indicated that roughness and brightness were

distinguishable attributes. It seems possible to assume on the basis of this evidence that

roughness may be a basic attribute of complex tones" (Lichte, 1941, p. 477). He

concluded that,

Complex tones have, in addition to pitch and loudness, at least three attributes. These

are brightness, roughness, and one tentatively labelled fullness. The first two are

probably more basic than the third. Brightnesa is a function of the location on the

frequency continuum of the midpoint of the energy distribution... Roughness has been

shown to be present in tones containing consecutive high partials above the sixth and

to be a function of the location of such partials in the whole sequence of higher

partials. Fullness has been shown to be a function of the relative presence of odd- and

even- numbered partials (Lichte, 1941, p. 479).

Unfortunately the validity of Lichte's attributes is questionable. The investigator chose

the verbal scales and instructed the subjects to rate a set of sounds varying in only one
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parameter for each scale. The findings show subjects' ability to earn labels for different

sound qualities, but do not show the existence of any particular attribute of sound.

Solomon (1958) investigated the use of verbal descriptors to characterize the sounds of

sonar impulses reflected off surface ships and detected by U. S. Navy sonarmen. He

compiled a series of 50 pairs of polar adjectives and established the reliability of the scales

through test-retest procedures, then had 50 experienced sonarmen rate 20 sounds on the 50

scales. The data then were factor analyzed. Thirty-three orthogonal rotations yielded seven

factors and one residual, accounting for approximately 42% of variance. The factors were

(1) Magnitude, characterized by the descriptors heavy, large, rumbling, wide, low; (2)

Aesthetic evaluation, characterized by beautiful, good, pleasant, smooth; (3) Clarity,

consisting of clear, definite, even, concentrated, obvious; (4) S ecrity, designated by mild,

gentle, calming, safe, simple; (5) Relaxation, which consisted of relaxed, loose, soft,

gentle, mild; (6) Familiarity, characterized by definite, familiar, wet, active, steady; and (7)

Mood, characterized by the descriptors colorful, rich, happy, deliberate, and full.

In a subsequent study Solomon (1959) correlated listeners' rankings of sounds on

psychological dimensions with the sounds' energy concentrations in octave bands. The 20

sonar sounds were ordered randomly in terms of energy level in a given octave band and

then ranked by 50 sonarmen on each factor (i.e. "sound 3 has the most magnitude").

Rank-order correlations were computed between the amount of energy in an octave band

and rankings on factors. For Factor I (magnitude) Solomon found that:

Judgements of "heavy" or "high magnitude" are associated with energy concentration

in the octave bands between 150-300, 300-600 and 600-1200 cps. Also at the same

level of confidence [=.05], judgements of "light" or "low magnitude" are associated

with energy concentration in the octave band 4800-9600 cps. This, of course, is

another way of saying that when sounds have a preponderance of energy in the lower
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frequencies, they are said to be "heavy," "large," "wide," "rumbling," and "low."

Conversely, when the energy concentration is in the high frequencies, they are judged

to be "light," "small," "whining," "narrow," and "high" (Solomon, 1959, p. 494).

Solomon found no statistically significant relationships on either Factor II (aesthetic-

evaluative) or Factor III (clarity), although Factor III appeared to follow "a trend from

negative correlations in the lower six bands to positive correlations in the higher octave

bands. This trend might indicate that 'clarity' increases as the energy moves into higher

frequency bands" (Solomon, 1959, p. 495). Factor IV (security) also displayed no

significant correlations.

On Factor V (relaxation), "it is apparent that sounds with energy concentration in the

octave band 600-1200 cps are definitely judged as 'tight' sounds" (Solomon, 1959, p.

495). Correlations on Factor VI (familiarity) showed that "sounds with energy

concentrated in the lower octave bands are reliably judged as 'strange' (5%), while sounds

with energy concentration in the higher octave bands are judged 'familiar'" (Solomon,

1959, p. 496).

Examination of Factor VII (mood) revealed that "sounds with a preponderance of

energy in the lower frequencies are judged 'colorful,' while sounds with the energy

concentrated in the high frequencies are judged 'colorless"' (Solomon, 1959, p. 496).

Solomon draws the parallel between these findings and "the terminology traditionally

utilized by musicians who characterize the lower frequencies, with their full complement of

overtones as rich and colorful sounds, while the higher frequencies, relatively poorer in

harmonics, are thin and colorless" (Solomon, 1959, p. 496).

One should use caution in applying Solomon's results in other areas, especially in

drawing conclusions regarding the perception of musical sounds. His subjects were

sonarmen describing son sounds with a different vocabulary having different
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connotations. Later findings (Plomp, 1967; von Bismarck, 1974a, 1974b; Zwicker,

1961) have shown that the critical bandwidth of frequencies for timbre perceptions is closer

to one third of an octave. There was also no attempt to determine the effects of transient

elements of the sounds on perception and description. However, Solomon's studies

remain a significant step in the effort to determine physical correlates of timbre.

Peters (1960) also limited his investigation to steady-state sounds in a series of

experiments to evaluate different experimental approaches to determination of psychological

dimensions of sound. He first had the subjects provide terms for the description of

auditory experience, such as "loud, clear, high, low, bright, dull, hiss, buzz, rich, thin,

click, dense, diffuse, full" (Peters, 1960, p. 11). In order to determine correlations

between characteristics, 22 subjects rated 20 sounds with regard to eight characteristics

(clarity, fullness, brightness, loudness, highness, roaring, buzzing) on a nine-point scale.

The sound stimuli were derived from white noise filtered in 100 Hz bands from 100-1000

Hz. Significant correlations were found between Loudness and Fullness (-.96),

Loudness and Brightness (.94), Highness and Fullness (-.95), Brightness and Highness

(.99), and Loudness and Highness (.97). Peters concluded that "the high correlations

between characteristics would seem to indicate that at most the judgements were on the

basis of not more that two dimensions. This is probably the result of the limited variation

which was present among white noise samples" (Peters, 1960, p. 14).

Jost (1967) investigated the perception and description of clarinet tones employing a

number of techniques including spectral analysis, semantic scaling and factor analysis.

Sound stimuli were produced by symphony, dance band and amateur clarinettists playing

the pitches F3, F4 , F5, and D6 (concert pitch), representing the different clarinet registers.

The tones were recorded at forte and piano dynamic levels, and the symphony clarinettist

also recorded the chromatic scale in the entire range of the instrument. Tonal spectra were
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analyzed with a one-third-octave bandwave analyzer. It was found that low tones had the

most harmonics, while the high tones of the symphony clarinettist were nearly sinusoid in

their simplicity (Jost, 1967, pp. 25-29).

Jost then had 25 musically literate subjects listen to 40 clarinet tones and rate them on

30 scales of opposites. Factor analysis of the results revealed four factors: Highness,

Loudness, Volume and Density (Jost, 1967, p.39), which are identical to those found by

Stevens (1934). Jost's subjects also replicated Stevens' findings that volume increases

with density and decreases with frequency while volume varies with highness and

intensity. Tones which were recorded at different dynamic levels and played back at equal

levels were judged on loudness according to the harmonic structure of the tones: more

complex tones were judged to be more loud (Jost, 1967, pp. 40-41).

In another study Jost had 30 subjects judge musical passages rather than isolated tones

on the same semantic differential scales. The musical passages consisted of excerpts from

Beethoven's Sixth Symphony, Mozart's Clarinet Concerto as well as examples from Pee

Wee Russell, Benny Goodman, Jimmy Giuffre and Gypsy music. Another factor analysis

was performed yielding three significant factors. Factor 1 (55% of variance) was

characterized as the "Masculine" or "Activity" factor with positive loadings on the terms

rhytm. syncopation, f=, halih, intelligence, as well as on fast, shrill high register

passages and on loud, low steady-state tones. Factor 2 (33% of variance), termed the

"Feminine" factor, loaded positively on m hmny, aceadagio, and on the

Mozart passages. The third factor, "Volume," (7% of variance), showed positive loadings

on low loud tones and on low register Gypsy music.

Jost's study is significant in its limitation to a single instrument rather than a wide

variety of sounds. However, it is marred by the use of adjectives which are not necessarily

applicable to the description of sound,such as health, peace, intelligence, or applicable to
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the description of tone quality, such as ag-ffai, high-Lm, or dreamy. The use of

sounds from only three different clarinettists would make it difficult to generalize a

characteristic tone for symphony, jazz, or any other style of clarinet playing. The physical

analysis merely showed the tonal characteristics of the three players in question.

A study of the adjectives used to describe the sounds of electronically recorded music

was undertaken by Enomoto and Yoshida (1968). Approximately 200 adjectives were

collected from magazines, books, and papers. After eliminating synonyms and technical

terms the list was reduced to a more manageable 33 items. Recorded sounds of piano,

symphony orchestra, a male voice and noise were presented to three groups of subjects, a

group of "ordinary people" (a=8), audio engineers (a=8) and five psychologists. The

subjects rated each adjective on a seven-point Likert-type scale on how well it described the

sound. The resulting data then were factor analyzed, but unfortunately Enomoto and

Yoshida did not attempt to interpret factor loadings, nor present their raw data, so the study

is not informative.

Nordenstreng (1969) investigated the semantics of both speech and musical sounds in

the attempt to determine "some semantic-acoustical relationships" (p. 97). He also

undertook to test the validity of semantic analysis through the use of another measurement

tool, similarity analysis. The semantic differential attributes were separately collated for

speech and music.

The subjects of the study were 29 sound engineers from the Finnish Broadcasting

Company with "good hearing and at least moderate musical ability" (p.99). The speech

stimuli consisted of recordings of a bass, baritone, tenor, alto, mezzo-soprano, and

soprano reading the same passage without animation and taped under identical conditions.

The musical stimuli were separate recordings of a dance orchestra, a chamber ensemble

performing the Brahms clarinet quintet, a pop singer, a chorus, tango ensemble, operatic
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soprano, organ, piano, pop orchestra, and symphony orchestra. Nordenstreng's adjectival

descriptors consisted of a translation into Finnish of Solomon's (1958) semantic

differential scales. The stimuli were presented in random order, each sound lasting three to

five minutes, in a two-hour session. The reliability of the measurement instrument was

tested through test-retest procedures in which 10 subjects were re-administered the test two

weeks after the main session. Twelve of the scales then were dropped because of low

reliability and six were eliminated due to high correlations with other scales as determined

by cluster analysis.

The music portion of the study produced five interpretable factors accounting for 56%

of the total variance. The factors and their corresponding descriptors were (1) Softness,

characterized by the terms "calmness" and "delicacy" as opposed to "instability" and

"excitement;" (2) Colorfulness, described by "musical richness" versus "monotonous

emptyness;" [sic] (3) Relaxation, consisting of "happy," "loose," "light," opposed to

"violent," "uneasy," "tense;" (4) Magnitude, characterized primarily on the "powerful-

weak" scale with secondary loadings from the "large-small" scale; and (5) Bkautx, the

aesthetic dimension which is a derivation of the first three factors and multidimensional.

Positive and similar results were obtained with the same stimuli and subjects rating the

similarity of the sounds without the use of semantic descriptors. Similarity analysis

yielded similar dimensions, thus verifying the dimensions of verbal description, leading

Nordenstreng to conclude that,

The dimensions at least represent a more central mechanism of perception than just the

verbal machinery used to describe the perceptual qualities. Consequently the factors of

this investigation evidently stand for perceptual attributes. But it remains obscure in

exactly what sense they are perceptual attributes (1969, p, 105).
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Donovon (1970) endeavored to ascertain physical bases for some of the terms used in

the pedagogy and description of singing and voice quality. He measured 500 sustained

vowels both recorded live and taken from phonograph recordings with a Kay Sonagraph

and subjectively correlated spectral patterns with words used to describe general voice

qualities. The descriptors given a detailed treatment were: Focused-Unfocused (Spre d),

Ligbi-Medium-H1v, and -uign-Dul.

Three factors were found to be present for the descriptive pair Foused-Unfocused.

These were, (1) "the presence or absence of a prominent formant in the 2000 to 3000 hz

range. This is the formant that gives 'ring' or 'whistle' to the sound;" (p. 271); (2) "the

difference between sharply defined formant peaks and a fairly even spread of energy across

the spectrum; or (3) [the descriptive pair] is synonymous with 'covered,''bright,' and

'dull"' (p. 271).

The voice quality characterized as Light was surmised to describe any combination of

three factors: (1) a relatively small amount of energy in the first formant, (2) a relatively

higher frequency first formant, or (3) a large amount of energy spread across the higher

harmonics. Medium described (1) relatively more energy in the first formant or (2) a rapid

decay of energy after the third formant, while 1kay was characterized by (1) an

exaggerated amount of energy in the first formant, making all vowels approach /o/in

quality, and (2) a rapid decay of energy after the third formant.

Donovan's study is hampered by several acknowledged deficiencies. The Sonagraph

is designed for speech analysis and therefore is not adequately equipped to measure the

wide range of fundamental frequencies and harmonics found in singing. It also does not

account for tonal quality in addition to vowel quality, both of which are essential in vocal

performance. His characterization of the descriptive terms is not empirically verified, and

hampered by "the description of sound quality in terms of singers' jargon [which] creates a
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difficult problem--namely, that singers differ among themselves in their use of descriptive

terms" (p. 271). However, these deficiencies strongly point out the need for a systematic

verification of the physical attributes described by common terminology.

Another attempt to determine relationships between physical characteristics of musical

sound and the terms used to describe the sounds was made by Klein and Gerritsen (1975).

They compared two tones of the same pitch produced by the same flutist who varied the

size and shape of her embouchure in two settings: "A relaxed embouchure with a circular

aperture in the lips produced a tone musically described as rich, deep, full-bodied, and

appropriate for solo music," while "a tight embouchure, in which the lips were tensed back

at the corners of the mouth forming an elongated aperture, produced a thinner, duller, more

subdued tone that is used in certain ensemble playing" (Klein & Gerritsen, 1975, p. 736).

The flutist played A 1 (440 Hz), A2 (880 Hz), and A3 (1760 Hz) with the two different

embouchure settings into a microphone connected to an oscilloscope. Photographs of the

resulting oscillographs were traced with a plotter/digitizer, yielding 20 coordinate pairs for

each waveform period. These coordinates were entered into a computer program which

provided Fourier coefficients for the first 10 harmonics. For A (440 Hz) the analysis

showed "definite positive correlation between richness in tone quality and strength of the

higher harmonics: the fuller the sound of the note, the larger the amplitudes of the higher

harmonics" (p. 736). In the second octave (880 Hz), "the circular, relaxed embouchure

produced the fuller, deeper tone musically described as having more depth and bottom to it

and mathematically described as having relatively more of the 880 fundamental, whereas

the tensed elongated embouchure produced a shriller, thinner tone, which was relatively

rich in higher harmonics" (p. 736).

Klein and Gerritsen's study, based as it is on the sound production of one flutist and

the description of the tone by the same flutist (Klein herself) demonstrates the need for such
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studies which display a greater degree of methodological rigor. Although their stated

purpose is "to correlate the musical description of a sound with its physical, mathematical

description" (p. 736), the correlation is done by aural and visual observation rather than by

the use of any statistical procedure; it is therefore impossible to generalize any of the

conclusions reached by Klein and Gerritsen.

Pratt and Doak (1976) developed a subjective rating scale in order to assess the

perception of instrumental timbre by sending a questionnaire to 42 members of the music

department at the University of Southampton. They asked the respondents to select the six

adjectives "most useful for describing timbre for four categories of instruments" (Pratt and

Doak, 1976, p. 321) from a list of 19 commonly used adjectives and determined the seven

highest-ranking adjectives. This number was reduced by eliminating words determined to

be synonyms (such as "bright" and "brilliant") and words which were discarded as "not

being very useful descriptions for the range of sounds the synthesizer produced" (Pratt and

Doak, 1976, p. 321). These reductions left three semantic differential scales: "dull-

brilliant," "cold-warm," and "pure-rich."

Six sounds were synthesized electronically, equal in pitch, loudness and envelope, but

differing in harmonic spectrum. Subjects (n=21) were presented with six repetitions of

each sound and asked to place a mark at the point on a five-inch continuous scale with one

member of a pair of descriptors at each end of the scale. The purpose of this investigation

was (1) to determine if the three scales were independent in the description of timbre; and

(2) if the subjects used the scales to distinguish between sounds. Distances of the marks

on the scales were measured, means and standard deviations were computed and

significance tested by means of the t -test (q=.05). Six subjects had significantly different

standard deviations of their scores, therefore their data were eliminated. Pratt and Doak

concluded that the Dull-Brilliant scale was most reliable in discriminating between sounds;
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that sine waves generally were rated "Dull, Warm, and Pure;" and that "sounds with little

or no fundamental were rated Brilliant, Cold, and Rich" (Pratt and Doak, 1976, p. 327).

Pratt and Doak's study is severely flawed in several respects. The response rate for

their questionnaire was an extremely low 21% (21% of the 42 to whom it originally was

sent seems to indicate less than nine people selected the most appropriate descriptors). The

sound stimuli varied only in harmonic content, thus negating any effect of time-variant

factors such as attack transients. The lack of reference points on the rating scales resulted

in response-set errors in which some subjects rated every sound near the middle of the

scale. Eliminating these six subjects' data leaves only 15 subjects with which to test

significance. These problems again point out the need for study on this subject which is

methodologically sound.

A greater degree of methodological soundness was displayed by von Bismarck

(1974a, 1974b) who set out to answer the question "are there a set of dimensions capable

of describing the timbres of a larger sample of sounds and which can be specified in terms

of verbal attributes?" (1974a, p.148). The repertoire of 69 (after elimination of repeats)

verbal descriptors was gleaned from five previous semantic differential studies of timbre.

These descriptors were rated by seven subjects on a Likert-type scale for suitability in

describing timbre. Of the 35 scales with the highest mean ratings, seven were eliminated as

synonymous or were shown to be inappropriate in a previous study (Rahlfs, 1966). The

scales of "Soft-Loud" and "High-Low" were added to check equalization of loudness and

pitch.

Sounds were generated synthetically at a frequency of 200 Hz which varied in

frequency locations of spectral components, slope of spectral envelope and frequency

location of energy concentration (formants). Phase was not varied, and onset and offset

transients were eliminated by cutting and splicing the tape.
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The subjects (eight musicians, eight nonmusicians) were presented repetitions of each

sound which they rated on seven-point Likert-type scales. The ratings were tested for

reliability and yielded a coefficient of 0.8. The data were subjected to a factor analysis, in

which varimax rotation produced four factors accounting for 81% of total variance. Factor

1 was characterized by the descriptors "sharp, hard, loud, angular, tense, obtrusive,

unpleasant, bright, high" and accounted for 44% of variance. Factor 2, with 26% of

variance was characterized by the terms "compact, boring, narrow, closed, dead." The

only significant loading on Factor 3 was the term "full," with 9% of variance, while Factor

4, "colorless," accounted for just 2% of total variance.

The high amount of variance accounted for by Factor 1 led von Bismarck to investigate

this attribute, which he termed "Sharpness" more closely (1974b). In this study he

presented subjects (n=8) with 30 sound pairs and had them compare the sounds on scales

of (1) more or less sharp; (2) more or less than twice as sharp; (3) more or less than half as

sharp. The results showed that (1) sharpness of noise and complex tones can be doubled,

halved, or compared directly as a function of the upper limiting frequency; (2) sharpness

increases with the slope of the spectral envelope; (3) noise is consistently rated sharper than

harmonic complex tones. Thus, it was determined that physically, sharpness is

characterized primarily by the positions of energized spectral regions and secondarily by the

magnitude of energy in these regions.

Madsen and Geringer (1976), investigating preferences for trumpet tone quality and

intonation, had subjects distinguish between "good" and "bad" tone. Fifty randomly

selected music majors were presented recordings of "Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star"

performed by a professional trumpet player and indicated their preferences for tone and

intonation variables. With respect to tone quality, "the chief distinguishing feature between

the two qualities was that for the mean of all tones, the second harmonic (first overtone) of
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the judged bad quality was 17 dB lower in relative sound pressure level than the same

harmonic of the good quality" (p. 15). The primary focus of the study, however, was the

preference for intonation over tone quality, and Madsen and Geringer found that the

subjects did not significantly discriminate between tones on the basis of tone quality alone.

They also were limited by the Kay Sound Spectrograph to examining the steady-state

spectra of the tones, ignoring transient factors.

In a similar study, this one using isolated clarinet tones, Wapnick and Freeman (1980)

tested the effects of timbral characteristics on listeners' perception of intonation. They

recorded a professional clarinettist and altered the spectral characteristics of the tones with a

graphic equalizer, reducing the energy levels of the lower harmonics while reinforcing the

higher harmonics and for the "bright" tones; "dark" tones were altered by strengthening the

lower harmonics and reducing the upper harmonics. The significant number of errors in

intonation judgement when there was a timbre change led Wapnick and Freeman to

conclude that "tone quality is an important factor in pitch discrimination" (p. 182).

Bachelder (1976) attempted to "provide facts about tone center and its relation to

maximum resonance" and to identify principles involved in producing a proper tone center

(p. 3). "Tone center" was defined operationally as "maximum resonance" which "can only

be accomplished if the trombonist can place the slide in the position for that [which] will

make the horn the proper length for the injected tone." The assumptions tested were, (1)

"The frequency vibration of the lips does not match the frequency of the sound emitted

from the trombone in above-center or below-center performance;" (2) "the amplitude of

partials in a centered tone will be greater than those in an uncentered tone." Other

assumptions having to do with mouthpiece placement, embouchure formation and tongue

placement also were tested, though these had little to do with the stated purpose of

investigating "tone center."
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The first assumption was tested by having one trombonist play the pitch A (220 Hz)

"intentionally above-center" with a tube in his mouth leading to a microphone. Bachelder

compared the pitch of the sound emitted from the tube with that coming from the bell of the

instrument and found the frequencies to be identical for his one subject (p. 39). He

repeated the process for both above- and below-center pitches using the mouthpiece

without the instrument and found that the "resonator actually forced the generating

frequency to readjust to its resonating frequency" (pp. 41-42). He thereby concluded that

his first assumption was false.

Bachelder tested his second assumption by having the trombonist "deliberately play a

B-flat above the instrument's normally most resonant point. The aperture was deliberately

held too tightly producing a nasal tone quality" (p. 44). The resulting sound was analyzed

with a Kay 2002C spectrum analyzer which revealed that the "strength of upper partials

tended to fall off quickly in an above-center tone" (p. 44). It was also found that

"extraneous vibrations" interfered with tonal frequency output. Bachelder repeated the

same test with six trombonists using the same instrument and mouthpiece and found a drop

in the intensity of upper partials in both above- and below-center tones. Although both

conceptually and methodologically flawed, Bachelder reinforces the findings of Madsen

and Geringer (1976), demonstrating the interrelatedness of intonation and timbre. In his

investigation of "tone center" he actually focused on "pitch center" and found that there

was a connection with tonal resonance, at least for his small subject pool of one.

Although Edwards' (1978) purpose was to ascertain trombonists' perceptions of

different makes and models of trombone, one of the categories investigated was that of

sound quality. Unfortunately he did not ask his subjects to respond to particular sounds,

but merely gathered data through a postal survey of union trombonists in London with a

return rate of only 38%. The respondents rated 56 adjectives (1540 possible pairs) for
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similarity. The data were subjected to Multidimensional Scaling Analysis (MDS); stress

was found to be well below that of random data. The results produced a graph of the

adjectives on "two orthogonal axes--one of size, from small and Jin to big, wid and

big b=gt, and another of desirability, from British, dull, duak, , woI f and

anonymos to masculine, d , and trombone-like " (p. 417). Edwards notes that,

This use of MDS analysis is very far from being a good example. The data have been

obtained in a dubious and incomplete manner. Nevertheless the solution obtained does

lead to further clarification of the perception of trombones, and this fact serves as a

sufficient justification of the means used (p. 417).

He also took note of the differences in perception and description depending on the style of

music which was the respondent's primary livelihood: symphony musicians and "session

players" had differing perceptions and preferences.

The purpose of Pratt and Bowsher's (1978) study was "to derive a subjective rating

procedure enabling a comparative study of trombones to be performed" (p. 427), and one

of the factors rated was the timbre of the instruments. Toward this end they modified

Osgood's (1957) seven-point semantic differential scale to a continuous scale which was

later interpreted as a number from 1 to 100. In the preliminary experiment three

trombonists took turns playing a B-flat (121 Hz) at 85 dB on four different instrument/

mouthpiece combinations. The others rated the timbre of the tone on scales of 'Dull-

Bright," Compact-Scattered," "Not Penetrating-Penetrating." The scores were subjected to

a three-way ANOVA on the factors of instrument, mouthpiece and player with significant

differences found at the Q =.01 level. On the "Dull-Bright" scale two listeners

discriminated among instruments; on the "Penetrating" scale two listeners discriminated

among instruments, two discriminated among players. The "Compact-Scattered" scale

showed no discrimination.
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Abeles performed a series of studies (Abeles, n.d.; Abeles 1979) on the verbal

description of clarinet timbre. A list of 118 descriptors was compiled through content

analysis of articles in The Clarinettists' Magazine (1952-1964) and The Instrumentalist

(1952-1974). In one study (n.d., p. 128)70 subjects each were given a list of 20

randomly selected descriptors distributed in such a way that all 118 descriptors were

considered. Twelve examples of clarinet tone, six examples of German tone and six of

French were played while subjects checked five descriptors for each example. The data

were then transformed and subjected to factor analysis. A five-factor solution accounting

for 65% of total item variance was selected as the most meaningful. Significant differences

(9 =.05) in the frequency of employment of the descriptors for the two styles were found

by Chi-Square tests. Abeles concludes that "the results of this study tend to reinforce the

multidimensional characteristic of timbre and suggest that words can be used to identify

perceived differences between distinct clarinet tone quality schools" (n.d., p. 132).

However, he admits that "the contextual nature of the stimuli allow confounding variables,

e.g. interpretive differences to account for the differences observed" (n.d., p. 133).

Indeed, some of the descriptors such as "restful," "delicate," "sensitive," or "unassuming"

may be more appropriate in describing musical interpretation than timbre.

In an effort to control for such interpretive factors Abeles prepared a tape of 24 isolated

tones with "loudness equalization and pitch accuracy subjectively controlled" (1979, p. 3).

Subjects (12 clarinettists, 10 nonclarinettist music majors and 13 nonclarinettist nonmusic

majors) were presented with sounds and indicated the appropriate descriptors on a

checklist. The results were transformed and factor analyzed as previously done, and three

factors-Shape (round, centered, thin), Density (intense, brilliant, clear) and Depth (rich,

projecting, focused)-accounted for 50% of item variance. It was also found that

clarinettists and music majors were more consistent in their use of terms which are
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commonly employed to describe timbre than in using uncommon descriptors (n.d., p.

142).

A few problems in methodology, such as a priori assumption of different national

characteristics in timbre, and the use of only one example each to characterize French and

German timbre point out shortcomings in Abeles' studies. However the results show

important considerations in timbre research. The differences in the results between melodic

stimuli and single tones agree with Kendall's (1984) similar finding that single tones and

melodies are not perceived in the same way. The consistency of results emphasize the

importance of employing descriptors which are familiar and meaningful to the subjects.

In his attempt to determine the effects of the physical dimensions of mouthpieces on

listener perception of trumpet tone quality, Kusinsky (1984, p. 18) organized a list of

timbre descriptors into five categories. "Tone quality descriptors" were further divided into

four subcategories: (1) brillianL, bright . crip and strident tones were characterized by
energy in the higher partials; (2) nasal tones were described as "tones with little energy in

the fundamental and much energy in the middle partials;" (3) dark and mellow typified

tones with much energy in the fundamental and lower partials, while; (4) rih and

rsonant described "tones with energy distributed throughout the partials and the

fundamental. "Connotative adjectives" such as manial, heroic, legitimate, commercial,

metallic, and singing.referred to elements of musical style and occasionally to

extramusical associations. "Loudness adjectives" (full, round, lid, soft, large, big,

gat, robus hia) were assumed to refer to dimensions of sound intensity. The category

of "evaluative adjectives" such as . pleasant, rough, screeching., stuffy, and loose
referred to judgements of merit of a particular tone. Kusinsky's fifth category, that of
"psychological adjectives" such as ftr&, cntLrcontrolled, and pVgnt ing described
"perceptual tonal attributes" from both performer and listener viewpoint. Unfortunately,
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Kusinsky arbitrarily assigned his descriptors to categories and did nothing to verify

empirically their physical correlates. One could easily point out that all descriptors refer to

"perceptual tonal attributes." The question of what these attributes are remains

unanswered.

The relationships among terms describing timbre also were investigated by Bloothooft

and Plomp (1988), using digitally reproduced sung vowels as aural stimuli. Semantic

scales were collected from previous timbre studies and rated by seven experts on their

suitability, resulting in 21 scales. The scales were reduced to five subsets and subjects

judged pairs of sounds in paired comparisons of similarity/dissimilarity. Reliability was

computed by counting the number of circular judgements (e.g. B is darker than A, C is

darker than B but not darker than A) per listener. Musicians (=9) proved more reliable

(0.88) than nonmusicians (p=7, r=0.71) and song phrases were judged more consistently

than isolated tones.

Data from the paired comparisons was subjected to INDSCAL (multidimensional

scaling of rank correlations) in two dimensions, resulting in five clusters of semantic scales

plotted on the basis of similarity. The first cluster consisted of the factor of singing

technique, characterized by "Free-Pressed," "Open-Throaty," "Heavy-Light," "Round-

Angular" and "Warm-Cold." The second cluster was one of general evaluation

("Melodious-Unmelodious," "Colorful-Colorless," "Full-Thin") and tended to overlap

somewhat with the technique cluster. Temporal aspects characterized another cluster of

scales such as "Vibrato-Straight" and "Rough-Smooth," while a fourth cluster ("Clear-

Dull," "High-Low," "Strong-Weak," "Open-Covered") was described as that of clarity.

The fifth cluster consisted of the scales "Sharp-Dull," "Light-Dark," "Shrill-Deep,"

"Metallic-Velvety" and was designated as the sharpness factor (Bloothooft & Plomp, 1988,

p. 853).
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The two dimensions of object space on which the clusters were plotted have definite

psychological meaning: the first dimension was that of "pleasantness," the second that of

"potency." The two factors were equally weighted for musicians, while nonmusicians

tended to rate the semantic scales unidimensionally (p. 854).

Bloothooft and Plomp's use of multidimensional scaling in conjunction with semantic

scales represent an excellent way of overcoming the shortcomings of both methods.

Semantic scales are subject to demand response error, as occurred in Lichte (1941) when

subjects were told what scale to use; or in Pratt and Doak (1976) when the lack of reference

points caused responses to be concentrated in the center of the scales. Plotting different

timbres in perceptual space does not always lend itself to practical and meaningful

interpretation, while factor analysis of semantic scales often yields inconsistent results, as

discovered by Abeles (n.d.). Bloothooft and Plomp found that similarity comparisons and

semantic scaling resulted in comparable stimulus configurations (p. 858), showing a

significant consistency in perception. Too many other studies of the verbal description of

timbre rely on intuitive judgements either by the subjects (Pratt and Doak, 1976; Madsen

and Geringer, 1976; Edwards, 1978) or by the investigators themselves (Helmholtz,

1877/1954; Klein and Gerritsen, 1975; Bachelder, 1976; Kusinsky, 1984). Solomon

actually correlates physical characteristics of sound with verbal descriptors, but

unfortunately his stimuli were not musical sounds.

Analyses of the physical characteristics

of trombone timbre

The great majority of studies investigating the physical properties of the sound of

musical instruments have been concerned with finding the formant region for a particular

instrument. A formant is defined as "a certain fixed frequency region or regions in which

harmonics of a tone are emphasized, regardless of the frequency of the fundamental"
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(Backus, 1977, p. 117), and is the location of those regions which characterize the sound

of an instrument. This fixed region of increased resonance is a characteristic of the steady-

state portion of the tone.

One of the earliest attempts to determine the trombone formant was that of Hermann-

Goldap (1907) using mechanical means. He recorded instrumental tones on Edison wax

cylinders and obtained photographic images of the vibrations by attaching a mirror to the

playback stylus and directing the reflected light onto photographic paper. The formant for

the pitches D, E-flat, E and F performed on trombone was found at approximately 470-580

Hz.

Investigators under the direction of Seashore (1938) made recordings of instruments in

"an acoustically treated live room" (p. 182) designed to reproduce the characteristics of a

more reverberant concert hall. The player played an arpeggio "covering the acceptable

range of his instrument; each tone was played twice, once f and once P" (p. 183). The

recordings were fed into an oscilloscope, the graphs photographed and a Fourier analysis

of the waves was performed by means of the Henrici harmonic analyzer. Seashore

cautions that "It must be clearly understood that all spectra are subject to considerable

variability depending upon the character of the instrument, the skill of the player, the

relative intensity of the tone, the resonance of the room, and many other factors" (pp. 182-

183).

In analyzing the tonal spectrum of the trombone, Seashore found that it,

closely resembles the French horn in that the dominant region is between 200 and

1000 [Hz], without any evidence of sharp formants but with a fairly marked peak

between 250 and 500 [Hz]. All fundamentals below 200 [Hz] are weak or relatively

absent. The strong fundamentals in the highest three tones indicate the peak response
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of the region they represent. There is no consistent shift of energy for the difference in

the loudness of the tones (pp. 188-189).

This last assertion is disputed by Benade (1973) who, in describing the tendencies of brass

instruments in general, states that "when one plays very softly, only the fundamental

component associated with the playing frequency is present. As one plays louder the

second, third, fourth and still higher harmonics grow progressively" (p. 73).

Strong and Clark (1967a), using digital analysis/synthesis and bandpass filtering

techniques, found a peak in the spectral envelope of the trombone at approximately 475 Hz,

while Luce (1975) found a similar peak at about 550 Hz. Luce also determined that this

peak became more prominent as sound intensity increased. Meyer (1978) states that for the

trombone,

the frequency region with the greatest intensity of harmonics is found around 520 Hz.

This formant position is equivalent to the vowel "o";...in the low register the

maximum is found at 480 Hz and indicates a clear "o", the main formant shifts in the

high register towards 600 Hz, i.e. to a transition vowel between "o" and "A". Thus

the rich sonority of the low notes changes to the open, powerful timbre of the higher

(Meyer, 1978, p. 46).

Jameson (1980), in attempting to test the effect of different timbres on trombonists of

three different ability levels to match pitches, used trombone tones of differing spectral

contents. These different spectra were produced by having the trombonist play at three

different intensity levels: 70 dB (pp), 85 dB (mf), and 100 dB (ff). The resulting tones

were analyzed with a Kay spectrograph which revealed that, "In general, timbre mf

contained one-third more upper partials than timbre pp, and timbre ff contained two-thirds

more upper partials than timbre pp" (1980, p. 16). Jameson later characterized the pp

timbre as having five to six partials and the ff as containing 30-40 (1980, p.69).
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Jameson found his three ability level groups of trombonists to have unusually acute

pitch-matching abilities and speculates that, "Another factor contributing to the unusually

low error scores, and maybe the most crucial, could well have been the actual uniqueness

of the timbre condition tonal quality" (1980, p. 68). The tones had all been recorded in an

anechoic chamber and gated with a 50 millisecond rise and decay to eliminate attack and

decay transients. Jameson notes that, "Many of the test subjects, especially the college

students, could not identify the instrument they had been matching pitches with after the

completion of the 25 minute testing period. A few subjects thought the test tape contained

electronically generated tones" (1980, p. 68). He attributes these perceptions and the low

error scores to this lack of attack and release transients: "If attack and release transients

play a significant roll [sic] in instrument identification (Elliott, 1975), it would seem

reasonable that these transients might also have a differential effect on pitch

discrimination."

Himes (1984) investigated the differences in vibrato, intonation, intensity and spectral

content among trombonists playing in solo, unison accompaniment and harmonic

accompaniment situations in both high and low registers. He determined the steady-state

spectral contents of two tones isolated from the excerpt by digitizing the recorded tones and

performing a computerized Fourier analysis using the New England Digital Synclavier II.

The mean intensity for each partial relative to the fundamental was then computed. It was

found that for A-flat (415 Hz), "the second partial invariably had greater intensity than the

fundamental. Fairly rapidly diminishing intensities were characteristic in the third through

the thirteenth partials, successively" (1984, p. 95). For the tone an octave lower (A-flat,

207 Hz), "the second partial was always less intense than the fundamental. Greatest

intensities partials, [sic] in the low register, invariably occurred in the third and fourth

partials. After the fourth partial, intensities of partials tended to gradually diminish"
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(1984, p. 95). Himes' findings tend to place the formant region for the trombone at a

slightly higher frequency than reported by Hermann-Goldap (1907), Seashore (1938),

Strong and Clark (1967a), Luce (1975) or Meyer (1978).

Jameson and Himes (1987) investigated the differences in spectral content produced

by four different leadpipe conditions on the bass trombone. Three octaves of F were

performed by the same player on the same instrument/mouthpiece combination, recorded

and digitized by a Synclavier II which also performed the Fourier analysis of the tones. It

was found that all partials tended toward a higher intensity level with a standard leadpipe as

opposed to a custom long, custom short, and no leadpipe. Since their investigation was a

pilot study using one subject, Jameson and Himes drew no conclusions nor made any

generalizations.

Until the advent of time-variant digital analysis techniques and computer technology,

researchers were limited to the examination of only the steady-state portion of the tone. In

a pioneering computer analysis study, Luce (1963) was able to determine the onset patterns

of the individual harmonic components of instrumental tones through digitalization and

time-variant Fourier analysis of each spectral component. The resulting information was

averaged by computer, yielding the rise time and intensities of the different harmonics for

each instrument investigated. Limitations on computer time and information storage

"restricted the analysis to 100 cycles or 0.9 sec. of the tone produced by the instrument,

whichever was less" (Luce, 1963, p. 41).

Luce recorded two performers on each instrument in an anechoic chamber playing a

chromatic scale with each note separated by a rest at three different dynamic levels (pp, mf,

ff). These tones were then analyzed as described above. The duration of the trombone

attacks for the frequency range 109-432 Hz was between 48 and 53 msec. from the

beginning to 90% of full amplitude (p. 91). Luce found that the onset patterns of the
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harmonics for the trombone very similar to those of the trumpet: For the lower harmonics,

"Spectral components achieve respective steady-state amplitudes at very nearly (within one

or two fundamental periods of the note) the same instant of time" (p. 198). For the higher

harmonics he found that "the higher the frequency of the harmonic, the later in time the

harmonic makes its appearance. In addition, the higher the harmonic, the less rapid its

increase" (p. 198). Luce also found in both the trumpet and the trombone "a very rapid

decrease and subsequent increase in amplitude superimposed upon the regular increase

during the attack transient," (p. 199) which he characterized as a "blip." These blips were

more evident in the lower range of the trumpet than the higher range. They appeared over

the entire range of the trombone, sometimes with several in one attack.

Using the same recorded instrumental sounds, Luce and Clark (1965) investigated

whether pitch, dynamic level or duration of tone had any effect on the duration of the attack

transient. They found that, while for most instruments "durations of attack transients

usually decrease with increasing pitch of the note played," the trombone in this

investigation "did not display the same curve as other members of the brass family" (Luce

& Clark, 1965, p. 195), showing a slight increase in duration of attack through the lower

octave before decreasing. It also was found that though durations do not significantly

depend on the dynamic level of the tone played, the trombone showed mr deviation on

this variable than any other wind instrument. The mean duration of attack at pp was 0.021

msec. (rmsq. deviation 0.014); at mf 0.037 msec. (rmsq. deviation 0.011); and at ff 0.041

msec. (rmsq. deviation 0.011) (p. 196). Virtually no difference was found in durations of

attack based on duration of the tone (p. 197). Luce and Clark did however find high

variability between their two performers on the trombone with respect to the durations of

attacks (p. 198).
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Walker (1988) attempted to test the measured and perceived differences between the
sounds of trombones coated with epoxy lacquer and the sounds of the same instruments

with the lacquer coating removed. He hypothesized that,

the application of an epoxy resin surface coating to a brass instrument creates a

dampening effect, thus reducing the ability of the instrument to resonate freely. This
limited resonance adversely affects the quality of sound which the instrument is
capable by reducing the strength of many of the higher frequencies in the sound

spectra (1988, p. 10).

This hypothesis was tested both objectively and subjectively.

For the subjective test, three Benge 190 trombones were played by three trombonists
before a panel of four judges who used a rating scale constructed by the researcher to
evaluate the tone quality of the instruments. The trombones then were stripped of their
lacquer coating, played again and subjected to the same rating process. In the objective test
the three performers played isolated pitches before and after the lacquer stripping, which
were analyzed using the spectral analysis software of the New England Digital Synclavier

II.

Walker found no significant differences in listener ratings or player evaluations of
lacquered versus unlacquered trombones. The ratings of the judges and players both were
at the chance level: 50% of the time the judges detected differences (either for the better or
worse) between lacquered and unlacquered trombones, and 50% of the time they detected
no difference. A larger number of subjects may have yielded more conclusive results.

Walker's objective test also was not able to shed any light on timbral differences
between lacquered and unlacquered instruments due to the spectral differences resulting
from differences in sound pressure levels. His performers were not able to duplicate exact
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sound pressure levels from one performance to the next, and Walker discovered "the

extreme sensitivity of the trombone spectrum to slight changes in sound pressure" (p. 47).

Walker's inconclusive results are due totally to inadequate research design: an

extremely small subject pool will be subject to chance variance, and the failure to take into

account spectral variations due to sound pressure rendered his "objective" analysis

meaningless. Even if Walker had been able to control sound pressure levels, the

differences between the musical phrases performed for the judges and the isolated tones

used for the Synclavier analysis would have introduced another confounding variable.

Walker also acknowledges "that differing opinions of terms used in the 'Listening Guide'

despite the definitions offered in the 'Preface to the Listening Guide' could have effected

[sic] the subjective results" (p. 46).

The determination of formant regions for the trombone has been the object of most

acoustical analyses (Hermann-Goldap, 1907; Seashore, 1938; Strong and Clark, 1967a;

Luce, 1975; Meyer, 1978; Himes, 1984), and the findings have been fairly consistent in

observing an area of enhanced spectral energy between 250 and 500 Hz. However, the

spectral configurations do not show the marked peaks of spectral energy characteristic of

vocal formants. Spectral graphs of trombone sound show a consistent spectral envelope

shape rather than marked formant regions (Stroeher, 1990). Luce (1963) was the first to

document temporal characteristics of instrumental tone which have repeated been shown to

be major factors in the perception of musical instrument sound.
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Factors in instrument identification: Attack

transients and musical context

Attack transients and instrument identification

using single tones

The definition of timbre as "that quality by which two tones of equal loudness and

frequency can be distinguished," (ASA, 1960, S 1.1) has led many investigators to further

define the phenomenon of timbre as the discrimination or recognition of the sound source.

Schouten, in taking into account both spectral and temporal factors of sound in the

determination of timbre concludes that "in auditory perception timbre is perceived in terms

of the originating source rather than in terms of its composing elements" (Schouten, 1968,

p. GP89). In other words, the ear does not divide a sound into attack, steady-state, decay,

or into individual harmonics, but perceives the sound in terms of the instrument, voice, or

machine which produces it. Risset and Mathews also speak of timbre as "the attribute that

enables the listener to identify the instrument producing the tone" (Risset & Mathews,

1969, p. 23). Jost (1967) noted that the harmonic spectra of the three clarinet registers

showed little consistency in their harmonic structures, but all were recognized as clarinet

tones. Kitamura ranks "identification of the sound source" as the first of the five factors of

sound perception (Kitamura, 1988, p. 143). It is not surprising then, that a large number

of studies in timbre perception have used as a variable subjects' recognition of the musical

instrument producing the sound. It was through many of these studies that the importance

of attack transients in instrument recognition as well as in the perception and categorization

of timbre became known.

One of the first to investigate the importance of attacks in instrument recognition was

Stumpf (1926), who eliminated the onsets from tones and found that subjects were less

able to correctly identify the instrument producing the sound. Mursell (1937) also
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proposed that there was more to timbre than harmonic spectrum. He took exception to

Helmholtz (1877/1954) and Seashore (1938) in their limitations of timbre, saying that:

It is ordinarily said that the tone quality or timbre of a note depends on waveform-or,

putting the same idea in other words, upon the distribution of partials. But this is an

oversimplification so great as to amount to falsity. If we sound each of the four

strings of a violin, with the strings open, we get four tones which differ not only in

pitch but also in waveform. It can be demonstrated beyond a doubt that the four open

strings do not yield the same distribution of partials. Directing our analysis to the

action of the inner ear alone we would expect that the impression produced would be

that of four decidedly different instruments. But this is not the case at all. In spite of

such differences we hear all the tones as coming from one instrumental source. They

are all "violin tones," and tones of the same violin (Mursell, 1937, p. 53).

Another clue that there was more involved in timbre than merely the steady-state tonal

spectrum was provided by Eagleson and Eagleson (1947), who presented three groups of

subjects with single tones produced directly on musical instruments, and over a public

address system. The only statistically significant differences in identification results

between the two modes of presentation were found in the group of moderately experienced

musicians. Eight highly experienced musicians identified some instruments (trumpet,

saxophone and piccolo) more often over the public address system than when heard

directly, although the differences were not statistically significant. Given the fact that the

public address system alters the harmonic spectrum of a tone it was postulated that

harmonic spectrum is not the sole determinant of timbre.

George (1954) presented subjects with recordings of tones played backwards.

Although the harmonic spectrum of the tones was identical with the unaltered version,
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subjects were not able to accurately identify the instruments producing the sounds, thus

adding to the evidence that harmonic spectrum is not the only factor in timbre recognition.

Luce (1963), in addition to performing a detailed acoustical analysis of the tones of 14
orchestral instrument, also attempted to answer the question "What aspects of the acoustic
waveforms of the 14 instruments are essential for their proper identification?" (p. 16). He
found the attack transient to be "at least as important and perhaps more so than the steady
state for proper identification of the instrument" (p. 18). Specifically, "identification of
tones when only 0.06 sec. of the attack transient was present was much better than when
0.15 seconds of the steady-state portion is presented" (p. 18). Luce concluded that

"determination of the intensities of various steady-state harmonic frequency components

does not give all the aurally important characteristics of the tones of musical instruments"

(p. 18).

Clark, Robertson and Luce (1964) attempted to verify the perceptual grouping of
instruments into families. They recorded tones performed by players from local orchestras,
altered the tones by re-recording them at different speeds, and equalized the recorded tones
with respect to intensity and frequency. Ten or eleven (depending on the test) musically

experienced subjects were asked to identify the instrument on both normal and altered
tones. They found that for the most part there is a perceptual basis for the musical
instrument families. Both altered and normal trombone tones were identified as such but
were sometimes mistaken for French horn or tuba tones. The trumpet and trombone were
found to be perceptually very similar, and formed an "extra-tight subfamily."

A seminal study in the importance of attack transients in instrument identification was
done by Berger (1964). In order to determine "how much recognition of instrumental
timbre depends on presence and strength of partials and how much depends on attack
(onset) and release of tone" (Berger, 1964, p. 1888), he recorded 10 wind instruments
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playing f4 (349 Hz), and subjected the recordings to four treatments. In the first treatment

the first and last half second were cut from the tape, removing both attack and decay. The

second alteration consisted of playing the tone backwards, the third option was the

unaltered tone, and the fourth consisted of the tone filtered of all partials, leaving only the

fundamental.

The stimulus tape resulting from all the above treatments was then played for 30

college band students who were asked to identify the instruments producing the tones.

Unaltered tones produced a 59% correct response rate with most of the confusion occurring

between horn-baritone and alto saxophone-tenor saxophone responses. The backward

sound produced a 42% correct response rate, while tones with attack and decay removed

were identified correctly 35% of the time. The filtered tones were correctly identified at a

rate of 18%. The "no answer" option was used more as the correct response rate dropped.

Berger did not subject his results to statistical analysis, so there is no indication of how

much of the responses were due to chance, and the shorter durations of the tones with the

attack and release removed may be a confounding variable. This study, however, served

as the impetus for later studies which refined and elaborated its procedures, and led to a

conception of timbre which involves more than steady-state harmonic spectrum.

Another study from the same year (Saldanha & Corso, 1964) was designed to

"evaluate the relative importance of harmonic structure, frequency, vibrato, transient

motion, both initial and final, and steady state duration as timbre cues in the absolute

judgement of musical tones" (Saldanha & Corso, 1964, p. 2022). Sound stimuli were

derived from 10 instruments (violin, cello, flute, oboe, bassoon, clarinet, alto saxophone,

French horn, trumpet, trombone) playing C (261.1 Hz), F (349.2 Hz) and A (440 Hz) for

nine seconds. The tones were subjected to five treatments. The unaltered tones with

attack, long steady-state and decay segments were nine seconds in duration. Altered tones
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were all three seconds in duration and consisted of (1) attack, shortened steady-state and

decay; (2) attack transient and shortened steady-state; (3) shortened steady-state only; (4)

shortened steady-state and decay transient. The final stimulus tape consisted of 300

randomly ordered tones (10 instruments x 3 frequencies x 2 playing styles x 5 treatments).

The 20 musically experienced subjects listened to the stimulus tape in two sessions.

An analysis of variance was performed for each combination of experimental

conditions on the number of correct identifications. It was found that all main effects

(instruments, frequencies, playing styles, treatments, listening sessions) were significant at

the .01 level. It was also found that all interactions involving the instrument variable were

significant, indicating that correct identification of instrument is affected by testing-

retesting, pitch, vibrato and the treatments of the tones. The best condition for correct

identification was found to be the initial transient with a short steady-state. Without the

initial transient identification scores were less than the chance level. Saldanha & Corso's

findings closely corroborate Berger's (1964) in the importance of the attack transient as a

factor in instrument identification and therefore as a determinant of instrumental timbre.

Wedin and Goude (1972) limited their study to one pitch (A 440 Hz) performed on

nine different instruments (flute, bassoon, violin, oboe, French horn, trumpet, trombone,

clarinet, cello) and subjected to two edit conditions, with transients (WT) and without

transients (NT). All tones were performed without vibrato except violin, cello, flute and

oboe which "are normally played using vibrato" (Wedin & Goude, 1972, p. 229).

Subjects performed four tasks: (1) instrument identification; (2) estimation on similarity of

pairs of instrumental sounds on a 1-10 scale; (3) completion of a questionnaire on musical

interest and training; (4) estimation of similarity of instruments by name.

In the first task, subjects (=70) were divided into groups which heard sounds with

transients (n=36) and those who heard tones without transients (n=34). The percentage of
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correct responses was computed for each instrument for both WT and NT treatments.
Reliability was estimated by placing the first four stimuli at the end of the stimulus tape and
correlating the responses. The WT stimuli exhibited a reliability of 0.62, while the NT
reliability was 0.61. Reliability estimates by the split-half method was considerably higher
at 0.97 for WT and 0.96 for NT. The percentages of correct identification were not
subjected to statistical analysis, but simple examination reveals large differences between
the group with transients and that without, the percentage of correct identification being
consistently higher with transients. Those instruments recorded with vibrato showed little
difference in identification between WT and NT conditions.

Because Wedin and Goude's subjects were asked simply to identify the instruments,
results were greatly dependent on subjects' previous learning of instrumental tone. This
factor would explain the rather low percentages of correct identification. The lack of
statistical analysis is extremely regrettable especially considering the low scores; the
differences may not be beyond the chance level. The inclusion of vibrato on some
instruments but not others is another confounding variable, for violin, flute, cello and oboe
are decidedly not the only instruments which normally use vibrato. Wedin and Goude also
admitted that the pitch at which the tones were played "is uncomfortable (exceptionally

high) for bassoon, trombone, and to some extent, cello. This restriction in representability
is taken in order to facilitate a meaningful analysis and must be considered in the
interpretation of the results" (Wedin & Goude, 1972, p. 230). The pitch A-440 is not only
uncomfortable on these instruments, but produces an uncharacteristic timbre, as borne out
by the fact that bassoon, cello and trombone displayed the lowest recognition scores in
Wedin & Goude's study.

Wedin and Goude also investigated subjects' perceptions of similarities of instrumental
tones and compared the perceived similarity of sounds with the ratings of similarities of
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instruments by name only. Factor analysis of the subjects' judgements of the tones and

found three factors which accounted for 75% of total variance. The first factor grouped the

timbres of violin, cello and clarinet; the second factor was that of trombone, French horn

and flute; the third grouping consisted of the trumpet, oboe and bassoon. Meanwhile, the

nominal similarity estimates followed traditional groupings into woodwinds, brasses and

strings, leading Wedin and Goude to conclude that "traditional classification of musical

instruments based on functioning material and the like does not necessarily correspond to

the perception of timbre" (Wedin & Goude, 1972, p. 235).

In order to determine relations between the perceptual structure and the physical

correlates of tones, Wedin and Goude performed a factor analysis of the intensities of the

first nine partials, finding a "close relationship between the perceptual structure and relative

intensities of the harmonic partials" (Wedin and Goude, 1972, p. 238). Three factors

accounted for 95.3% of total variance. The first factor was characterized by a decreasing

intensity of the upper partials and grouped together the French horn, trombone and flute.

Factor 2 described a low fundamental intensity with the maximum intensity at the third

overtone and another point of high energy at the sixth overtone. This structure typified the

trumpet and oboe sound and is consistent with the formant theory of timbre. The third

factor was defined by a high fundamental intensity with a maximum energy level in the

approximate center of the spectral envelope. Nonetheless, harmonic spectrum was found

to account for only 69% of variance in tones in which the transients were present (Wedin

and Goude, 1972, p. 238). Unfortunately, in their conclusion Wedin and Goude

constructed a three-dimensional model which was based only on the relative strength of

harmonic partials and did not account for the effect of transients (p. 239).

Thayer (1972) went beyond comparing the mere presence and absence of attack

transients and grafted the attack of one instrument onto the steady-state of another "to
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determine if the listener is influenced in his attempt to recognize instruments more by attack

or by the steady-state portion of the tone" (Heller & Campbell, 1972, p. 17). Tones were

generated from flute, oboe, clarinet and trumpet, each instrument playing d', c", and g-

flat". Each tone was modified by replacing the normal attack with the attack of each of the

other three instruments. These modified tones, along with tones in which the attacks had

been eliminated and the original 12 tones were re-recorded to yield a total of 120 tones

which were combined in random order on a stimulus tape.

Subjects in the study were high school instrumentalists (=57), college non-music

majors (n=43) and college music majors, college faculty and professional musicians

(a=38). The subjects listened to the tape and were asked to identify instruments producing

each of the sounds. It was found that the flute and clarinet steady-state tones were

identified correctly more often (82% and 79% respectively) than oboe and trumpet steady-

state tones (70% and 77%). The flute was recognized more often with its own attack or

with no attack prompting the conclusion that "the flute provides very strong identification

information in its steady-state, but very little in its attack" (Heller & Campbell, p.21). The

oboe steady-state was found to be the most influenced by the attacks of other instruments,

while the trumpet was the least accurately identified without its own attack. Thayer's study

demonstrates that it is not merely the presence or absence of an attack, but the

characteristics unique to the attack of a particular instrument which serve as cues for

identification. Thayer provides perceptual validation of analysis studies of attack transients

such as those performed by Luce (1963) and Luce and Clark (1965, 1967).

Elliott (1975) undertook a study which replicated that of Berger (1964) "to determine

the degree to which the absence of attacks and releases affects one's ability to identify

instrumental timbre correctly when examples of instrumental timbre are presented from a

magnetic tape recording" (Elliott, 1975, p. 35). The pitch e' was performed on nine
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instruments (flute, clarinet, oboe, bassoon, alto saxophone, trumpet, trombone, violin and

cello) by professional players at durations of six and seven seconds. Two stimulus tapes

were prepared from the resulting tones. Tape A was prepared from the seven-second tones

with the first and last half-seconds removed, while Tape B consisted of unaltered six-

second tones. Fifty-seven graduate music students then listened to the tones and attempted

to identify the instrumental source. The mean correct score for Tape A (without attacks and

releases) was 8.21, while the mean correct score for Tape B (with attacks and releases) was

13.50. The Standard Error of Difference Between Correlated Means was significant at the

.05 level.

Elliott also found that certain instruments were more easily identified than others

without attacks and releases. The clarinet tones on Tape A were identified correctly 102 out

of 114 times, the oboe, 87 of 114 and the trumpet 77 out of 114. "The number of correct

responses proved to be significant at the .05 level" (Elliott, 1975, p. 38), although Elliott

does not specify which test of significance was employed.

Studies which showed the significance of attack transients in instrument identification

(Berger, 1964; Saldanha & Corso, 1964; Thayer, 1972; Elliott, 1975) all used as stimuli

isolated tones and therefore do not take into account the factors of musical context. Later

studies (Campbell & Heller, 1978; Grey, 1978; Kendall, 1984) have shown that the

importance of the attack is diminished when stimuli are presented in the form of a

succession of pitches or as a complete musical phrase.

Grey (1978) compared discrimination between two synthesized versions of three

instrumental timbres in each of three contexts: single tones; single-voice melodic patterns;

multivoice musical patterns. One set of synthesized timbres was produced using the full

output of the analysis procedures while the other was a mathematically simplified line-

segment approximation. Different pitches were produced through direct transposition of
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the frequencies of partials, a procedure which does not preserve formant regions of the

instruments. Grey notes that "transpositions within the range of a perfect fourth (4:3)

frequency ratio) did not appear to significantly perturb the instrumental identities of the

tones" (p. 469).

The subjects were 13 paid musically sophisticated listeners who discriminated tones as

same/different and rated their confidence in their response from one (low confidence) to

three (high confidence). A two-way ANOVA on 12 contexts x 3 instruments x 13,

observations in each cell found interaction of context and instrument significant at the .01

level. Grey concludes that "apparently single-voice musical patterns enhance spectral

differences that exist between versions of a timbre, while isolated contexts allow listeners

to compare the temporal details of tones more clearly" (Grey, 1978, p. 471). Listeners also

informally described spectral differences in terms of "brightness" and "high frequencies"

(p. 471).

Musical context and instrument identification

Campbell and Heller (1978) postulated the existence of the "legato transient," defined

as the "transition between two notes in a legato passage played on a continuous tone

instrument. It is initiated when the performer interrupts an existing standing wave and ends

when a new standing wave has been established" (Campbell & Heller, 1978, p. 30). Their

study was undertaken "to determine the relative contributions of the attack transient, legato

transient and steady-state segments in isolation, to the identification of representative

instruments from different families" (Campbell and Heller, 1978, p. 32).

Musical stimuli were produced by six college instrumentalists who played a two-note

legato passage (F-349.2 Hz to A-440 Hz) on clarinet, flute, oboe, piano, trumpet and

violin. Because the transient portions of the tone are co-articulated with the steady-state,

the segments were timed and isolated at durations of 110 ms, 80 ms, 40 ms and 20 ms for
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both transient segments as well as for the steady-state portions. A stimulus tape was

assembled providing four repetitions of each of the six items in each category. Seventeen

subjects were presented with the stimulus tape and asked to identify the instrumental source

of each tone. Three subjects who missed four or more normal tones were eliminated from

further consideration, leaving a sample size of 14.

Repeated measures ANOVA showed that both main effects, those of segment and

duration were significant, as well as significant interaction between segment and duration.

A Duncan Multiple Range Test found all segment comparisons significant, while only the

20 ms duration was significantly different from the others. It was found that "instruments

were identified best when the legato transient portion was presented (overall mean 17.34

correct out of a possible 24). However, the significant interaction between segment and

duration suggests that for the 20 ms tones, the attack transient seems to be as good for

instrument identification as the legato transient and both transients are better that the steady-

state" (Campbell & Heller, 1978, p. 39). The authors, however, caution that,

the relative importance of the transients in a musical context can only be suggested by

the \present study. First, the isolated segments provide a unique listening experience

(with no redeeming social value unless one is a musical pointillist). Second, some

remnant of the steady state appears in all the transient segments. It is not clear how

much this contributes to the identifiability of these segments (Campbell & Heller,

1978, p. 41).

Campbell and Heller bring to the study of timbre a most important variable, that of

musical context. Since a musical performance is not merely a series of isolated tones, and

because a performer has a wide range of variety in the connection of tones the concept of

the legato transient needs to be considered. This preliminary study shows that the legato
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transient is as important in instrument identification as the attack transient, even though the

stimuli themselves consisted of isolated tones of extremely short durations.

This variable of musical context was addressed by Kendall (1984), who investigated

instrument identification and classification using what he terms a "psychomusical" rather

than a "psychophysical" approach. He used stimuli which were derived from a musical

context and manipulated the temporal elements of phrases generated by actual musical

instruments. His investigation was based on the premise that instrument categorization

strategies were largely independent of such variables as the frequency, intensity, signal

form, and duration of the sounds. Listener categorizations were examined across such

variables as performer, culture and acoustic properties of the instrument (Kendall, 1984, p.

26).

Stimuli were assembled from musical phrases which are "culturally valid to both

musicians and nonmusicians" (Kendall, 1984, p. 94), taken from folksongs. Three

phrases were performed on violin, clarinet and trumpet in a legato style because "stacatto

[sic] phrases might be most similar to the single note studies which form the bulk of

research into temporally segmented signals" (p. 94). The performances were recorded,

digitized, and subjected to three conditions by means of a Signal Edit System devised by

Kendall himself.

In his final investigation Kendall presented subjects with a model stimulus and asked

them to determine which of a set of three choice stimuli was the most similar to the model.

Stimuli consisted of two musical phrases and single pitches subjected to six edit conditions:

(1) normal signal; (2) steady-state with transients replaced with zero-amplitude line (no

sound); (3) steady-state with transients removed and replaced with copies of the steady-

state; (4) transients without steady-state; (5) transients with steady-state replaced by single-

period repetitions of the steady-state; (6) single-period steady-state without transients. The
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subjects were given no instructions as to what would determine similarity. Thirty-two non-

music majors and 23 music majors listened to the phrases while 37 non-music majors and

21 music majors heard the single tones. The dependent variable was the number of correct

matches, with independent variables being group (music/non-music), edit type,

phrase/single note, instrument.

Using repeated-measures ANOVA and Tukey- post-hoc tests, Kendall found

significant main effects for group and edit conditions, indicating that results differed for

music majors as opposed to non-music majors, and that the presence or absence of

transients had an effect on the perception of timbre. Post-hoc analysis indicated, however

that removal of transients did a= significantly impair subjects' categorizations of timbre

using entire phrases. The "instrument" variable also showed a significant effect, with

clarinet and violin producing higher mean correct scores than trumpet.

Kendall concluded that although transients are important in instrument categorization

using single notes, as demonstrated in many previous studies (Berger, 1964; Saldanha &

Corso, 1964; Clark, Robertson & Luce, 1967a; Wedin & Goude, 1972; Thayer, 1972;

Campbell & Heller, 1978), with phrases "it is reasonable to conclude that the importances

of transients on defining characteristic sounds of instruments has been overstated"

(Kendall, 1984, p.2 18). Kendall, however, admits the possibility that "transients may be

important in music-listener tasks other than instrument categorization, such as interpretation

categorization" (Kendall, 1984, p. 222).

Strawn (1985) likewise postulated that "much of an instrument's tell-tale 'sound' lies

in how the notes are connected," and conducted an observational study of the "contrasts

between tongued and untongued transitions" (Strawn, 1985, p. 347). He made digital

recordings of flute, piccolo, bass flute, clarinet, oboe, bassoon, violin, cello and trumpet

playing ascending and descending major seconds, major thirds, perfect fifths and minor
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sevenths performed both with and without tongued articulation. In all cases the final pitch

of the interval was A-220 Hz, except for the oboe, which ended on A-440 and the piccolo,

which ended on A- 1760. The recordings were subjected to time-variant power analysis

(signal amplitude) and time-variant spectral analysis (harmonic spectrum). The data were

not subjected to statistical analysis.

It was found that, (1) in all instruments except the cello there was a drop in overall

amplitude between notes accompanied by a gradual "spectral rolloff;" (2) transitions from

one pitch occur quickly, often within a few periods of the waveform; (3) tongued

transitions show a greater degree of amplitude reduction and spectral rolloff than

nontongued transitions; (4) there was no significant difference between ascending and

descending intervals for a given instrument; (5) the tongued transitions in the woodwinds

and brass exhibited "a small amount of noise right at the attack of the second note; (6) "in

spite of instructions to these players to play the notes at the same loudness, the amplitudes

of the two notes are often quite different" (Strawn, 1985, p. 350).

The investigation of timbre by means of instrument categorization using single tones

(and even microsecond segments of single tones) has produced an awareness of factors in

timbre perception other than harmonic spectrum, contrary to the postulations of earlier

researchers such as Helmholtz and Seashore. However, the desire for empirical control of

variables has led to an approach characterized by Kendall as "psychoacoustical" rather than

"psychomusical" (Kendall, 1984, p. 8). The psychoacoustical approach, while

methodologically more controlled, is farther removed from the musical domain. Grey

(1978), Campbell & Heller (1978) and Kendall (1984) have demonstrated that the

perception of single tones is not the same as that of musical phrases, and that this factor

must be accounted for in the study of musical timbre.
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The multidimensionality of timbre

The determination of the effects of temporal aspects of tone on the perception of

timbral differences (Berger, 1964; Saldanha & Corso, 1964; Thayer, 1972; Campbell &

Heller, 1978), together with findings of the independence of the critical bandwidth

contribution to timbre perception (Plomp, 1970) led to the re-evaluation of timbre as a

Mult1*diesnatrait. That is, "sounds cannot be ordered on a single scale with respect to

timbre" (Rasch & Plomp, 1982), as pitch and loudness are ordered on single dimensions of

frequency and intensity, respectively. Improvements in computer technology have made

possible the mathematical expression of relationships among data in any number of

dimensions through the technique of Multidimensional Scaling Analysis (MDS) (Shepherd,

1972). The technique of Multidimensional Scaling has been used to measure similarity-

dissimilarity judgements of sounds with respect to steady-state components as well as the

combination of temporal and spectral components. The application of MDS to the study of

timbre perception involves "two consecutive steps: (a) deriving a matrix of data in which

each entry represents the dissimilarity in timbre of the corresponding pair of stimuli, and

(b) computing a timbre space in which the interpoint distances between the stimulus points

represent the dissimilarities in timbre" (Plomp, 1976).

One of the first applications of MDS to the study of musical sounds was that of Peters

(1960) whose study was not limited solely to the aspect of timbre, but also included the

attributes of loudness, pitch, volume, clarity, roughness, density, fullness and brightness.

Twenty subjects judged 32 complex tones on a seven-point scale, rating them with respect

to the above qualities. He found that density, brightness and pitch tend to vary together as

a single factor, and that complex sounds could be described using anywhere from three to

six dimensions (Peters, 1960, p. 38). Peters admits that his findings are inconclusive at

best and suggests that "more conclusive results could only result from a series of

multidimensional studies in which various groups of complex sounds were scaled" (Peters,
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1960, p. 38). In a related study Peters used 44 sound samples recorded from 16 band

instruments. He asked 19 subjects to rate the sounds on the same attributes, this time on a

nine-point scale. It was found that "with respect to the particular sounds used in this study,

only three independent characteristics seemed to emerge, pitch, loudness and clarity.

Volume related directly to loudness and density. Fullness and brightness did not seem to

be independent of pitch" (Peters, 1960, p. 16). Peters did not specify any particular

physical correlates to the characteristics of "brightness," "density" or "clarity," but

evidently assumes that these terms describe the aspects of sound posed by Stevens (1936).

Plomp (1970), using computer-synthesized steady-state tone segments, presented

single tones to subjects and had them judge similarity by means of triadic comparison. He

found that perceptions of similarity could be interpreted in terms of the amplitude pattern of

harmonics, a finding which appeared to corroborate classical formant theory. Each one-

third-octave critical bandwidth was found to be independent of the others in contributing to

the perception of timbre differences. Although Plomp's findings extended to a total of 15

different dimensions, only the first three bandwidths accounted for perceivable differences.

In a later study Plomp (1976) attempted to "correlate timbre and sound spectrum by

investigating the agreement between a perceptual imbrespace derived from the timbre

dissimilarities among a set of complex tones and a spectralsal=, derived from their

differences in sound spectrum" (Plomp, 1976, p. 93). The sound stimuli were derived

from single waveform periods at a frequency of 349 Hz produced by nine different

instruments. The stimuli were presented to 10 subjects for paired comparisons. Plomp

derived graph coordinates of perceptual and spectral similarities and plotted these

coordinates in two three-dimensional configurations, one for spectral differences, one for

timbral differences. Relationships for these graphed points were established through

canonical correlation; three factors accounted for 90.4% of variance. Correlation
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coefficients between perceptual and spectral similarities were 0.993 (Factor 1), 0.987

(Factor 2) and 0.912 (Factor 3). Plomp did not attempt to interpret or assign names to the

factors, but postulated that the attribute of "roughness" (Stevens, 1936) was the result of

interference of harmonics within the one-third-octave bands.

De Bruijn (1978) endeavored to find the number of criteria a person needs to judge the

difference in timbre between tones and the relations between these criteria and the one-

third-octave band levels of the tones. He presented 36 electronically synthesized tones to

seven subjects for triadic comparison: three pairs of tones were played as a group, and

subjects determined the most and the least dissimilar pair. The resulting dissimilarity

ratings were scaled and clustered on two dimensions. Tones were considered

distinguishable from each other if their clusters did not overlap. The perception of timbre

differences between the tones in this particular study was found to depend on two factors,

those of harmonic content and slope of the amplitude pattern of the harmonics (the

envelope). The second factor was found to be a qualitative rather than a quantitative one.

Both Plomp (1970, 1976) and de Bruijn (1978) used as their stimuli steady-state

complex tones and thereby omitted transient factors which had already been found to be a

major determinant of timbre discrimination (Berger, 1964; Saldanha & Corso, 1964).

Steady-state tones hardly exist in actual practice whether in speech or musical stimuli, and,

although perhaps they are more easily synthesized and analyzed, they do not provide

adequate models for timbre perception.

The use of transient portions of the tone was a feature of Grey's (1975) study which

spawned a series of related investigations (Grey, 1977; Grey & Moorer, 1977; Gordon &

Grey, 1978; Grey & Gordon, 1978; Ehresman & Wessel, 1978; Sandell, 1989) using the

same stimuli. Grey used the technique of analysis-based additive synthesis to construct his

aural stimuli, a technique which did allow for the inclusion of transient portions of the
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tones. Because this sound production technique was, at the time, an innovative one,

Grey's research proceeded in four phases:

1) The measurement of the perceptual distance between original and synthesized tones;

2) The perceptual equalization of tones with respect to pitch, loudness and duration; 3)

Collection of similarity matrices and the subjection of these matrices to

Multidimensional Scaling; 4) The exploration and interpretation of the "perceptual

continuity" in the determination of categories and boundaries in similarity/dissimilarity

judgements (Grey, 1975, p. 29).

The stimuli were derived from 16 instrumental tones played near the pitch of E-flat

above middle C, approximately 311 Hz, whose duration ranged between 280 to 400 msec.

Instruments producing the sounds were two oboes (two different instruments and players),

English horn, bassoon, E-flat clarinet, bass clarinet, flute, alto saxophone (two tones, one

at piano and one at mezzo-forte), soprano saxophone, trumpet, French horn, muted

trombone, cello (three tones: normal, muted sul tastQ and sul ponticello . Each tone was

subjected to at least four of five edit conditions: (1) The original sound digitized; (2) the

original sound resynthesized by analysis-based additive synthesis; (3) a line-segment

approximation of the original sound (a technique of producing sound virtually

indistinguishable from the original, but with greatly reduced information storage developed

by Risset, 1966); (4) a cut-attack approximation which excluded low- amplitude

inharmonicity in the attack and was done only to the oboe, E-flat clarinet, bass clarinet,

saxophones, trumpet and French horn; (5) a constant-frequencies approximation which

eliminated all time-variant frequency functions.

For the verification of the synthesized tones, sixteen musically sophisticated listeners

heard the tones in an AA-AB arrangement. They were told to consider each stimulus as

two pairs of sounds with one different tone. Listeners indicated which pair contained the
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different tone and rated the degree of difference. The tones were presented in all possible

pairwise combinations with each combination repeated four times and randomly ordered,

producing a total of 528 trials.

A multidimensional scaling analysis of the results then was performed on the results.

The first solution in two dimensions resulted in "a lack of orderly clustering in the space,

wide discrepancies between the individual two-dimensional solutions and a general lack of

interpretability" (Grey, 1975, pp. 68-70). A three-dimensional solution was found to be

"interpretable in terms of the physical properties of the stimuli" (p. 70) the dimensions were

interpreted as: "1) Spectral energy distribution; 2) Synchronicity of onset-offset patterns;

3) "The presence of high-frequency , low amplitude inharmonic energy during the attack

segment" (p. 76)

Grey (1977), Grey & Moorer (1977) and Gordon & Grey (1978) found essentially the

same dimensions using the same stimuli and same techniques of data analysis. The

dimension of spectral energy distribution is essentially that factor found by Helmholtz in

1877 and investigated by Stevens (1934), Lichte (1941), Plomp (1970, 1976) and de

Bruijn (1978). The second dimension verifies the perception of differences in the build-up

of harmonic components found through analysis by Luce (1963) and Risset (1966). Both

the second and third dimensions in Grey's findings are elements of the attack of the note

and point out the perceptual importance of this segment. It was further found by Grey &

Moorer (1977) that the cut-attack approximation was "more discriminable and rated a

greater distance from the other conditions, on the whole" (p. 460). This "highlights the

extreme importance of the onset patterns of instrumental tones often referred to in the

literature" (p. 461). Even more interestingly, differences were not stated by subjects in

terms of timbre, but as "having slightly different articulations or styles of playing" (p.

461).
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Grey's sound stimuli were used by Ehresman and Wessel (1978) to test whether

listeners could transpose sequences of timbres as sequences of pitches can be transposed

using analogical reasoning (A is to B as C is to X). In their first experiment listeners were

asked to judge similarity- dissimilarity of pairs of tones. Unlike Grey, Eheresman and

Wessel found that two dimensions correlated almost as well as three, with a difference of

only 0.03. The two dimensions were described as "brightness" and "spectral variation" (p.

14), with "brightness" characterized as spectral energy distribution (low-high = mellow-

bright) and spectral variation similar to the spectral synchronization dimension found by

Grey.

The second experiment tested a parallelogram model of analogical reasoning as applied

to timbre and found that "subjects showed clear and consistent preferences for certain

analogy solutions over others [demonstrating] that a sort of analogical is possible with

purely sonic and non-verbal objects whose pitch, subjective duration, and loudness

properties remain fixed" (p. 24). Unfortunately Eheresman and Wessel did not specify

which timbres were considered analogical to each other or what physical or perceptual

factors result in a timbral analogy. Their finding of a two-dimensional solution similar to

Grey's (1975) is hardly surprising, since the stimuli were identical. They regrettably do

not elaborate on their interpretation of the two-dimensional solution where Grey found two

dimensions to have "a general lack of interpretability" (Grey, 1975, p. 70).

Benedini (1980) and Pollard & Jansson (1982a) both limited their studies to the use of

steady-state synthesized tones. Benedini's subjects compared different intensities of the

fourth, fifth and sixth harmonics of a tone with a fundamental of 100 Hz through triadic

comparison. Scaling in two dimensions revealed that differences in timbre may be related

to the different distributions of spectral lines in the tones used. It also was noted that

"insufficient correlation could be found between the measured dissimilarities in timbre on
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one hand and on the other the calculated differences in one-third-octave spectra, critical

band loudness and sharpness of tone" (p. 188). Pollard and Jansson attempted to simplify

the representation of musical timbre by reducing "the extensive amount of information

produced by the sample filter method and to look for relevant features of the sound" (p.

165). The relevant features were determined to be: (1) The loudness of the fundamental;

(2) the loudness of partials two to four and; (3) the loudness of partials above the fifth.

Both studies ignore the effects of time-determinant elements of tone production, and

although they may simplify results, this simplification greatly diminishes the applicability

of their findings to any situation other than the laboratory.

Bloothooft and Plomp (1988) attempted to discover correspondence between

perceptual and spectral spaces between vowels as well as timbre differences in the same

vowel sung by different singers. Nine male and eight female singers sang the vowels /a/,

/i/, /u/ at 131 hz (C3), 220 Hz (A3 ), and 392 Hz (G4). The tones were digitized and

segmented to a single period of vibration, which then was repeated to form a tone without

time-variant fluctuations.

In the first experiment 16 listeners (seven nonmusicians, nine musicians) were

presented with pairs of tone pairs in all possible pairwise combinations randomly ordered.

The subjects indicated which pair in a given set was more similar and the results were

subjected to INDSCAL analysis. The perceptual and spectral configurations then were

matched by rotation to maximal congruence. The results verified the one-third-octave

bandwidth model of tonal spectra for the given stimuli. It also was found that musical

knowledge and experience does not play a role in judgements of timbre similarities.

Sandell (1989, October) used Grey's stimuli in all possible combinations to determine

psychoacoustic aspects of instrumental blend. Eight musically sophisticated listeners rated

the combinations of tones with respect to blend/ separation on a 10-point scale. Sandell
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found that tones with similar locations of the centroid of spectral energy tended to be

perceived as blending together, likewise, tones which had synchronous onset of harmonic

components blended with other tones of synchronous onset, while tones with

asynchronous onsets blended with other asynchronous tones. Tones with centroid

locations at higher frequencies were characterized as "bright," while lower centroid

locations were described as "dark."

The use of a 10-point scale with only eight subjects demonstrates one of the most

glaring flaws in Sandell's study, but it is not the only one. The results from one listener

were discarded because they did not agree with those of the other seven, further reducing

the subject pool. The sound stimuli were isolated tones with a duration of only 0.3 second,

hardly enough time to provide listeners with an idea of musical blend. All sounds were

presented at the same pitch (E-flat 311 Hz) without regard to formant structure or the effect

of harmonics on the blending of two or more different pitches. The results of Sandell's

study cannot be generalized beyond the small number of subjects or the specific isolated

tones used as stimuli.

Multidimensional scaling analysis has been shown to be a powerful and versatile tool

in the investigation of timbre. Because of the multiplicity of factors comprising musical

timbre this procedure can provide insights into the importance of various factors. MDS is,

however, extremely sensitive to the GIGO (Garbage in Garbage out) principle. Grey's

(1975) use of muted trombone, cello sul ponticello, E-flat clarinet (rather than the more

common B-flat instrument) result in an inaccurate picture of the groupings of musical

instruments. These are flaws in musical concept than research methodology, but these

flaws are crucial in tainting the results. Subsequent use of the same stimuli (Grey, 1977;

Grey & Moorer, 1977; Gordon & Grey, 1978; Grey & Gordon, 1978; Ehresman &

Wessel, 1978; Sandell, 1989) only compound the inaccuracies.
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The specification of timbre as a multidimensional aspect of musical tone extends from

the definition of timbre as any attribute which is not frequency, intensity or duration. The

determination of factors in timbre perception other than steady-state harmonic content lead

to the use of multidimensional techniques in order to account for the multiplicity of factors.

Unfortunately it does not always clarify the subject.



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

Development of the measurement instrument

The first step in developing the measuring instrument was the determination of the

language commonly used by practitioners to describe trombone tone quality. In order to

compile a list of adjectives used to describe the tone quality of that instrument, a content

analysis similar to that performed by Abeles (n.d.) was conducted by the investigator.

Materials examined were the International Trombone Association Journal, the Brass

Anthology (1985) (a compendium of articles relating to brass instruments from

Instrumentalist), and studies of the semantic description of timbre (Stevens, 1934;

Helmholtz, 1954; Solomon, 1958; Peters, 1960; Jost, 1967; Nordenstreng, 1969; von

Bismarck, 1974a). The analysis yielded 159 adjectives after the elimination of duplicates.

These adjectives were listed in random order on a rating form which was sent to 76

college and university trombone teachers. There were 49 responses, producing a response

rate of 64.5%. No follow-up was attempted since these surveys were merely the

preliminary step in the development of a measurement instrument rather than the main focus

of the study. The respondents were asked to rate each adjective as highly appropriate for

the description of trombone tone quality (2), slightly appropriate or questionable (1), or

inappropriate (0) (see Appendix A). The responses to each descriptor were tabulated and

transformed with the formula:

ne% + n2
2(r - b)
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where n, is the number of respondents circling the response (1) indicating that the term is

slightly appropriate or questionable, n2 is the number of respondents circling (2),

designating the descriptor as very appropriate, r is the total number of responses, and b is

the number of blank responses on the particular item. This formula yields an estimation of

appropriateness (Z) which ranges from 0.000 (not used) to 1.000 (unanimously considered

appropriate) and can be interpreted in the manner of a reliability estimate (see Appendix B

for a complete list of descriptors and their appropriateness estimates).

A cut-off point of r,= 0.85 was chosen to determine the descriptors most appropriate

for inclusion in the instrument; 133 words were rated below the cut-off point and were

eliminated from consideration. Of the remaining 26 terms, the adjectives "sonorous",

"resonant" and "projected" were dropped as being descriptive of room acoustics rather than

instrumental tone; "full-bodied" was eliminated in favor of the higher-scoring "full";

"brilliant" was omitted in favor of "bright". The term "singing" was eliminated as being

more descriptive of musical style than of tone quality. The remaining 20 terms were used

by subjects of the preliminary investigation to describe the recorded sounds on five-point

Likert-type scales (Appendix E).

Construction of the musical stimuli

Recording and digitizing the sound stimuli

The original tones which served as the source from which the stimuli were constructed

were performed by a trombonist with over 15 years of experience as a professional

performer who received the Doctor of Musical Arts degree in trombone performance at the

University of North Texas. Using a Benge 190 trombone with a Giardinelli Symphony-T

mouthpiece, he played a two-octave D major arpeggio from low A2 to high A4. The

arpeggio was performed with each pitch having a duration of one second, measured with a
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Seiko electronic metronome, and three dynamic levels (p, mf, ff). At each dynamic level

the arpeggio was performed in four articulation styles: Legato, Non-legato, Marcato and

Staccato. Two- and four-second long tones also were performed at the same pitch levels

for use as extraction sources. Sound pressure levels, measured on a Realistic sound level

meter with a range setting of 90, appear in Table 1.

Table 1

Maximum sound pressure levels of recorded ones in dB: measured on Realistic sound level
meter. range: 190 dB

p mf ff

Legato -2 +2

Nonlegato -2 +2

Marcato -1 +6

Staccato -3 +3

2-second -3 (+2)* -2 (+6)*

4-second -8 (+5)* +2 (+6)*

*Maximum levels on highest pitch of arpeggio (A4)

>+6

+6

>+6

+5

+2 (>+6)*

>+6

The recording was done in the control booth of the University of North Texas

recording studio, a room which is soundproof and has no reverberation. The recording

was done through a single Neumann U-87 microphone and a Sony 501 ES Pulse Code

Modulator digital processor on Scotch EXG T-120 audio tape in a Panasonic 8500 VHS

video cassette recorder at a rate of 30 frames per second. The digital information on the

tape was then input through a Sony Pulse Code Modulator and equalized with a Yamaha
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digital mixer into the New England Digital Synclavier II and stored as sound files on a

Winchester hard disk drive.

Extraction. alteration and synthesis

Prior to the construction of the musical stimuli, the rise times, decay times, and the

location of peak energy points of the individual pitches were measured. The results of

these measurements are outlined in Appendix C. The individual pitches then isolated from

the performed arpeggios via the extraction procedure specified for the Synclavier. Each

pitch was then stored as an individual sound file designated by pitch name, dynamic level

and articulation style. In extracting individual pitches from the legato arpeggios, a 0.1

second decay was specified in order to approximate the sound of live performance while

eliminating the pitch change from the end of each sound file. The Non-legato, Marcato and

Staccato pitches were extracted without alteration. Tones then were extracted from the

steady-state portion of the two-second long tones with durations, rise and decay times

specified to approximate the natural tones. Attack transients (durations ranging from 0.03

to 0.06 seconds, depending on the zero-energy location) which previously had been

extracted from the marcato sound files were spliced onto each pitch; this procedure resulted

in two sets of extracted pitches, those without transient noise in the attack, and pitches of

identical parameters 2Mith transient attack noise.

In the process of equalizing the voltage of all the recorded samples while they were

input into the Synclavier, the piano sound files were found to be contaminated with white

noise, a result of recording levels having been set too low during the original recording.

This noise became especially evident during spectral analysis (see Appendix E, no. 8), and

showed up as a pronounced jagged line in the frequencies above the harmonic content of

the tone. This contamination was remedied by feeding the signal through a General Radio
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Universal filter which removed all noise above 4500 Hz, leaving the harmonic content of

the sound intact.

Construction of the stimulus tape

Four short musical phrases (Figure 3) consisting of seven tones, each with a duration

of one second, were composed for use as musical stimuli. The phrases were limited to a

range of less than a perfect fourth in order to preserve the timbral characteristics of the

original tones, in accordance with Grey (1978, p. 469) who noted that "transpositions

within the range of a perfect fourth (4:3 frequency ratio) did not appear to significantly

perturb the instrumental identities of the tones." This finding also was observed in the

process of playing back the recorded stimuli: tones more than five semitones distant from

the original pitch tended to take on characteristics of a trumpet if higher or a tuba if lower

than the original pitch. Because each sound file was a spectral and temporal model for the

pitches making up the phrases used as stimuli, the physical characteristics of a tone

remained constant throughout each phrase. Phrases were performed in the Real-Time

Performance keyboard mode of the Synclavier.

Four primary areas were chosen to classify the factors to be investigated: number of

upper harmonics, upper limit of harmonicity in the sound, presence or absence of attack

transient, and the time ratio of attack transient to steady-state portion of the sound. The

measured characteristics of the sound files are shown in Table 2. The extracted sound files

were designated for inclusion on the stimulus tape on the basis of these individual factors.

Four sound files were chosen to produce different levels of upper harmonic content

with transient factors, temporal factors and pitch remaining constant as possible. These

four sound files all were extracted from the pitch A3 (220 Hz); the different harmonic

contents resulted from the dynamic levels at which the tones were performed by the

trombonist.
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Figure 3

Musical phrases used as stimuli

Phrase 1

to I

Phrase 2

I F i ___________

Phrase 3

TI 4

Phrase 4

Sound files are identified numerically, according to their order on the Pilot Study tape,

and by acronym indicating dynamic level (P, MF, F), articulation style (L for legato, NL

for non-legato, M for marcato, S for staccato), and pitch level (LD for low D3, MA for

middle A 3, HD for high D4 ), with X indicating an extraction from a steady-state tone and S

designating a steady-state extraction with the attack transient spliced onto the onset of the

tone. Thus the four sound files included to investigate the effect of upper harmonics were

PNLMA (Piano, Non-legato, Middle A3), MFNLMA, FNLMA, and FNLXMAS. The last
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Table 2

Measured physical characteristics of the 17 sound files
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sound file, an extraction, showed unusually high upper harmonics as an artifact of the

extraction process on this particular tone. It was decided to make use of this characteristic

in the investigation. Loudness was equalized in the process of recording the digitized

sound files to the stimulus tape.

The effect of the presence or absence of the attack transient was examined using two

extractions at each of two pitches, FLXLD, FLXLDS, FLXHD and FLXHDS. The two

pairs of tones are identical except for the attack transient spliced onto one of each pair.

It was also surmised that the time ratio of attack transient to steady-state may play a

role in the description of tone quality; that is, the attack transient may be more of a factor in

short tones than in longer ones. To investigate this possibility, three treatments at two

durational periods (staccato and legato) were included: FSHD, FSXHD, FSXHDS

(natural, extraction, extraction with attack transient at a duration of approximately 0.45 sec.

per tone) and FLHD, FLXHD, FLXHDS (natural, extraction, extraction with attack

transient at a duration of 0.9 sec. per tone, the latter two previously included). Sound files

used to test the effects of rise time were FLLD, FNLLD (1) and FMLD.

To control for the possible effects of the three different pitches, FNLHD was included.

This inclusion made available three sound files derived from natural tones of closely

identical temporal envelope: FNLLD (1), FNLMA, FLNHD. In addition, to test for the

effects of the number of harmonics present in a tone, a high D4 sound file was transposed

down an octave, resulting in a low D3 with the spectral characteristics of a high D4. This

sound file was designated FSHD8.

The seventeen resulting sound files shown in Table 2 were input to the Synclavier

Real-Time Performance keyboard and directly recorded in random order through a TEAC

R-477 cassette deck onto TDK IEC-IV Type IV metal tape. The four phrases were used in
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the order shown, and each phrase was separated by ten seconds of silence and an

announcement of excerpt number and test sheet item numbers.

The preliminary investigation

The preliminary investigation was conducted to determine whether the 20 descriptors

could be used to differentiate among the seventeen sound files in terms of the acoustic

factors of number of harmonics, upper limit of harmonicity, presence/absence of attack

transient, and attack transient to steady-state time ratio. Questions to be answered were:

1. Do subjects use descriptors differently in characterizing trombone-like sounds of

varying numbers of harmonic components?

2. Do subjects use descriptors differently in characterizing trombone-like sounds of

varying upper limits of harmonicity?

3. Do subjects use descriptors differently in characterizing trombone-like sounds on

the basis of the presence or absence of the attack transient?

4. Do subjects use descriptors differently in characterizing trombone-like sounds of

varying time ratios of attack transient to steady-state?

5. Are the 17 sound files described by subjects using the 20 descriptors in manners

unique to each sound file?

6. Are any of the 20 designated descriptors used by subjects to describe the same

acoustical phenomena?

The pilot test: Administration

A pilot test was administered to 28 undergraduate and graduate trombone students at

the University of North Texas College of Music. Sound equipment in the classroom in

which the test was administered included a Technics RS-TR355 cassette deck, a Haffier

DH 120 amplifier and RAMSA 3-way speakers. The large number of verbal descriptors
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and musical excerpts (17 excerpts x 20 descriptors = 340 test items) necessitated the

administration of the pilot test in four subtests of five words each in a single session.

Subjects were asked to evaluate the tone quality of the excerpts with respect to each of the

descriptors on a one to five scale. The rating of (1) indicated that the word did not describe

the tone quality of an excerpt, a rating of (2) designated a word which slightly described the

excerpt, with (3) signifying a word moderately descriptive of the tone, (4) more than

moderately describing the tone, and (5) indicating that the word is very descriptive

(Appendix F). Subjects indicated their choices on National Computer Systems general

purpose answer sheets (Form 4521). The answer sheets were scanned and stored as four

separate data files (one for each subtest) on the University of North Texas mainframe

Academic Computing System.

The preliminary investigation: Data analysis

The first step in analyzing the raw data was taking descriptive statistics of each word

describing each sound file, accomplished using the "Descriptives" program in SPSS-X

(SPSS-X User's Guide, 1988, p. 446). Results then were totaled for each word and each

sound file (Appendix G). Internal consistency of each subtest was estimated with

coefficient alpha (Cronbach, 1970). The first subtest showed a reliability of 0.9021, the

second was 0.9336, reliability of the third subtest was 0.8997, while the fourth displayed a

coefficient of 0.9439.

Because the pilot test was comprised of four subtests of five descriptors each, and

each subtest was administered using separate answer sheets, data for each of the five words

in each subtest were in identical locations on the data file, making direct comparison of

descriptors from different subtests impossible. In order to remedy this difficulty, the raw

scores were converted by dividing the mean response to a descriptor on one sound file by

the total mean for all responses to the word, as illustrated by the formula:
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Corrected Proportion = Mean SogundFile Word Score
Mean Score All Sound Files on Word

This operation yielded data that expresses the proportion of the total raw score for a

particular descriptor accounted for by each sound file, which corrects for missing

responses. The corrected proportions were then input as a new data file and used for

subsequent operations.

Three sets of correlations were performed using the corrected proportions. In the first,

the corrected proportional scores were correlated with acoustical factors such as

presence/absence of the attack transient, the upper limit of harmonicity in Hz, the number

of harmonic spectral components, the rise time, pitch and duration. Significant Pearson

product-moment coefficients of these factors are presented in Table 3.

The preliminary investigation: Results and discussion

The correlations displayed in Table 3 provide answers to the first four questions of the

pilot test: the questions of the effect of each of the designated acoustical factors on the

description of tone quality. If the correlation was significant at the a =.05 level, it can be

assumed that a particular word is used to describe the listener's perception and

categorization of the sound.

The number of harmonics in a tone (Question 1) was a significant factor in the use of

the words R ggd, beautifu and le . The fact that all correlations were negative

indicates that tones with fewer harmonics are described in these terms.

The upper limit of harmonicity (Question 2) was significant on 11 words, making it by

far the most influential factor of those examined in the preliminary investigation. The

direction of the correlations seems to indicate that tones with a high limit of harmonicity are

described as Ihin, bright, pinched and r&g, while those tones with a lower limit of
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Table 3

Correlation matrix of word scores with sound attributes

WORD ATrACK AMPINUDE
TRANSIENT PEAK

BIG

THIN

BRIGHT

VIBRANT

WARM

SOLID

PURE

GOOD

FUZZY

BEAUTIFUL

CLEAR

OPEN

PINCHED

FAT

DARK

ROUND

FULL

EDGY

CENTERED

RICH

-.0845

-.1691

-.3923

-.2121

.3468

.0234

.1401

.4684

.1799

.4397

.1477

.1598

-.4049

.1809

.3105

.3721

.1221

-.5029*

-.0007

.3323

-.1654

.4421

.0694

-.5024*

-.2432

-.5904*

-.4380

-.3817

.3354

.2630

-.5396*

-.3245

.3761

-.3759

-.2108

-.1141

-.2567

-.0330

-.5707*

-.1686

UPPER
LIM1T OF

HARMONICiTY

-.2838

.5252*

.7153**

-.0812

-.7067**

-.1184

-.3966

-.5836*

-.2436

-.6467**

-.1919

-.4692

.6352**

-.6087**

-.5768*

-.5936*

-.4660

.6378**

-.1551

-.6358**
*Significant a =.05 **Significant a =.01

NUMBER OF PiTCH DURATION
HARMONICS

.1275

.0809

.0806

-.2476

-.2868

-.1696

-.7428**

-.5225*

.3741

-.5451*

-.6040**

-.4434

.4667

-.0087

-.0427

-.3054

-.1690

.4000

-.4207

-.3881

-.4790

.5587*

.6508**

.2879

-.4585

-.0169

.2520

-.0696

-.5590*

-.1864

.3384

-.1318

.2417

-.6882**

-.6753**

-.4358

-.3810

.2639

.1798

-.3582

.3542

-.3332

-.5966*

-.2844

.4537

-.3928

-.2301

.1988

.6923*

.3145

-.3589

.0601

-.1782

.3309

.5139*

.5540*

.3942

-.5714*

-.3237

.4860*0 -, -, ~ Or

1 IIIIII
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harmonicity are characterized as mnn, god, hautiful, &J, drk,rund and rich.

One of the more surprising results was lack of significance of the presence or absence

of the attack transient (Question 3) in the description of the tones used in the preliminary

investigation. Owing to the importance of the attack in instrument identification repeatedly

documented in the literature (Luce, 1963; Berger, 1964; Saldanha & Corso, 1964; Thayer,

1972; Wedin & Goude, 1972; Elliott, 1975; Campbell & Heller, 1978), it had been

surmised that a corresponding influence of the attack would be found on the description of

tone quality. However, this lack of significance of the attack portion of the tone is in

accordance with the findings of Grey (1978, p. 471), who discovered that "musical

contexts seem to extend and amplify spectral differences between tones, while isolated

contexts may make slight temporal differences more apparent" [emphasis added]. Kendall

(1984) also noted the diminished importance of the attack in instrument identification tasks

using musical phrases rather than isolated tones.

As can be seen in Table 3, the attack was significant only in the use of the word edgy.

Even more surprising is the fact that the correlation is negative, indicating that subjects

described tones without the attack transient as being more y than tones with the attack.

However, it is possible that this perception of "edginess" results from an artifact of the

extraction process used to construct tones which are similar in all respects except the

presence or absence of the attack transient. The Synclavier II allows for the extraction of

tones which are gated to produce a rise time of a designated length of time (in this case .05

sec.). The rise and steady-state portions of the extractions are linear in their temporal

envelopes owing to the extraction algorithm of the Synclavier software, and it may have

been this linearity which produced the description of "edginess" by the subjects.

Examination of the mean scores for the word edgy (Appendix E) indicates this to be the

case, as extracted tones (both spliced and unspliced) were the seven highest-ranking sound
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files in terms ofedgy. Since the presence or absence of the attack transient was significant

only on one word, it is impossible to establish any significance of an attack-to-steady-state

duration ratio (Question 4).

Revision of the measurement instrument

In order to determine which, if any, of the seventeen sound files were being described

similarly (Question 5), the proportional scores data file was split by sound file, and a

matrix of Pearson-r correlation coefficients showed correlations of sound files with every

other sound file (Table 4). The same operation was performed, splitting the data file by

word, and a matrix of correlations of words with other words was produced in order to

determine which words were describing the same sound files in similar manners (Question

6). These matrices and the correlations of word with acoustical factors were examined to

determine: (1) which acoustical attributes showed the strongest influence in the use of a

particular word in describing the differences in tone quality found in the excerpts on the

stimulus tape; (2) which sound files were described using the same words; and (3) which

words were being used to describe the same sounds. These three considerations, in

addition to total word score appropriateness estimate () as determined in the postal

survey, and mean score and standard deviation on all descriptors were the factors in

determining inclusion of sound files and descriptors on the measurement instrument for the

final study.

Determination and elimination of redundant sound files

In the process of administering the pilot test it immediately became apparent that too

many decisions were required of the subjects and too many stimuli were present. The total

number of decisions in the four subtests amounted to 340 (17 sound files x 20 descriptors).
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Subjects were allowed approximately 15 seconds to decide whether a sound was described

by five different words; several individuals later noted that this was not enough time to

make these decisions. Therefore, the correlation matrices were examined to determine if

any sound files and any descriptors correlated with each other and thus could be eliminated.

The correlations of descriptors with acoustic factors (presence/absence of attack

transient, amplitude peak location, number of harmonics, upper limit of harmonicity, pitch,

duration; see Table 3) showed the attack transient to be a significant factor only in the use of

the term edgy Six of the sound files (FSHD, FSXHD, FSXHDS, FLHD, FLXHD,

FLXHDS) were included in order to determine if the presence or absence of the attack

transient was related to the duration of the steady-state portion of the tone. The significant

correlation of attack transient on only one descriptor seems to indicate less importance of the

attack transient than originally hypothesized, and that the attack transient to duration ratio

was not a factor at all.

Examination of correlations among sound file scores showed extractions and spliced

extractions correlating positively and significantly ( =.001, two-tailed) with each other and

with other sound files (Table 4). FSXHD, FSXHDS and FLXHDS showed three positive

significant correlations with other sound files; FLXHD correlated with four others.

As an additional check on relationships among the sound files, factor analysis, a

procedure "for removing the redundancy from a set of correlated variables and representing

the variables with a smaller set of 'derived' variables, orfactors" (Kachigan, 1986, p. 378)

was performed on the sound file scores. Principal-components analysis, which initially

extracts a number of factors equal to the number of variables and then assigns them weights

according to the variance accounted for by each factor, yielded three factors of eigenvalues

greater than one. The eigenvalue of a factor expresses numerically the amount of variance

which would be accounted for by one variable. Therefore there were three factors which
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Table 4

Correlation matrix of sound files: *Significant (a=.01)
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Table 5

Rotated sound file factor loadings (Varimax rotation)

SOUND FILE

09 (FLXHD)

17 (FSHD8)

10 (MFNLMA)

14 (FNLMA)

02 (FSXHD)

15 (FLXLDS)

05 (FNLXMAS)

06 (FSXHDS)

13 (FLHD)

01 (FNLLD)

12 (FSHD)

11 (FMLD)

16 (FLLD)

08 (PNLMA)

07 (FLXHDS)

04 (FLXLD)

03 (FNLHD)

FACTOR 1

.94145

-.92509

-.88432

-.88465

.85070

.80372

.73033

.69352

-.68913

-.68264

.06346

.02034

.33328

-.55370

.56121

-.00726

-.26749

FACTOR 2 FACTOR 3

-.13445

.00421

-.10530

-.10305

-.44951

.44951

-.09531

-.62425

.30931

.31593

-.94209

.82383

.81648

.65720

-.61415

.17470

.04410

.13436

-.25224

-.18442

-.12317

.06716

.06716

-.00051

.17546

-.50367

.22918

-.06363

-.01196

.32331

-.37666

.48232

.93478

-.91436

accounted for more variance than a single variable, for a total of 83.9% of the explained

variance. Varimax rotation, which mathematically redefines the factors in order to

eliminate overlapping of variables within the factors in order to make them more

sharply defined, converged in five iterations (Table 5). FLXHD, FSXHD and FSXHDS

all demonstrated high positive loadings on the first factor (.94145, .85070 and .69352,

respectively). Therefore it was decided on the basis of (1) the attack transient correlating

with only one descriptor, (2) the number of significant positive correlations with other
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sound files, and (3) the high factor loadings in the factor analysis, to eliminate sound files

FSXHDS, FSXHD, FLXHDS, FLXLDS, FLXHD from the measurement instrument for

the final study.

Similarly, MFNLMA and FNLMA, which were intended to provide different levels of

harmonic content correlated highly with each other (0.8676, p=.000). Examination of the

spectral graphs of these sound files (Appendix D) showed little difference in harmonic

content. It was decided to eliminate MFNLMA, leaving FNLMA available for comparison

with other FNL sound files to control for pitch.

Therefore, the revised measurement instrument was constructed to investigate the

effects of (1) the upper limit of harmonicity, (2) number of harmonics, (3) temporal

envelope shape or amplitude peak location, (4) spectral envelope shape (5) pitch, and (6)

duration. The instrument consisted of nine sound files: PNLMA, FNLMA, and

FNLXMAS provided three levels of the upper limit of harmonicity; FNLLD (1), FNLMA,

FNLHD and FSHD8 had different numbers of harmonic components; FLLD, FNLLD (1)

and FMLD demonstrated three peak amplitude locations; FSHD and FNLHD had two

durations; and FNLHD, FNLMA and FNLLD (1) were at three pitch levels.

Determination and elimination of redundant descriptors

The descriptor scores were subjected to similar examination, comparing correlations

among descriptors (Table 6) and factor loadings (Table 7), with the additional

considerations of a word's appropriateness estimate () as determined from the postal

survey, as well as mean and standard deviation of the scores for all sound files on a

particular word, all of which are summarized in Table 8. These latter two descriptive

statistics are an indication of the subjects' use of a word to discriminate among the various

sounds. Because scores for the descriptor vibrant clustered around the mean and showed a

significantly (a=.05) lower standard deviation than any other descriptor, this indicated that
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Table 6

Corrlation matrix of descriptor
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Table 6 (cont.)

Con-elation matrix of descriptors

%n - 00
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u 0 0
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Table 7

Rotated descriptor factor loadings (Varimax rotation)

WORD FACTOR 1 FACTOR 2 FACTOR 3 FACTOR 4

EDGY -.95785 .08781 .04371 -.13098

BEAUTIFUL .91032 .34086 .04371 .03606

BRIGHT -.87062 .35977 -.25133 -.09640

RICH .84897 .23707 .36392 -.09640

DARK .83994 -.14600 .39105 -.17428

GOOD .77967 .51835 .18484 .19083

PINCHED -.75860 -.40804 -.37817 -.13027

OPEN .55765 .50249 .44413 -.08126

CLEAR .28036 .92864 .08320 -.13291

CENTERED .16900 .85654 .22472 -.24718

PURE .45532 .81841 .08817 -.24718

FUZZY .30186 -.81765 .11685 .39226

VIBRANT -.19865 .74006 .44245 .28715

SOLID -.01866 .73247 .52143 -.08369

BIG .09712 .14191 .95083 .03029

FAT .52970 .08207 .80833 -.02553

FULL .46206 .31304 .77993 .03403

THIN -.59823 -.19004 -.69240 -.02149

ROUND -.06072 -.19777 -.01128 .95206

WARM .21046 -.18865 .02827 .93743

subjects were not discriminating among sounds in terms of the word vibrant Thus it was

decided to eliminate vibrant from the final study.

Relationships among other descriptors were examined with respect to correlations of

word scores (Table 6) and by a factor analysis of these correlations. Principal-components

analysis extracted four factors (eigenvalue > 1) which explained 91% of variance (see Table
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7). Varimax rotation converged in seven iterations. The descriptors beautiful, idQ dark1,

god and agg all loaded positively on the first factor and showed significant (p<.001)

correlations with at least one other term in the grouping. Qp.n showed no correlation with

any sound characteristics and cross-loaded on Factors One, Two and Three, and was thus

eliminated. Of the remaining four descriptors from this group, beautiful and dii correlated

with all three others while dudi and gd correlated with all but each other. Beautiful and

rich were dropped in favor of dark, which showed a higher a. Good was retained since it

did not correlate significantly with d.

Words loading negatively on Factor One were edgy, bright and pinched. Thin, though

it loaded negatively on Factor Three (-.69240) also cross-loaded enough on Factor One

(-.59823) to be examined with this group, and indeed, correlated at the p < .001 level with

pinched (r=.761 1) and also with bright (r:=.6306, p=.007). Edgx (=.869) was eliminated

in favor of brighI (&=.937), with which it correlated (r=.8384, p<001). Thin and pinched

correlated highly (r=.761 1, p<.001) and showed similar X's (.854 and .857, respectively)

as well as similar mean scores (60.35 and 60.52). Pinche was retained on the basis of its

higher standard deviation (16.26 as opposed to 12.17), which indicated more variability in

subjects' use of this descriptor to characterize the different tones.

Factor Two is represented by the descriptors gkar, Qcentered, pure , and the

already eliminated yibnt, with negative loadings from fuzzy. The first four words all

show significant correlations with each other except pjr= with solid (r=.6415, p=.006). Of

these terms, center had the highest T (.988, making it, along with darL. the most highly-

rated descriptor with respect to appropriateness), and was the one retained from this group.

Euzzy showed no significant correlations with any other descriptor, thus also was retained.

Big, fat and full all loaded positively on Factor Three, as well as correlating

significantly with each other, while thin loaded negatively on this factor. Eat was
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Table 8

Summary of statistics for descriptors
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eliminated on the basis of its lower & (.881). Wig (&=.987) and full (&=.964) were much

closer, but it was decided to retain ull on the basis of its wider range of subject

discrimination among sound files, as indicated by the higher standard deviation (15.55 as

opposed to 12.51).

Factor Four consisted of only two terms,x.aMn.and Lund, which correlated

significantly (r=.8937, p<.001) with each other. Wm was retained on the basis of its

higher X (.940 compared with .928) and higher standard deviation (18.41 versus 16.29).

Therefore, the eight descriptors chosen for investigation in the final study were bright,

d&rk, g, pinhd, centered, fuzzy, full and wa. The process of eliminating

descriptors used by the subjects to describe similar or identical attributes detailed above

insured that these eight words accounted for most of the elements of tone quality

description as used by the subjects of the pilot study.

The Final Study

Construction of the stimulus tape and administration of the instrument

A new stimulus tape using the same musical phrases (Figure 1) was synthesized

employing Synclavier soundfiles FNLMA (14), FNLLD (1), FSHD (12), FNLXMAS (5),

FSHD8 (17), FLLD (16), FNLHD (3), PNLMA (8), and FMLD (11). First-generation

cassette copies were made from the digital master to ensure the highest possible fidelity of

reproduction. For administration of the final study, the tapes were sent with a cover letter

(Appendix F), instructions (Appendix G), and answer sheets to Western Michigan

University (n=12), the University of North Carolina at Greensboro (n=34), the University

of Northern Colorado (n=11), the University of Oklahoma (n=18), and East Texas State

University (n=15). The instrument was personally administered by the author at the

University of North Texas (n= 31) and at the Oklahoma Trombone Workshop held at the
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University of Oklahoma (n=40), for a total of 161 subjects. All subjects were at or above

the level of college freshmen, currently enrolled in applied instruction in trombone. There

was no duplication of subjects between the workshop participants and participants from the

University of Oklahoma.

Administrators of the measurement instrument were instructed to use a high-quality

playback system with noise-reduction turned off in a quiet room with little reverberation

(Appendix F). Because the stimulus tapes were sent by mail to several institutions, the

administration conditions were subject to some variability.

Subject responses were recorded on National Computer Systems Form 4521 general

purpose answer sheets in the same manner as the preliminary investigation, on a one-to-

five Likert-type scale, with one representing the least correspondence between word and

tone quality and five representing the greatest correspondence. These response sheets were

scanned and stored as raw data files on the University of North Texas Multi-User System

for Interactive Computing (MUSIC) mainframe system.

Preparation of data for analysis

In order for the data files to be accessible to the Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences (SPSS-X) the data were split according to the sound file used to synthesize the

aural stimulus and arranged so that each word score was in a particular column. Thus each

subject response to a particular descriptor was treated as a case, yielding a total of 1405

valid observations by the 161 subjects after deletion of missing responses. The measured

attributes of each sound file were listed in columns on the final data file, to be used for

comparison with word scores.
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Summary

Based on findings of the pilot study, the presence or absence of the attack transient

was eliminated as a factor for consideration in the final study. The number of descriptors

was reduced from 20 to eight by examination of correlation matrices and factor analysis,

which determined subjects' use of words as synonyms or antonyms; the combination of

sound files and descriptors chosen for the final study resulted in a measurement instrument

consisting of 72 items (9 sound files x 8 descriptors). This instrument was administered to

161 trombonists at the level of college freshman or above, up to and including professional

performers and university professors.

The final study attempted to determine what sound factors influence experienced

trombonists to use certainly commonly-used words to describe the tone quality of that

instrument. Specifically, the purpose of the final study was to answer the research

question: What physical attributes present in tones do experienced trombonists associate

with the words bright, dk gd, pinched, d Lurzz, ull and .m in describing

the tone quality of that instrument? Physical attributes examined were, (a) the presence or

absence of inharmonic noise in the attack of tones; (b) variations in the shape of the

temporal envelope of tones as measured by the location of the amplitude peak; (c) duration,

expressed in seconds; (d) variations in the number of harmonics in the steady-state portion

of the tone; (e) variations in the upper limit of harmonicity of the steady-state portion of the

tone; (f) variations in the shape of the spectral envelope as expressed by the slope of

spectral envelope; (g) pitch, expressed in Hz.



CHAPTER 4

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

Analyses of the data

Data analysis was performed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences

(SPSS-X, Version 4.0, 1991) on the mainframe Multi-User System for Interactive

Computing at the University of North Texas. Raw data were examined using the

DESCRIPTIVES command, and missing values were eliminated on a casewise basis.

Since each observation was treated as a separate case, subject responses were available for

examination on other items even if they left an item blank. There were 11 missing values,

seven of which were accounted for by one subject.

The assumption of interval-level data generated by a Likert-type scale is valid due to

the summative nature of the model. This model "assumes that each item is monotonically

related to some underlying psychological trait and that the total score is approximately

linearly related to that trait" (Boyle and Radocy, 1987, p. 179). Because the description of

tone quality or any other reaction to perceptual phenomena can be considered an attitude,

the use of Likert-type data in subsequent operations is statistically appropriate.

Descriptive statistics and reliability

The data were grouped by sound file and descriptive statistics were computed for each

word score on each sound file (Table 9). Cases with missing values were not included in

these computations. Cronbach's (1970) coefficient alpha, a measurement of internal

consistency, was computed for the entire data file, yielding a reliability estimate of a =

0.7121. Although this reliability estimate is considerably lower than that of the pilot study,

it fell within the range of those values considered adequate for group judgements

91
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Table 9

Final study sound file descriptive statistics

SOUND FILE DESCRIPTOR MEAN S D SUM VALID N

14 (FNLMA) BRIGHT 3.22 0.97 506 157

CENTERED 2.89 0.95 457 158

DARK 2.67 1.04 422 158

FULL 3.18 0.99 502 158

FUZZY 2.84 1.14 448 158

GOOD 3.24 0.93 509 157

PINCHED 2.19 1.05 397 158

WARM 2.51 1.05 397 158

1(FNLLD) BRIGHT 2.27 1.11 359 158

CENTERED 2.41 0.94 381 158

DARK 3.04 1.19 481 158

FULL 2.80 1.06 442 158

FUZZY 3.51 1.12 554 158

GOOD 2.22 0.87 351 158

PINCHED 2.93 1.15 463 158

WARM 2.24 1.01 352 157

12(FSHD) BRIGHT 4.15 0.87 655 158

CENTERED 3.92 1.01 620 158

DARK 2.01 1.16 317 158

FULL 2.84 1.16 448 158

FUZZY 1.56 0.93 245 157

GOOD 3.66 1.15 574 157

PINCHED 2.52 1.27 395 157

WARM 2.20 1.22 345 157
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Table 9 (cont.)

Final study sound file descriptive statistics

SOUND FILE

(5)FNLXMAS

17(FSHD8)

3(FNLHD)

DESCRIPTOR

BRIGHT

CENTERED

DARK

FULL

FUZZY

GOOD

PINCHED

WARM

BRIGHT

CENTERED

DARK

FULL

FUZZY

GOOD

PINCHED

WARM

BRIGHT

CENTERED

DARK

FULL

FUZZY

GOOD

PINCHED

WARM

MEAN

3.88

2.94

2.13

3.53

3.15

2.46

3.07

1.73

1.57

3.33

4.20

3.91

3.99

1.42

4.03

1.72

3.77

3.20

2.42

3.29

2.41

3.46

2.32

2.99

SD

1.18

1.40

1.31

1.33

1.33

1.30

1.50

1.07

0.96

1.24

1.10

1.06

1.07

0.88

1.31

0.95

0.95

1.14

1.20

1.11

1.21

1.04

1.08

1.15

SUM

613

465

336

558

498

388

482

272

248

526

663

618

623

224

636

270

595

505

382

520

378

546

365

469

VALID N

158

158

158

158

158

158

157

157

158

158

158

158

158

158

158

157

158

158

158

158

157

158

157

157

ommommumm

mmmlmmmmmmm
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Table 9 (cont.)

Final study sound file descriptive statistics

SOUND FILE DESCRIPTOR MEAN S D SUM VALID N

8(PNLMA) BRIGHT 2.11 0.88 333 158

CENTERED 2.21 1.19 349 158

DARK 3.33 1.11 526 158

FULL 2.39 1.24 378 158

FUZZY 4.08 1.18 645 158

GOOD 2.18 1.09 345 158

PINCHED 2.83 1.38 444 157

WARM 3.33 1.22 526 158

11(FMLD) BRIGHT 3.29 1.19 520 158

CENTERED 2.82 1.22 445 158

DARK 2.26 1.35 357 158

FULL 2.77 1.20 437 158

FUZZY 2.87 1.16 454 158

GOOD 2.49 1.14 394 158

PINCHED 3.42 1.25 537 157

WARM 1.84 1.09 290 158

and attitudinal surveys (Leonhard & House, 1972, pp. 398-399). Because the present

investigation was a measurement of the opinions of a large group of subjects, this reliability

estimate is adequate for the purposes of the study. Subsequent interpretation of data

analyses were performed in light of the possible presence of measurement error.

Coefficient alpha reliability estimates also were computed for each word as used in

describing all sounds. Reliability for the terms go , pinched, and warm were within the

lower range of adequacy or group measurement and attitudinal surveys, whereas centered,

dark, and especially full showed a very low level of consistency of use as measured by this
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estimate. These estimates, shown in Table 10, revealed a definite lack of consistency in the

use of some descriptors, a condition which also bears upon interpretation of data, but

indicates the need for a common usage in the description of tone quality. These reliability

estimates also need to be considered in the interpretation of data, especially in the attempt to

determine sound factors which are associated with subjects' reactions to descriptors.

Table 10

Reliability estimates for descriptors (Cronbach's a)

WORD Bright Centered Dark Full Fuzzy Good Pinched Warm

a 0.4848 0.3466 0.3733 0.2596 0.5554 0.6432 0.6355 0.6307

ANOVAs of word scores by sound file

In order to ascertain whether there were differences in subjects' ratings of the nine

different sounds in terms of the descriptors, a series of one-way analyses of variance

(ANOVAs) was performed with sound file as the grouping variable and scores for each

descriptor as the dependent variables. Statistically significant (a =.01) differences

between groups were found among sound stimuli on subjects ratings on all words, as

shown in Table 11.

Post-hoc tests were performed to ascertain the specific sounds whose means were

significantly different for each word. The Scheff6 multiple range procedure, a conservative

test of the significance of group mean differences (Hinkle, Wiersma & Jurs, 1988, p.378)

was chosen for the examination. Significantly different means at the j = .01 level are

displayed in Table 12. Each descriptor displayed a unique of pattern of sound files which

characterized that word, and for each word there was at least one sound file or subset of

sound files which differed significantly in subjects' descriptions. Mean scores reported are
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Table 11

ANOVA summary tables of word scores by sound file
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Table 12

Significantly different sound file group means:
* indicates significantly different pairs of sound files (Scheff6. a=.01)

BRIGHT
Mean SF 17 8 1 16 14 11 3 5 12

1.5850 17

2.1293 8

2.3129 1 *

2.4286 16 *

3.2534 14 * *

3.3265 11

3.7619 3 * * * *

3.8776 5 * * * * *

4.1565 12 * * * * * *

CENTERED
Mean SF 16 8 1 11 14 5 3 17 12

1.4898 16

2.2041 8 *
2.4082 1 *

2.8503 11 * *

2.8776 14 * *

3.0340 5 * *

3.1429 3 * * *

3.2925 17

3.9116 12 * * * *

DARK
Mean SF 12 5 11 3 16 14 1 8 17

2.0000 12

2.1837 5

2.2245 11

2.4218 3

2.4830 16

2.6599 14 *

3.0272 1 *

3.3741 8 * * * * * *

4.2109 17 * * * * * * * *

FULL
Mean SF 16 8 11 1 12 14 3 5 17

2.0204 16

2.4354 8

2.7687 11 *

2.7755 1 *

2.8707 12 *

3.2041 14 * *

3.2721 3 * *

3.6395 5 * * * * *

3.8912 17 * * * * * * *
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Table 12 (cont.)

Significantly different sound file group means:
* indicates significantly different pairs of sound files (Scheff. .a =.01)

FUZZY
Mean SF 12 3 17 14 11 5 1 16 8

1.5890 12

2.4626 3 *

2.4626 17 *

2.8299 14

2.8844 11 *

3.0884 5 * * *

3.5170 1 * * * * *

4.0069 16 * * * * * *

4.0544 8 * * * * * *

GOOD
Mean SF 16 8 1 11 5 14 3 17 12

1.4422 16

2.1701 8 *

2.2177 1
2.4762 11 *

2.5578 5

3.2534 14 * * * *

3.4150 3 * * * * *

3.5170 17 * * * * *

3.6370 12 * * * * *

PINCHED
Mean SF 17 14 3 12 8 5 1 11 16

1.5646 17

2.1633 14

2.3493 3 *

2.5342 12 *

2.8082 8 *

2.9521 5

2.9660 1 *

3.3699 11 * * * *

3.9728 16 * * * * * * *

WARM
Mean SF 16 5 11 12 1 14 3 8 17

1.7329 16

1.7877 5

1.8299 11

2.1918 12

2.2260 1

2.5170 14 * * *

2.9726 3 * * * * *

3.3673 8 * * * * * *

3.8973 17 * * * * * * *
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the means of subjects' ratings of sounds in terms of each word on the one to five scale,

with one being the least characteristic and five the most characteristic of the descriptor.

For the word bigbt. sound file 17 (FSHD8) was significantly lower (1.5850) than all

but sound file 8 (PNLMA) (2.1293). Sound file 12 (FSHD) showed a significantly higher

mean score (4.1565) than all but 3 (FNLHD) (3.7619 and 5 (FNLXMAS) (3.8776). On

subjects' ratings of cent sound file 16 (FLLD) displayed a significantly lower mean

score than all others (1.4898), while sound file 12 (FSHD) was significantly higher than all

at a mean of 3.9116. D was characterized by sound file 17 (FSHD8), whose mean

score was higher on this rating than all others (4.2109), though there was less distinction at

the low end, with sound file 12 (FSHD) significantly lower (2.0000) than only four others

and forming a subset with 5 (FNLXMAS) (2.1837), 11 (FMLD) (2.2245), 3 (FNLHD)

(2.4218) and 16 (FLLD) (2.4830). On subjects' ratings of full, there was no one particular

sound at either the high or low end, but a pair which differed significantly from all others

but not each other. Low means were displayed by 16 (FLLD) with a mean of 2.0204 and 8

(PNLMA) at 2.4354. The pair of sounds displaying significantly high means were 5

(FNLXMAS) (3.6395) and 17 (FSHD8) (3.8912). The word fuzzy elicited responses

which produced a significantly low mean score (1.5890) on number 12 (FSHD),

with sound files 8 (PNLMA) and 16 (FLLD) both significantly higher than all but one

other. Subjects rated sound file 16 (FLLD) consistently lower (1.4422) than all others in

their judgements of d, but were much less definite in high ratings on this word.

Ratings of pinched also were characterized by pairs on at either extreme, with 17 (FSHD8)

and 14 (FNLMA) at the low end; 16 (FLLD) and 11 (FMLD) at the high end. In neither

pair were the members significantly close enough to be considered a subset. Sound file 17

(FSHD8) was significantly higher in subjects' estimations of wat, with a mean score on

this descriptor of 3.8973. Sound file 8 (PNLMA) was significantly higher than six others
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(3.3673).The presence of significant differences in mean scores of sound file ratings on all

the descriptors, as shown by the post hoc tests indicates that subjects were hearing these

sound files as having distinct characteristics in terms of the eight descriptors. Further

examination of these characteristics was warranted.

Correlations of word scores

A correlation matrix of word scores was computed, with results shown in Table 13, in

order to verify the elimination of redundant descriptors accomplished in the pilot study.

Table 13

Correlaion matrix of descriptors

WORD Bright Cntrd Dark Full Fuzzy Good Pinched Warm

Bright 1.0000

Centered 0.1797 1.0000

Dark -0.3988 0.0188 1.0000

Full 0.0149 0.3335 0.1905 1.0000

Fuzzy -0.1723 -0.4240* 0.0518 -0.2475 1.0000

Good 0.1174 0.4269* 0.0932 . 0.3759* -0.4592* 1.0000

Pinched 0.1222 -0.2215 -0.1700 -0.2632 0.2384 -0.3188 1.0000

Warm -0.2568 0.1565 0.3931* 0.3013 -0.0919 0.3430* -0.2693 1.0000

* Significant (a= .01, two-tailed)

These correlations confirmed the selection of descriptors in the pilot study, with very little

correlation among descriptors used in the final study. Most of the cross-correlations

among words involved correlations of god with other words, specifically centered and full

both yielding positive correlations, and iizy showing a relatively high negative

correlation. These relationships were consistent with common usage, especially
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considering the descriptor gymd as one which is value-laden. Nevertheless, the correlations

among words, if not perfectly orthogonal, were not nearly as strong as some of those

shown in the pilot study, and can be concluded to describe different phenomena.

Correlations of sound attributes

Each sound attribute is a numerical measurement of a physical aspect of the sampled

tone from which the musical phrases were generated. These measured attributes were

specified as the independent variables in subsequent regression equations, and thus were

the basis of determining subjects descriptions of tone quality. Attributes of the tones used

in the final study are displayed in Table 14.

Table 14

Physical attributes of final study sound files

SF ACRONYM AP ULH NH PITCH SLOPE DUR
(sec. from (in kHz) (Frequency in (in sec.)

onset) Hz)

14 FNLMA .25 7 30 A3 (220) 0.97 .874

1 FNLLD .15 8 52 D3 (147) 0.75 .834

12 FSHD .08 9 30 D4 (294) 0.80 .486

5 FNLXMAS .20 15 67 A3 (220) 0.55 .915

17 FSHD8 .16 7 30 D3 (147) 0.80 .972

16 FLLD .20 9 58 D3 (147) 0.66 .900

3 FNLHD .25 11.5 39 D4 (294) 0.58 .879

8 PNLMA .25 5 23 A3 (220) 0.02 .994

11 FMLD .08 9 62 D3 (147) 0.51 .788
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The amplitude peak (AP) measures the location in time of the first point of high energy

in a tone and is expressed in decimal values of a second from the onset of the tone. Thus,

the smaller the value of AP, the sooner the tone reaches its full intensity level; the larger the

numerical value of AP, the later the tone reaches its full intensity. This is a numerical

expression of the slope of the temporal envelope.

The upper limit of harmonicity (ULH) indicates the frequency at which the

components of a tone no longer display a regular spectral pattern, and is expressed in

thousands of vibrations per second (kHz). A high value for this variable indicates that a

tone retains a periodic vibration pattern into the higher frequencies. A low upper limit of

harmonicity typifies a sound in which the harmonics lose energy at a lower frequency,

or it also can indicate the presence of nonharmonic noise. The influential elements can be

ascertained by examination of spectral graphs (Appendix H) and comparison with the slope

of the spectral envelope.

The number of harmonics (NH) is simply the amount of different spectral components

present in a tone. This variable was included when examination of spectral graphs showed

the presence of more harmonics in lower tones than in high tones recorded at similar

intensity levels, as well as the presence of more harmonics in louder tones than in soft ones

on the same pitch. In other words, a loud D3 could have more harmonics than a soft D2.

In order to answer the research question, this spectral element of sound was measured to

differentiate between timbral characteristics and the characteristics of intensity and pitch.

The slope of the spectral envelope (SL) is also expressed as a decimal number and was

determined by drawing a line along the tops of the graphs of the harmonic spectra of the

tones and computing the slope (X/Y) of that line. A higher value on the slope describes a

sound with more spectral energy in the lower harmonics and a steeper fall-off of harmonic
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energy. A lower value for the slope describes a tone with a gradual reduction in the

spectral energy (see Figure 2).

Pitch (PT) was measured in cycles per second (Hz) and was included as a control to be

sure subjects were using a word to describe characteristics of tone quality, rather than

simply highness or lowness of tone. Three pitches, D3 (147 Hz), A3 (220 Hz) and D4

(294 Hz) were used as the sampled sources in synthesizing the musical stimuli.

The variable of duration (DUR) also was included as a control for possible effects of

note length on description. Each tone was extracted to a maximum length of .900 second,

with the shortest staccato tones approximately half that length.

The measured sound attributes displayed in Table 14 were correlated with each other

(Table 15). This matrix indicated significant (a=0.01) correlations between the number of

Table 15

Correlation matrix of sound attributes

ATTRIBUTE AP ULH NH PT DUR

AP 1.0000

ULH -0.0350 1.0000

NH -0.2712 0.6744* 1.0000

PT -0.0010 0.3004 -0.2686 1.0000

DUR 0.6964* -0.1120 0.0420 -0.5254* 1.0000

* Significant (a= .01, two-tailed)

harmonics (NH) and upper limit of harmonicity (ULH), between duration (DUR) and

amplitude peak location (AP), and between duration and pitch (PT).
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Amplitude peak location showed low correlation with all spectral attributes (NH, UHL

and SL), but a moderate correlation with duration, the other temporal variable. A

correlation between amplitude peak location and duration is explainable by the tendency for

longer pitches to have a later peak, especially those which were sampled from tones

performed legato. Shorter tones would necessarily peak sooner, simply because the time

for a later peak is not available. Thus this correlation is a natural element of tone

production, a result of the use of sampled rather than totally synthesized sounds.

The low correlation between UHL and pitch (E = .3004) indicates that these variables

are essentially independent of each other in subjects' perceptions, as does the low

correlation between NH and pitch (r = -.2686). The higher correlation between the number

of harmonics and the upper limit of harmonicity is present due to the fact that a tone whose

harmonic components extend further into the upper frequencies will have more harmonics

than one which loses harmonicity at a lower frequency. Thus this correlation also was a

result of the use of natural rather than synthesized tones.

The negative correlation between pitch and duration is an artifact due to the choice of

D4 as the sole staccato pitch. The variables of pitch and duration were included as controls

for other sound attributes, to ensure that subjects were reacting to the number of harmonics

rather than simply the pitch, temporal envelope of the tones rather than the length. Pitch

and duration are by definition not elements of tone quality or timbre, and therefore the

correlation between the two should not affect data interpretation in terms of subjects'

perceptions of timbral attributes of the tones. Any investigation involving complex

phenomena will have variables which interact in complex ways, and some amount of

relationship among variables is inevitable.
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Correlations of words with sound attributes

The generally low correlations of word scores with the measured physical attributes

(Table 16), especially compared with the relatively high correlations found in the pilot

study, is another indication of some amount of measurement error. Although the larger

sample size made for statistically significant correlations at a lower level, these were

examined primarily in terms of meaningfulness rather than only statistical significance.

Table 16

Correlation matrix of sound attributes with descriptors

AP ULH NH SL PT DUR

Bright -.1074 .4121* .1438 .0882 .5114* -. 3913*

Centered -. 1976* .1217 -. 1537* .1379 .3090 -.2807*

Dark .1111 -. 2885* -. 2310* -.0513 -. 2818* .2900*

Full .0164 .1542* -.0456 .1235 .0526 .0605

Fuzzy .2411* -.1209 .1443 -. 2527* -. 3182* .3568*

Good -.0664 .0260 -.2960* .2006* .3064* -. 2027*

Pinched -.0741 .0965 .3248* -. 1146 -.0949 -.0290

Warm .1903* -. 2821* -.4221* -.1152 -.0213 .2290*

* Significant (a= .01, two-tailed)

The element of amplitude peak location showed significant negative correlation with

word scores on the scales for centered (= -.1976) and positive correlations with warm,

(= .1903) and with fuzzy (r = .2411). Because lower numerical values on AP resulted in

higher scores in subjects' ratings, these findings suggest that an early peak in the tone

was characterized as centered, while a later peak was perceived as fuzzy or warm by the

subjects of this study.
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The positive correlation of the upper limit of harmonicity with bright =.4121)

indicates a higher frequency for upper harmonics as an element of this descriptor. Negative

correlations of this attribute with dg& (C= -.2885) and.wm( E= -.2821) imply a lower

range of harmonics as characteristics described by these terms.

The number of harmonics displayed significant positive correlations with scores on the

word pinched (L=.32 4 8 ). This result demonstrates subjects' characterization of pinched as

containing higher numbers of harmonic components, since a higher number of harmonic

components was significantly associated with higher scores on subjects ratings of inche.

The negative correlations of this element with dgi ( = -.2310), good (L = -.2960) and

.M ( I= -.4221) suggest that tones with fewer harmonics were considered in terms of

these descriptors.

The slope of the spectral envelope showed only two significant correlations: positive

with gmd (t = .2006) and negative with (uzzI (= -.2527), implying that subjects did not

perceive differences in this attribute as readily as they did others. The positive correlation

reveals an association of gggd with more energy in the lower harmonics, while the negative

correlation of fuzzy links subjects' usages of this word to a greater amount of energy in the

higher harmonics.

The presence of five significant correlations on the attribute of pitch and six on

duration suggest that subjects were not using the terms solely to describe tone quality as

defined in acoustical terms, or that pitch and duration had an influence on the subjects'

descriptions of tone quality.

Regressions of sound attributes on word scores

Because the primary focus of the study was to characterize subjects' use of descriptors

in terms of the temporal and spectral attributes, and the relationships among the attributes in

describing trombone tone quality, the technique of multiple regression, "a method of
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analyzing the collective and separate contributions of two or more independent variables,

Xi, to the variation of a dependent variable, Y" (Kerlinger and Pedhazur, 1973, p. 3) was

chosen to establish relationships between subjects' use of descriptors and the specified

sound attributes. A series of multiple correlation equations were computed using the

SPSS-X (Version 4.0, 1991) REGRESSION command. One equation for each descriptor

was produced using subjects' ratings of the word in describing each sound as the criterion

variable, and the measured physical attributes of the sounds as predictor variables

The stepwise method of variable entry and removal was specified in order to enter and

remove variables in such a way that the resulting equation would account for the maximum

amount of variance without including irrelevant variables. In the stepwise solution of

multiple regression, "tests are performed at each step to determine the contribution of each

variable already in the equation if it were to enter last. It is thus possible to discard a

variable that was initially a good predictor. Criteria for removal of a variable may be

meaningfulness or significance" (Kerlinger and Pedhazur, 1973, p. 290). F-ratio

significance levels for entry and removal were 0.10 and 0.05 respectively, resulting in a

significance range of .05.

Although each regression equation (see Table 17) proved statistically significant, as

designated by the significance levels of the F-statistic for each equation, the low

proportions of variance (R2) accounted for on some of the descriptors indicate a fairly large

amount of error variance. This error variance is due partially to measurement error as

indicated by the reliability estimates (see Table 9), and partly to multicollinearity of some

predictor variables, as indicated by the significant correlations between the number of

harmonics and the upper limit of harmonicity, duration and amplitude peak location, and

between pitch and duration.

Because no measure can ever be perfect, some amount of random measurement error
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Table 17

Regression of sound attributes on descriptors
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is unavoidable, especially when dealing with indicators of human attitude, perception, or

personality characteristics. "Where data is collected from human respondents, there may be

guessing involved or the response categories may be vague or not well defined. In other

cases, there may be errors in recording data, or even mistakes in coding and keypunching.

More basically, random error may intrude because we are trying to measure an

unobservable or abstract concept [emphasis added] with a simple observable property"

(Berry & Feldman, 1985, p. 27). The entire focus of the present study was an attempt to

measure perceptions of abstract concepts relating to sound, a decidedly nonmaterial entity;

some measurement error was inevitable.

Multicollinearity in itself is not a violation of the assumptions necessary for multiple

regression unless the collinearity is perfectly linear (Berry & Feldman, 1985, p. 11).

However, "because multicollinearity increases the standard errors of coefficient estimators,

the major effect of multicollinearity is on significance tests and confidence intervals for

regression coefficients. When high multicollinearity is present, confidence intervals for

coefficients tend to be very wide, and t-statistics for significance tests tend to be very

small" (Berry & Feldman, 1985, p. 41). Fortunately, all variables included in the resultant

equations were statistically significant beyond the a=.01 level.

Data interpretation: Regression

Since the purpose of this study was the explanation of a perceptual phenomenon rather

than the prediction of criterion scores, the resulting regression equations are expressed in

terms of Beta-weights rather than regression coefficients. Beta-weights are standardized

coefficients which show the relative contributions to variance of the criterion variable

(Huck, Cormier & Bounds, 1974, p.155). Beta-weights can be interpreted numerically in

the same way as correlation coefficients: the absolute value of the the Beta-weight indicates

the strength of the relationship between a predictor variable and the regression equation,
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while the sign indicates the direction. Thus, the examination of Beta-weights give the

investigator some sense of which sound attributes subjects associated with each descriptor.

In interpreting the regression equation in the present study, the sound attributes

themselves must be considered in order to determine the contribution of these attributes

expressed by the Beta-weights. Since each musical phrase was constructed from a single

sampled tone, all tones of a phrase have identical physical characteristics.

The amplitude peak (AP) measures the location of the first point of high energy in the

tone used for a stimulus, and is expressed in decimal values of a second from the onset of

the tone. Thus a positive Beta-weight value for a descriptor indicates that the descriptor is

characterized by an energy peak close to the beginning of the tone; a negative value

indicates a word describing a later energy peak.

The upper limit of harmonicity (ULH) indicates the frequency at which the

components of a tone no longer display a regular spectral pattern, and is expressed in

thousands of vibrations per second (kHz). A positive Beta value on this variable indicates

a descriptor which characterizes the presence of higher harmonics, while a negative value

suggests a word which describes a lack of upper harmonics. A low upper limit of

harmonicity also can indicate the presence of nonharmonic noise. Determination of which

element is at work can be ascertained by examination of spectral graphs (Appendix H) and

comparison with the slope of the spectral envelope.

The number of harmonics (NH) is simply a count of the harmonics present in a tone.

A positive Beta-weight for a descriptor suggests that subjects used that descriptor to

describe tones with more harmonics; a negative Beta indicates a descriptor which

characterized fewer harmonics. Again, the low correlation between NH and pitch r:=

-.2686) indicates that the two variables are substantially independent of each other in

subjects' perceptions.
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The slope of the spectral envelope (SL) is also expressed as a decimal number which

characterizes the spectral envelope. A higher Beta value on the slope variable describes a

sound with more spectral energy in the lower harmonics and a steeper fall-off of harmonic

energy. A lower Beta value for the slope describes a tone with a gradual reduction in the

spectral energy. A positive Beta-weight indicates that subjects described sounds with more

energy in the lower harmonics using the term for which the equation was computed.

Pitch (PT) was measured in cycles per second (Hz) and was included as a control to be

sure subjects were using a word to describe characteristics of tone quality, rather than

simply highness or lowness of tone. A positive Beta-weight on this variable shows that a

word is used to describe higher pitches, while a negative value implies that a word is

descriptive of lower pitches.

The variable of duration (DUR) was included as a control for possible effects of note

length on description. A positive Beta-weight for a descriptor indicates one which was

used more strongly for long notes; a negative weight suggests shorter note values.

In order to determine if any of the sound attributes displayed any unique contribution

to subjects' ratings on the word scales the Beta-weights of each attribute were ranked from

to six based on the absolute value of Beta for that descriptor (Table 18). The rankings were

subjected to the Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA of Ranked Data (Hinkle, Wiersma & Jurs, 1988).

The value of H =84.583 (df = 8) was significant past the = .001 level, indicating that

there were significant differences in the rankings of the relative absolute values of the Beta-

weights for the sound attributes. From this it can be concluded that some sound attributes

were more influential in subjects characterizations of the tones heard in the study.
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Table 18

Rankings of absolute values of s

WORD AP ULH NH SL PT DUR

BRIGHT 5 6 2 3 1 4

CENTERED 1 6 2 5 4 3

DARK 3 5 1 6 4 2

FULL 2 4 3 5 6 1

FUZZY 1 6 2 5 3 4

GOOD 3 6 2 5 4 1

PINCHED 3 4 1 5 6 2

WARM 3 4 1 5 6 2

Data interpretation: Bright

The regression equation computed for the word bright accounted for approximately

38% of the variance present. The strongest determinant in subjects' characterization of

sounds in terms of bright was pitch ($=.618419), indicating that, with respect to the

sound attributes in the present study, the subjects tended to describe tones of higher pitch

as being brighter. The positive Beta-weight on the variable of the number of harmonics ($

= .302097) points to greater numbers of harmonic components being rated higher. A

lesser factor was the concentration of energy in the lower end of the harmonic spectrum, as

indicated by the small but positive Beta-weight for the slope of the spectral envelope (P3=

.172822). The amplitude peak location, upper limit of harmonicity, and duration were not

statistically significant contributors to the equation. The reliability estimate for the

descriptor bright was .4848, indicating a moderate consistency in its usage.
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Examination of the mean ratings of the sound files pointed even more strongly to the

importance of pitch in subjects' assessments of 12ighj. The sound file which was rated

highest on the scale brigbt was number 12, FSHD; its mean score of 4.1565 was

significantly higher than all but numbers 3 (FNLHD) and 5 (FNLXMAS). The sound file

rated lowest on this scale (1.5850) was number 17, FSHD8, which had a spectral

configuration identical to that of the highest-rated sound file: it was derived by transposing

that sound file down an octave. Pitch was, far and above, the strongest determinant of

subjects uses of the word bright.

Data inteJretation: Centered

All predictor variables were included in the equation for centered, but together they

accounted for slightly less than a quarter of the variance (R2 =.24238). The lower

reliability estimate on this descriptor (q= .3466) suggests even less agreement among the

subjects, and the resulting random error may explain the low R2. The variable of amplitude

peak showed the highest contribution to the equation for centered, ($= -.550213), with the

negative value indicating that subjects scored sounds with an earlier peak higher on this

descriptor. Number of harmonics was almost equally as strong a contributor to subjects'

descriptions of centered, (f=-.511933). The negative value on this variable expresses

subjects' use of the term to describe tones with fewer harmonics. Duration also showed a

fairly strong contribution ($3= .377276) to subjects use of centered, the positive value

alluding to subjects' description of longer tones. Pitch accounted for less contribution ($=

.285295), with a positive value indicating higher pitches described by the subjects as

slightly more centered. Slope (0 = .185319) and the upper limit of harmonicity (0$=

.180506), although they contributed less to the equation, were statistically significant and

can be meaningfully interpreted.
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Sound file number 12 (FSHD) was rated significantly higher (3.9116) by subjects

than all other sound files on the scale of centered. It displayed the combination of a quick

amplitude peak (.08 sec.) and low number of harmonics (30) consistent with the findings

of the regression analysis. Number 16 (FLLD) was significantly lower in mean score than

all others, and indeed, its measured attributes were consistent with the low mean rating

(1.4898). It contained the second highest number of harmonic components (58) and the

second longest build-up time to the amplitude peak.

A Centered tone was, in this case, considered to be a longer tone with an amplitude

peak sooner than 0.20 sec. after the onset. Spectrally, a tone rated high on a scale of

en~trd had fewer than 40 harmonic components. The positive Beta-weight on PT

indicates that the higher tones used in the present study were rated as more cente

Data interpretation: Dark

The regression equation computed for the descriptor dark accounted for slightly less

variance (R2 = .22645) than that for centered more than likely for the same reason: a lack

of agreement ( =.3733) among the subjects as to its meaning. Therefore any

interpretation of the data analyses with respect to darj cannot be considered conclusive or

definitive.

The variable contributing most to the use of the word dadk was the number of

harmonics (P-= -.520231), the negative value indicating that subjects considered tones with

fewer harmonics to be darker than those with a greater number of harmonic components.

The positive Beta-weight on duration ($3= .41643 1) demonstrates subjects' perceptions of

longer tones as darker, while the negative weight on amplitude peak (03= -.316687) points

to tones with an early peak being considered darJ. Pitch was a less strong (03= -.250021)

determinant of subjects' use of darkI; the negative value indicates lower pitched tones as

more dak in the subjects' estimations. The upper limit of harmonicity, as was the case
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with regard to the descriptor centered. was statistically significant, but contributed so little

to the equation (P3= .172386) as to have no meaning in interpreting subjects' use of the

word da; in describing the musical stimuli. The contribution of the slope to this equation

was not significant.

The sound file which was rated by subjects as significantly more dar than all others

was FSHD8, number 17, with a mean score of 4.2109. This particular sound file is a

transposition of the spectral pattern of a D4 down an octave to D3. It thus contains fewer

harmonics than is common for a tone of that frequency, and was judged by some

respondents to resemble the tone quality of a tuba more than that of a trombone. This same

sound file's original pitch version was rated lowest on the scale of dak, perhaps

suggesting the elements of pitch, duration and amplitude peak location at work in

influencing subjects' responses.

Findings of the present study indicated that a da; tone would be one which has

relatively fewer harmonic components, probably less than 40. The two sound files which

showed the highest mean scores on the subjects' ratings of dark, sound files 8 (PNLMA)

and 17 (FSHD8) had the fewest harmonic components of any sounds used in the study (23

and 30, respectively). They also were of relatively long duration, lasting .994 and .972

seconds respectively (two other sound files, 14 and 12 had 30 harmonic components, but

were of shorter duration, and thus were judged lower). The multiple range tests showed

both PNLMA and FSHD8 to be significantly different from all others (Table 12).

Data interpretation: Full

Full. Because subjects' responses on the scale of full were the least consistent (a =

.2596), the variance explained by the regression equation for this descriptor was less than

20% (R2 = .16871). Any interpretation of data analyses for this word must be done with

the caveat that the trombonists who judged the musical stimuli in the present study did not
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consistently agree in their characterizations of a full tone quality. This lack of consensus

was evident in the preliminary investigation as well, evidenced by the lack of significant

correlation with any of the sound attributes examined therein (see Table 3).

The characteristic which showed the strongest contribution to the regression equation

computed for full in the final study was duration (P3 =.668728), which is by definition not

a factor of tone quality or timbre. The shape of the temporal envelope was also a strong

contributor to subjects' ratings of f&, as demonstrated by the Beta-weight of -.511257 on

the amplitude peak variable. The negative weight indicates that an earlier peak was

perceived as an element of a LUl tone.

Spectral elements contributing to subjects' estimations of ful were all statistically

significant, but only the number of harmonics ($3= -.497945) and the upper limit of

harmonicity (P$=.464818) were of enough magnitude to be considered meaningful. The

negative value for the number of harmonics points to tones with fewer harmonics as being

judged as more Lu, while the positive Beta-weight for ULH indicates that subjects heard

sounds whose harmonics extended into higher frequencies. This finding, though

contradictory at first glance, points out the effect nonharmonic noise in the upper

frequencies may have had on subjects' judgements of tone quality. It seems, in fact, a

matter of the quality rather than merely the quantity of harmonic components: a tone with

higher frequency components which are not harmonic may have been judged as less ful

than one whose spectral components remained harmonic throughout their entire frequency

range. Examination of the spectral graphs of the two highest- (FSHD8, FNLXMAS) and

lowest-rated (FLLD, PNLMA) sound files did suggest stronger nonharmonic noise in the

latter tones.
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Data interpretation: Fuzzy

The higher reliability estimate for the word fuzzy (a =.5554) and the higher amount

of variance explained in the regression equation for this descriptor (R2 = .28887) made

conclusions regarding subjects' ratings less speculative than was the case for fun4. The

strongest variable in the regression on uzz, was amplitude peak, with a Beta weight of

.516970. The positive value on this variable indicated that subjects judged tones which

have a long rise time and late peak as uzzy. The other temporal variable, that of duration,

produced a negative weight (P$= -.349358), which suggested tones of shorter duration as

being rated higher on this term. The combination of the two temporal elements depicts a

temporal envelope which is almost all rise: a late amplitude peak on a short tone.

Tones with a high quantity of harmonics also were judged as fuzzy, as indicated by the

positive weight (P$= .394626) on the number of harmonics. A negative Beta-weight of -

.318949 on the slope of the spectral envelope points to more energy in the upper harmonics

as being associated with subjects' description of a tone as flzzy. The effect of the upper

limit of harmonicity (P3= -.257518) was similar to the effect of the same variable on

subjects' judgements of fWjj, albeit in the opposite direction. The negative Beta-weight of

-.257518 on the upper limit of harmonicity would seem at first glance to contradict the

tendencies expressed on the other spectral variables, implying as it does an association of

the subjects' use of the word fuzzy to describe tones which lose harmonicity before the

extreme upper range of the audible frequencies. The low upper limit of harmonicity

combined with a higher value on the slope of the spectral envelope indicates the presence of

nonharmonic noise energy being described by subjects as fuzzy.

The sound files with the highest significant mean scores in subjects' ratings of fuzy.

were FLLD (4.0069) and PNLMA (4.0544); these were the lowest-rated sound files in
subjects' assessments of full. The negative weight on pitch ($= -.371963) suggests lower

tones as being judged more fuzzy.
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Data interpretation: Good

The highest amount of internal consistency (a = .6432) was produced by subjects'

appraisals of a gwd sound. The fact that the amount of variance explained by the

regression equation (R2 = .29976) was only moderate suggests the possibility of other

variables which were not investigated in the present study. However, both estimations

were high enough to draw conclusions as to the attributes of a gQd sound as determined

by the respondents.

Temporal elements which were associated with high ratings on god were longer

duration (P =.567790) and early amplitude peak location (P = -.536119). Duration

showed the highest Beta-weight in the equation for god while amplitude peak was the

third highest, pointing out the strength of temporal aspects in subjects' assessments of tone

on this descriptor. This configuration is similar to that for fllj and opposite to that for

Spectral influences on subjects' ratings of d tone were the number of harmonics

(f= -.555360), the slope of the spectral envelope (Pf =.359633) and, to a lesser extent, the

upper limit of harmonicity (Pf =.272532). The negative weight for the number of

harmonics demonstrates subjects' associations of this descriptor with tones of relatively

fewer harmonic components; similarly, the positive Beta value for the slope variable

suggests tones with more energy concentrated in the lower harmonics. The smaller

contribution of the upper limit of harmonicity indicates subjects' perceptions of tones which

remain harmonic, without upper-frequency noise components, as go.

The tendency of subjects to judge tones of higher pitch, as god, as evidenced by the

positive Beta-weight for this variable ($3=.436532) may be due to the spectral

characteristics of these tones. Sound files 12 (FSHD) and 17 (FSHD8) were the two

highest-rated tones on this scale. Although FSHD8 was heard at the pitch level of low D3
(147 Hz), its spectral characteristics were that of a high D4 since it was derived from sound
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file 12 (FSHD). The three highest-rated sound files in terms of good were all D4's, while

two of the three lowest-rated sound files were low D3's. The mean score of sound file 16

(FLLD) on this descriptor , at 1.4422, was significantly lower than all others.

Data interpretation: Pinched

Subjects also showed a greater extent of agreement in judging a sound pinched, as
demonstrated by the relatively high reliability coefficient ( = .6355) on this descriptor.

However, the regression equation accounted for only slightly more than a fifth of the

variance present (R2 = .21410).

The regression configuration for the word pinched was virtually the inverse of that for

the term Zwd with only slight differences in the magnitudes of Beta-weights. Thus it can

be inferred from this configuration and from the significant negative correlation between

Pinched and ~gd in the pilot study (= -.8751), that a sound described as pinched is not

good.

The temporal variables of duration (f= -.567790) and amplitude peak location (P =

.429221) both showed high absolute values in the regression equation, illustrating their

influence in subjects' judgements. The signs of the Beta-weights indicated tones of shorter

duration but late amplitude peak as being rated higher on scale of pinched.

The number of harmonics produced the greatest Beta-weight (0$=.648595), while the

upper limit of harmonicity ($3= -.310154) and spectral envelope slope (P3= -.253093) were

less potent determinants. The first value indicates subjects' assessments of tones with a

greater number of harmonics as more Rinbhed the negative weight for the upper limit of

harmonicity in combination with a negative weight for spectral envelope slope illustrates a
tone with upper-frequency inharmonic noise as being judged high on this scale. The
variable of pitch, though its Beta-weight was marginally significant, provided no

meaningful contribution to the equation for pinched.
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A profile of a sound described as pinched by the subjects of the present study had,

first of all, a number of harmonic components greater than 50. It was shorter than one

rated less pinch but with a later amplitude peak. A pinched sound also was

characterized by the presence of strong upper-frequency inharmonic noise. These

characteristics are evident in the temporal and spectral graphs of the highest-rated sound file

on this scale, FLLD, shown in Appendix H.

Data interpretation: Warm

Warm. Subjects' judgements of warm tone quality also were consistent enough to

draw viable conclusions, and the regression equation computed for this criterion variable

accounted for almost 29% of explained variance (&2 = .28755). Only four of the six

predictor variables displayed statistically significant Beta-weights.

Both temporal aspects investigated in the present study were significant contributors to

the equation for uam, with duration producing a Beta-weight of .549869 and the

amplitude peak a value of -.379400. These quantities indicate that in subjects' assessments

the temporal aspects of awam sound were longer tones with amplitude peaks close to the

onset. These characteristics are similar to those described as g Lull, drk and centered.

The number of harmonics (P = -.718928) and the upper limit of harmonicity (p =

.251124) were the only spectral elements of tone quality which showed statistically

significant Beta-weights in the equation for.w The number of harmonics was by far

the strongest determinant in subjects' assessments on this scale, and points to high ratings

for tones with fewer harmonics. The positive weight for the upper limit of harmonicity

again indicates that tones which remained harmonic throughout the frequency range were

considered more warm than were those which contained upper-frequency noise

components.
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Sound file 17 (FSHD8) was rated significantly higher than all but one other on the

scale of m, indicating the importance of a low number of harmonics in subjects'

determining a sound as warm. The next-highest rated sound file (PNLMA) was taken from

tones recorded at a low dynamic level.

Therefore, tone typically described as.wan by subjects of the present study had

between 20 and 40 harmonic components, a longer duration than one not so described, and

a relatively early amplitude peak. The configuration is again similar to that for d and the

inverse of that for pinched.

Reliability estimates of descriptor usage fell into three categories. .G pitched and

w all were scored within the range of acceptability for group estimates and attitudinal

surveys, indicating enough consistency in their usage to allow conclusions to be drawn

concerning the relationships among subjects' description of tone quality and the sound

attributes used as predictor variables in the present investigation. Subjects' uses of fuzzy,

bigln, drtk and ctered showed less consistency, but may still allow inferences to be

drawn from patterns which emerged in the regression equations. The word fWji, with a

reliability coefficient of .2596, displayed little coherence in subjects' descriptions, and

therefore any inferences drawn from the regression must be taken cautiously.

Regression equations computed for the descriptors on the six predictor variables were

all statistically significant, with explained variance ranging from 38% for brighn to 17% on

the word full. The large amount of error variance in some equations can be accounted for

by a lack of consistency in subjects' uses of the descriptors, as evidenced by low reliability

estimates. Regression equations were reported in terms of Beta-weights rather than
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regression coefficients in order to allow for comparison among variables to determine their

contributions to subjects' description of tone quality of short musical phrases.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Summary of problems and procedures

The present study was undertaken in order to determine the physical attributes of

sound which prompt experienced musicians to use common descriptors of tone quality. In

order to insure subjects' familiarity with the applications of vocabulary to various tones, the

study focused on performers of a single instrument, the trombone. The use of sound

stimuli closely approximating musical practice rather than psychoacoustic testing was

central to the research problem.

The specific question to be answered was: What physical attributes present in tones do

experienced trombonists associate with specific words in describing the tone quality of that

instrument? Physical attributes examined were, (a) the presence or absence of inharmonic

noise in the attack of tones; (b) variations in the shape of the temporal envelope of tones as

measured by the location of the amplitude peak; (c) duration, expressed in seconds; (d)

variations in the number of harmonics in the steady-state portion of the tone; (e) variations

in the upper limit of harmonicity of the steady-state portion of the tone; (f) variations in the

shape of the spectral envelope as expressed by the slope of the spectral envelope; and (g)

pitch, expressed in Hz.

Preparation for the final study took place in four steps. First was the determination of

the vocabulary used to describe trombone tone quality. In order to accomplish this end, a

content analysis was conducted of writings on brass pedagogy and timbre; 159 descriptors

of tone quality were collected from the literature. These descriptors were sent on a survey

form to 76 college and university trombone instructors who rated them as to their

123
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appropriateness in describing trombone tone quality; from these ratings, 20 descriptors

were determined as the most appropriate.

The second step was the construction of a stimulus tape of trombone tones recorded

from live performance by a professional trombonist, then digitally synthesized into short

musical phrases such that the temporal and spectral attributes of a tone remained constant

throughout a phrase. Temporal attributes of the tones measured and investigated were

duration (DUR), and shape of the temporal envelope as expressed by the location of the

first amplitude peak (AP). Spectral attributes measured and investigated were pitch (PT),

the number of harmonics (NH), the frequency at which the tone loses harmonicity (ULH),

and the shape of the spectral envelope, as expressed by the slope of the spectral graph

(SL). Selected tones were extracted from steady-state portions of the sampled sounds and

gated to resemble natural tones, except for the absence of the attack transient at the onset of

the tone; a total of 17 different tones were used.

A pilot test was given to 28 trombone students at the University of North Texas who

rated the 17 tones in terms of the 20 descriptors on a five-point Likert-type scale. Their

ratings were factor analyzed in order to determine words which were synonyms or

antonyms and were used as the basis for the revision of the measurement instrument; this

process reduced the number of different sounds to nine and the number of descriptors to

eight. Descriptors investigated in the final study were Iriht, rd d&;, Lul, Luz,

gwd, pinhed and war. A new stimulus tape was constructed using the nine digital

sound files chosen from the pilot study for further investigation.

This new stimulus tape was administered to 161 trombonists at the college level or

above at six universities and one workshop. These subjects rated the tones on the same

scale used in the preliminary investigation. Regression equations were computed using the

measured amplitude peak location, upper limit of harmonicity, number of harmonics,
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spectral envelope slope, pitch and duration as predictor variables for the subjects' ratings of

the sounds on the word scales.

Conclusions

Descriptors and physical attributes

The final study was undertaken in order to find the physical attributes which influence

trombonists to use certain descriptors in characterizing tone quality; that is, to attempt to

discover what trombonists consider to be a brigbi, entered, dktlfull, $uzz, d,
pinched, or warmtone quality. Multiple regression equations were computed for each of

the eight descriptors. Subjects' ratings of the word in describing each sound were the

criterion variable, and the measured physical attributes of the sounds (duration , shape of

the temporal envelope as expressed by the location of the first amplitude peak, pitch, the

number of harmonics , the frequency at which the tone loses harmonicity, and the shape of

the spectral envelope, as expressed by the slope of the spectral graph) were the predictor

variables. Coefficients for these equations were expressed in Beta-weights, which revealed

the relative contribution of each element to subjects' use of a descriptor. Characterizations

of the use of each descriptor then were interpreted from these equations.

Bright

The adjective bright was used by subjects primarily to describe tones of higher pitch.

Secondary characteristics of a tone described as bright were a high number of harmonics,

with more energy concentrated in the lower harmonics. The length of a tone and the shape

of the temporal envelope had no bearing on subjects' use of this term. The word bright, as

used by the subjects in the final study therefore describes a tone of higher pitch containing a

high number of harmonics (more than 40) with more energy concentrated in the lower

harmonics.
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The strong influence of pitch on subjects' judgements on the bright scale corroborates

Peters (1960), who found a .99 correlation in his subjects' descriptions of "Highness" and

"Brightness," as well as von Bismarck (1974a), who found "brightness" loading on the

same factor as "highness." The finding in the present study regarding the influence of the

slope of the spectral envelope on subjects' ratings of bright did not support Sandell's

(1989, October) finding that tones with the centroid of spectral energy location at higher

frequencies were characterized as brigbi. The present study also did not corroborate

Lichte's (1941) findings that brightness was characterized in sounds with the greatest

energy in the midpoint of the spectrum. Lichte used electronically-generated isolated tones,

so sound stimuli consisting of musical phrases constructed from sampled natural sounds

would elicit differing responses. Likewise, Sandell did not indicate whether he used

Grey's (1975) natural sounds or the resynthesized tones, and thus his investigation may

have been subject to a similar anomaly.

Centered

That the word entered is one commonly used among brass performers and teachers

(Kleinhammer, 1963; Bachelder, 1976; Griffiths, 1980; Johnson, 1981) in describing a

certain kind of tone quality was corroborated by the postal survey in the present study, as

evidenced by the extremely high estimate of appropriateness. The findings of the final

study, though not absolutely definitive, point to the importance of temporal elements, i.e.

the location of the amplitude peak and, to a certain degree, length, of tones.

A center tone, in this case, was considered to be a longer tone with an amplitude

peak sooner than 0.20 sec. after the onset. Spectrally, a tone rated high on a scale of

centered had fewer than 40 harmonic components. The positive weight on pitch in this

equation indicated that the higher tones used in the present study were rated as more

centered. This description of tones with fewer harmonic components as more .=d red.is a
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contradiction of Bachelder (1976) who states that the "strength of upper partials tended to

fall off quickly in an above-center tone" (Bachelder, 1976, p. 44).

The importance of temporal elements in trombonists' judgements in terms of entered

is welcome to the performer, who is able to exercise control over these aspects through

articulation and breath control. If longer tones with an early amplitude peak were

considered more acnrd, then the performer can produce a more centered sound by

holding tones for their full value and using a slightly more marcato articulation style, which

would produce an earlier peak.

The word d&1 also was rated by respondents to the postal survey as highly

appropriate in describing trombone tone. Subjects of the preliminary investigation showed

high correlations in usages of dgk and god as well as dgk and beautiful, indicating that

the traits described by the word da1 are highly desirable to some trombonists.

Findings of the present study indicated that a IJdk tone was one which had relatively

fewer harmonic components, perhaps less than 40. Longer duration also contributed to

subjects' perceptions of tones as darker, as did an early amplitude peak.

The findings of the present study indicated that the trombonists who judged the stimuli

were consistent with common usage of the term dak in describing instrumental tone

quality. Wapnick and Freeman (1980) produced dZk tones for their study by reinforcing

lower harmonics and reducing higher ones. Kusinsky (1984) typified dk and mellow

tones as ones with much energy in the fundamental and lower partials; Sandell (1989,

October) found that tones with lower locations of the centroid of spectral energy were

described as "dark."
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The most evident characteristic of the word full was a lack of consistency in its usage.

Subjects' ratings showed a very low level of reliability, and thus the equation computed for

this descriptor explained very little of the variance present. Characteristics which tended to

contribute to subjects' descriptions of a tone as Lull were longer duration and early

amplitude peak, but the data in the present study make these assessments far from

conclusive. Subjects did not agree as to what constitutes a LulL tone quality.

If the characteristics of a full tone could be concluded from the data of the final study

they would be primarily temporal: a longer tone with a quick rise to the energy peak, most

likely before 0.20 sec. Spectrally, a Lull tone would have fewer harmonic components and

remain harmonic throughout its frequency range, with little or no noise components.

Again, the data do not lend themselves to a conclusive portrait of a full tone, so the above

speculations must be considered just that-speculation.

These results regarding the spectral characteristics did not support the findings of

Lichte (1941), who found that fullness was characterized by an even distribution of spectral

energy. The spectral model suggested in the present study is also not in agreement with

that of Klein and Gerritsen (1975), who stated that, "the fuller the sound of the note, the

larger the amplitudes of the higher harmonics" (Klein and Gerritsen, 1975, p. 736). The

relatively low relationship of the pitch variable in the equation on Lull disagreed with the

findings of Peters, who found that, "fullness and brightness did not seem to be

independent of pitch" (Peters, 1960, p. 16).

EuZZY

Subjects' estimations of the descriptor Luzzy were substantially more reliable than

those on the word Lull. Tones described as fuzzy by subjects in the final study were

characterized by a very late amplitude peak, almost at the end of the tone. Spectrally, a

fuzzy tone tended to lose harmonicity at a fairly low frequency, perhaps around 8,000 Hz
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or lower. However, it did not lose energy, indicating that upper frequency components

consisted of nonharmonic noise. Pitch also was a significant determinant, with lower

pitches judged as more uzzy and higher ones less so. Tones of shorter durations also

were rated higher on this descriptor.The configuration of physical variables for uz was

virtually the opposite of that for , indicating that uzy was not a desirable trait of

trombone tone quality in the judgements of the subjects of the present study.

DGod

In terms of the stimuli presented in the present study, subjects tended to use the word

go to describe longer tones which came to an amplitude peak earlier than 0.20 sec., and

which also contained fewer than 40 harmonic components. It had greater concentrations of

spectral energy in the lower frequencies, and contained little or no inharmonic noise.

Ratings on this scale were the most consistent of the eight descriptors investigated in the

final study, indicating a higher amount of agreement among subjects as to the nature of a

g Qd sound.

The variable of duration showed the strongest association with subjects' assessments

of god tone, followed by the number of harmonics and the location of the amplitude peak.

The strong relationship of subjects' estimations of god with duration and amplitude peak

are similar to those for centered. The configuration of this regression equation is also

similar to that for Lull and opposite to that for fuzzy.

The findings of the present study regarding the spectral structure of tones characterized

as gQj are somewhat similar to those of Madsen and Geringer (1976), who characterized

"good" tone as having more energy in the second harmonic. However, Madsen and

Geringer did not measure temporal aspects of tone quality.

The strong association of duration and amplitude peak location have the same

implications for the performer as they did for the descriptor centered. Holding individual
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tones for full value and concentrating a greater amount of air at the beginning of a tone

would make a tone rate higher in listeners ratings of gggd tone quality.

Pinhed

There also was greater agreement among subjects in judging a sound as pinched. A

profile of a sound described as pinched by the subjects of the present study had, first of all,

a number of harmonic components greater than 50. It was shorter than one rated less

pinched, but with a later amplitude peak. A pinched sound also was characterized by the

presence of strong upper-frequency inharmonic noise.

The regression configuration for the word pinched was virtually the inverse of that for

the term go, implying that a sound described as pinched is not goo. It also contained

opposite signs to the equation for full, suggesting a polarity in the use of these descriptors

as well. The judgements of tones with higher numbers of harmonics as more pinched by

subjects of the present study again did not support Klein and Gerritsen (1975) in their

association of full sounds with greater amplitudes in the higher harmonics.

Warm

The strongest association of the descriptor m, in the subjects' assessments, was

with tones of relatively few harmonic components, between 20 and 40. It also was

characterized by a relatively higher upper limit of harmonicity which, when considered in

conjunction with the low number of harmonics, points to sounds which remain harmonic

as far as they reach into the upper frequencies, with little or no inharmonic noise. The

temporal aspects of a w sound were longer tones with amplitude peaks close to the

onset. These characteristics are similar to those described as god, full, dak and centered.

There also was a relatively high amount of agreement among subjects as to the use of this

descriptor.
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Vocabulary and semantics of trombone tone quality description

Because the determination of words commonly used to describe trombone tone quality

was an integral element in preparation for the present study, the results of this

determination are presented and discussed. Although it is possible to infer subjects' uses

of the terms in references to sound attributes from the results of the preliminary

investigation, these findings should not be generalized to the general population, since they

are based on the ratings of 28 individuals all of whom attend the same university.

The postal survey sent to 76 college trombone instructors and the subsequent analyses

of their responses document the usage of verbal descriptors of trombone tone quality by

practitioners in the field. Appendix B lists the appropriateness estimates (,) for the 159

descriptors, a higher value indicating that the respondents considered the term appropriate

in describing trombone tone quality. These estimates are not value judgements, but merely

indications of usage. They provide a list of terms accepted by experts to describe the tone

quality of the trombone, but give no hint as to references of the terms.

Twenty descriptors were chosen for scrutiny in the pilot study on the basis of their

high c's. From the matrix of Pearson's I correlation coefficients among descriptors, and

the factor analysis of these correlations, inferences can be drawn as to the similarity or

oppositeness of subjects' usage of these terms to describe trombone tone quality.

The correlation matrix allowed direct comparisons between two words based on the

absolute value (magnitude) and the sign (direction) of the relationship. Some of the

strongest relationships were those which correspond to standard grammatical usage: fa

and f&ll were strongly synonymous, as were fa and hig; fW andthin were strongly

opposite, as were Lull and im; da&J and bright showed a strong opposite usage;.le and

p=ut were synonymous; full and fal were similar; beautiful and god likewise described

similar aspects of sound.
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Other correlations suggest relationships regarding the usage of descriptors common to

trombonists. The subjects used bright and e4gy much the same; centered correlated with

p=, and with gkU, as did V= with le. The inclusion of the terms d and beautiful

made it possible to infer which terms are descriptive of a desirable trombone tone.

According to the subjects of the pilot study, a good tone is one which can be described as

beautiful, = Zen, fr, dark, fulL centered and rich. A god tone was not described as

pinched or edgy.

The technique of factor analysis mathematically groups variables on the basis of the

correlation matrix, thereby revealing relationships among the variables. "Psychologists and

educators have used the technique to determine how people perceive different 'stimuli' and

categorize them into different response sets, e.g. how different elements of language are

interrelated" (Kim & Mueller, 1978, p. 6). The correlation matrix of descriptors was

subjected to factor analysis, which yielded loadings on four factors: "Aesthetic," "Clarity,"

"Magnitude" and "Smoothness."

In terms of description, Factor 1 can be characterized as the "Aesthetic" factor,

containing the words baudiful, and good. The presence of the words I4gy, bright, rigJ,

dUiL inchd and Men suggests that these terms were used by the subjects as aesthetic

evaluators. Negative loadings of dgy, bright and pinched on this factor indicate that these

terms were used by the subjects of the preliminary investigation to describe aesthetically

disagreeable tones. Positive loadings of rih, dath and open reveal subjects' tendencies to

use these terms to describe tones which were aesthetically pleasing.

Factor 2 can be considered the "Clarity" factor, based on the positive loadings of the

words cle and V= combined with the negative loading of the word fuzzy. Other

descriptors loading positively on this factor were centered, vibmnt and solid, indicating

subjects' similar use of these descriptors.
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Factor 3 is that of "Magnitude," as indicated by the positive loadings of big, fa and

Lull, with the negative loading of thin. Because sound stimuli were equalized in intensity,

the factor of magnitude cannot be considered the same as volume or loudness, but indicates

some element of tone quality present in the stimuli.

Factor 4 was characterized by strong positive loadings from two words, round and

A , both of which describe elements of soothingness or relaxation. Because this factor

contained only two descriptors, it is difficult to characterize verbally, but could be

considered the "Smoothness" or "Relaxation" factor.

Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum (1957) found similar factors in their investigations of

language through the use of semantic differential scales. They state that, "in every instance

in which a widely varied sample of concepts has been used, or the concept variable

eliminated as in forced-choice among the scales, the same three factors have emerged in

roughly the same order of magnitude: evaluative, potency, activity" (Osgood, Suci and

Tannenbaum, 1957, p. 72).

Solomon, in his factor analysis of 50 pairs of adjectives used by U. S. Navy

sonarmen (1958) found the descriptors grouped into seven factors, four of which were

similar to the factors revealed in the present study. The four factors common to the two

studies were, "Magnitude" (heavy, wide, large, rumbling, low), "Aesthetic evaluation"

(beautiful, good, pleasant, smooth), and "Clarity" (clear, definite, even, concentrated,

obvious) and "Relaxation" (relaxed, loose, soft, gentle, mild). These four factors

contained similar uses of descriptors.

Jost (1967) identified three different factors in his subjects' reactions to different styles

of clarinet music: Factor 1 was characterized as the "Masculine" or "Activity" factor

(fytbm, syncation. fore, healh, intelligence) Factor 2 was termed the "Feminine"

factor (0g, hrmon. py=, dagia; and the third factor was that of "Volume" (low,

loud tones and low register Gypsy music). Abeles (1979) also found three factors in
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subjects' descriptions of single clarinet tones: Shape (round, centered, thin), Density

(intense, brilliant, clear) and Depth (rich, projecting, focused).

In his factor analysis of listeners' responses to electronically generated tones, von

Bismarck (1974a) found four factors. Factor 1 was characterized by the descriptors

"sharp, hard, loud, angular, tense, obtrusive, unpleasant, bright and high"; Factor 2 was

characterized by the terms "compact, boring, narrow, closed and dead." Factors 3 and 4

were loaded on by a single word each, "full" for Factor 3, and "colorless" for Factor 4.

Physical determinants of tone quality description

The harmonic spectrum

Three elements describing the configuration of the harmonic spectrum were

investigated in the final study for their effects on subjects' descriptions of tone quality: (1)

the number of harmonics present in the tone (NH); (2) the frequency at which the tone

loses the regular pattern of harmonic components, or upper limit of harmonicity (ULH);

and (3) the distribution of spectral energy as expressed by the slope of the spectral envelope

(SL). The harmonic spectrum has been considered from the very beginning (Helmholtz,

1954; Stevens, 1934; Lichte, 1941) the primary determinant of timbre perception. The

present study tended to reinforce this consideration with regard to the description of

trombone tone quality. In addition, pitch (expressed by the fundamental frequency) was

included as a control to determine if subjects were describing elements of timbre/tone

quality or pitch.

Number of harmonics. The number of harmonics present in the stimuli used in the

final study ranged from 23 up to 67, with a mean of 43. The NH variable was a

statistically significant as well as meaningful variable on all eight descriptors for which

regression equations were computed in the final study. The NH variable also had the

consistently highest ranked absolute value, making the number of harmonics the strongest
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determinant in subjects' assessment of trombone tone quality. The sound files from which

the stimuli were synthesized were chosen to negate the effects which different pitches

would have on harmonic content, as borne out by the low correlation between these two

variables. It is thus possible to conclude that the number of harmonics was a strong

determinant in subjects' descriptions of the tones presented in the final study using the

words bright, itered, ; Lull, fuzz, Qggd, Plnhed and w

U limit f hamnicity. The upper limit of harmonicity ranged from 5000 Hz to

15,000 Hz with a mean limit of 8900 Hz. Although the ULH was statistically significant in

seven of the equations, only five showed enough magnitude to be meaningful in

interpreting the equations. Subjects' ratings on full, pinched and w were the

judgements in which the upper limit of harmonicity contributed the most to their respective

equations. The contributions of ULH to fuzzy and g, d, though they were the least potent

for those descriptors, were statistically significant and meaningful in terms of developing a

coherent model of subjects' usage of these terms.

Slope of the spectral envelope. The shape of the spectral envelope as expressed by its

slope showed the least overall contribution to subjects' description of the sound stimuli in

terms of the eight words investigated in the final study. Values for this variable ranged

from 0.02 to 0.97 with a mean slope of 0.64. Differences in slope affected subjects'

judgements of hiIg and centered to a minor extent, while judgements of full, ,

fuzzy and good contained slightly more weight for the slope in their equations. Subjects in

the present study did not tend to base descriptions on the shape of the spectral envelope to a

great degree, perhaps owing to a lack of variation in the envelope shapes. In Lichte's study

(1941) sound stimuli were used which represented "extreme differences in energy

distribution" (Lichte, 1941, p. 410), including envelopes which were V-shaped and

peaked in the middle. Such large differences in spectral envelope shape can be
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accomplished by using electronically generated tones, but these shapes are not characteristic

of the natural spectral envelope of the trombone.

Erquency. Pitch was the strongest determinant in judgements on the scale of bright,

as well as being statistically significant on ratings of g , flzJzu , centered and dA&1. The

low correlations of pitch with every element other than duration (an artifact of the particular

stimuli used in the final study) suggest that subjects' descriptions are not based solely on

the elements thought to make up timbre, but are based on other elements, with complex

interactions among perceptions of these elements. Phrases were synthesized from tones

sampled at three pitches, D3 (147 Hz), A3 (220 Hz) and D4 (294 Hz), and remained within

the range of a major third.

Temporal elements

Attack transients. Based on previous findings demonstrating the importance of attack

transients in the identification of instruments (Luce, 1963; Berger, 1964; Sahdanha &

Corso, 1964; Thayer, 1972; Elliott, 1975), it was hypothesized that the presence or

absence of the attack transient would be a determinant in the description of tone quality as

well. It was found in the preliminary investigation that the attack transient significantly

affected subjects' descriptions only in terms of the word edgy on subjects' ratings of the

sounds. A negative correlation between the attack transient variable and subjects'

descriptions in terms of edgy suggested that subjects tended to describe tones without

transients as more gdgy, a possible result of the digital extraction process rather than the

presence or absence of the attack transient. Correlations were not significant between the

presence/absence of attack transients and any other word scores. As a result of this lack of

correlation, attack transients were eliminated from consideration as a variable for the final

study.
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This lack of significance of the attack transient in subjects' use of descriptors of tone

quality in this investigation reinforces the findings of Grey (1978), Campbell & Heller

(1978) and Kendall (1984) regarding the use of musical stimuli rather than isolated tones in

instrument identification. All the studies which reported the attack transient as a

determining factor in instrument identification used as stimuli isolated tones rather than a

series of tones arranged into a musically coherent phrase. Kendall found that the removal

of transients did not significantly impair subjects' categorizations of timbre using musical

phrases. It can likewise be concluded that the presence or absence of attack transients did

not significantly affect trombonists' description of the tone quality or timbre of musical

phrases.

Tempral-envelope. The rise time of a tone, as expressed by the location of the first

amplitude peak, was the strongest determinant in subjects' judgements ofjcentered and

un., as well as making significant contributions to assessments of full, god, dg, ,w

and pinched. Amplitude peak location was not significant in contributing to judgements of

rigln. Values for this variable ranged from 0.08 sec. to 0.25 sec., with a mean location at

0.18 sec.

This element is the one most easily controlled by the performer: differences in rise

times were accounted for by differences in articulation style. The sampled legato tones

displayed later peak times than did non-legato and marcato tones. Negative weights in the

regression equations on amplitude location for the words centered , fl, good and

wmn indicate that subjects judged tones with earlier amplitude peaks as more characteristic

of these descriptors. Likewise, positive weights on fuzzy and pinched indicated these

terms as being typified by tones with a later amplitude peak.

Duration. Although duration, by definition, is not an element of timbre, it was found

to affect subjects' characterizations of tone quality significantly on the scales of fall, g=gd,

duk, warm, centeredR inched and fuz. Duration displayed the highest weight in the
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equations for full and gQod. The weight of duration in the equation for Lull was

appreciably higher in magnitude than the next highest one in the equation, indicating a

greater degree of influence on subjects' judgements than was the case for gggd, in which

the three highest variables were very close in absolute value.

The positive weights produced by the duration variable on Lull and gQW as well as

those for d w arm and centered indicated the association of these terms with longer

durations. Negative weights on pinched and fuzzy related these descriptors to shorter

durations.

The influence of duration on subjects' perceptions of tone quality has not previously

been studied or documented, but its influence on subjects' descriptions in terms of such

common descriptors as Lull and gg.d warrants attention. Both these terms describe

characteristics which are highly desirable in musical tone quality, and the length of a tone is

also a factor which is easily controlled by the performer.

Discussion and suggestions for further study

Applications to pedagogy and performance

Findings regarding the connections between the physical elements of sound and the

descriptions of those sounds can be applied by musicians at any level, and although the

present results reflect the opinions of the subjects of the study describing the musical

examples designed by the researcher, these findings can be applied to trombone teaching

and performance. The elements of amplitude peak time and duration are very much under

the performer's control. Differences in peak time were produced through different musical

articulation styles; the early peak location described by subjects as cenerd, d , ull and

good was typical of marcato and non-legato tones. The trombonist can produce this

characteristic simply by concentrating more air or more sound at the beginning of a tone, or

playing in a slightly more marcato style.
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Duration was a significant factor in judgements of centeredduk, ul fuzz, d,

pinc&d and warm, and was the most significant variable for judgements of Lull and go d.

Thus, the most immediate action available to the performer who wants a Lull or d tone

quality is to lengthen notes to their full value. This same action would also contribute to the

tone being considered entrsd. dl and atm. Euzzy and pinched, which both were

associated with shorter tones, are generally not considered desirable qualities in trombone

sound. Length, then can be considered an aspect of desirable trombone tone quality, at

least in the judgements of the subjects of the present study.

In addition to merely lengthening tones, a full, ggd, centered and warm tone would

probably require the player to keep the energy level and breath support constant throughout

a tone (and through a phrase). Tones used in the stimulus tape were performed and

constructed such that they had short decay times; the sound energy was fairly constant

during the steady-state portion of each individual tone.

Another application of elements of the present study to brass instrument pedagogy

would be the use of signal graphs as a teaching tool. A picture is worth a thousand words,

and the author found that recording and examining his own performances in terms of the

temporal elements made some deficiencies obvious and improvements in tone quality

possible. Unfortunately, the expense of the necessary hardware and software may be a

limiting factor in this application.

Similar applications can be made regarding the spectral content of tones. High ratings

of tones with relatively few harmonic components on scales of ggd, drk, full, and H=,

and tones with more harmonics as pinched suggest a preference for tones of lower

harmonic content. Since different spectral contents were derived from tones recorded at

different dynamic levels, the performer can exercise immediate control over tone quality

through altering dynamic levels. Softer tones will tend to have fewer harmonics, and thus

would likely be considered as gd, da&, full, and w more so than louder ones.
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There has been much speculation concerning the effect of various aspects of brass

instrument construction on the harmonic content of tones, and thus upon perceived tone

quality. There is a need for investigations, similar to that performed by Walker (1988), on

the effect of epoxy lacquer on the description of tone quality, on the effect of elements such

as bore size, metal alloy and gauge. These investigations would need to be tightly

controlled, using a large and experienced subject pool, in order to be able to draw more-

viable conclusions.

Perception and description of other musical elements

Variations in spectral content of the tones used in the present study were produced by

having the performer play at different dynamic levels. The tones were equalized in

intensity level when the stimulus tape was constructed. Further investigation could be done

to determine the effects of spectral content on subjects' descriptions of musical phrases in

terms of dynamic level. In other words, are judgements of musical dynamic level based

solely on perceptions of intensity level, or is spectral content a factor in these descriptions?

Variations in the shape of the temporal envelope of tones used in the present study

were produced by instructing the performer to use different articulation styles; i.e., tones

with a peak close to the onset were extracted from marcato or non-legato tones; tones with

later peaks were extracted from legato tones. The effect of variations in temporal envelope

on subjects' descriptions of articulation style is also suggested as a criterion for future

investigation. The connection between temporal envelope and articulation also was

suggested by Grey & Moorer (1977), who noted that subjects referred to differences in

onset pattern as "having slightly different articulations or styles of playing" (p. 461).

The perception and description of tone quality/timbre

The lack of effect of the presence or absence of the attack transient in subjects'

descriptions of tone quality found in the pilot study corroborates similar findings by Grey
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(1978), Campbell & Heller (1978), Kendall (1984), who found that attack transients show

a diminished influence in instrument identification when subjects are presented with

melodies rather than isolated single tones. From the present study, it can likewise be

concluded that the presence or absence of the attack transient had little effect on

trombonists' use of descriptors to characterize the tone quality of musical phrases

constructed from sampled natural trombone tones.

The effect of pitch in the description of bight corroborated Peters (1960), who found

a .99 correlation between pitch and his subjects' characterizations of this descriptor. The

lack of agreement on this descriptor with subjects of Lichte (1941) and Sandell (1989,

October) points to the differences in perception of electronically generated stimuli as

opposed to those sampled from natural instrumental tones. These findings concerning

attack transients and stimuli differences reinforce Kendall's (1984) psychomusical

approach in the perception of musical phenomena.

The most significant finding of the present study was the influence of duration on

subjects' descriptions of tone quality. This effect had not been previously documented,

primarily because investigations which focused on the perception of timbre excluded this

variable on the grounds that it is not by definition an element of timbre. Though this

distinction is made in the purely acoustical sense, present findings suggest that duration is a

very significant element of musical tone quality, and as such should be taken into account

in situations dealing with musical stimuli.

The findings of the present study point out the interrelatedness of elements of musical

perception which, in psychological and acoustical research, have been considered separate

entities. The overwhelming influence of frequency on judgements of righl and of

duration on ratings of =,ll, gW, inched, 3y= and dgrk, suggest that these terms are not

exclusively descriptive of tone quality, but of a perceptual Gestalt. Further research using

stimuli which take the form of musically viable phrases is warranted, since indications are
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that perceptions of musical stimuli do not seem to be processed in the same ways as are

perceptions of isolated sensory stimuli.

The present study was less conclusive than it may otherwise have been due to low

estimates of reliability in the final study. These low reliability coefficients may have been

due to a wide range of experience and ability levels of the subjects, which ranged from

college freshmen to university professors and professional performers. There were also

differences in the settings and sound equipment used to administer the stimulus tape.

Higher reliability could probably be achieved by using subjects with a greater degree of

experience who are administered the stimuli at one location with the highest-quality sound

equipment available. Results of such a study may be more definitive in defining tone

quality descriptors in terms of sonic attributes.

Because the present study was limited to trombonists describing trombone tone

quality, findings cannot be generalized to tones and performers of any other instrument.

Similar studies focusing on musical stimuli and performers of other instruments would

shed light on descriptor usage and physical correlates for those instruments as well. Each

musical instrument or group of instruments may well have its own set of descriptors and

associations with tonal attributes.

After such investigations have been performed and profiles of the tonal attributes of

descriptor usage documented for each instrument, comparisons can be made as to

similarities and dissimilarities in usages. Previous studies in the perception and description

of musical timbre (Lichte, 1941; Peters, 1960; Enomoto & Yoshida, 1968; Nordenstreng,

1969; von Bismarck, 1974a, 1974b) have assumed some sort of unified field theory of

timbre perception. When dealing with musical tone quality, the frame of reference of the

perceiver must be taken into account; a flutist may or may not be describing the same

elements as a trombonist when characterizing a tone as darL, bright, pinbhed, etc.

Comparisons of performers on different instruments describing the same tone would
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determine differences and/or similarities in descriptor usages. Ultimately, research into the

perception and description of tone quality could establish parameters for this aspect similar

to those in common use for duration, loudness and pitch.
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This survey is part of an attempt to determine if there is any connection between the words

used to describe tone quality (timbre) and the physical attributes of sounds produced on the

trombone. In order to achieve this goal it must first be determined what words are

commonly used to describe trombone tone.

On the following sheets is a list of words used to describe characteristics of timbre or tone

quality. The words have been gathered from various sources, including The]Bmss

Anthology, past issues of the ITAJJoral. and from research studies on the perception and

description of timbre. Please indicate for each word whether you believe it is valid or

commonly used for the description of trombne tone quality. If the term is valid and

commonly used, circle the number two (2). If it is questionable or only slightly

appropriate, circle the number one (1). If the word is not normally used to describe the

sound of the trombone, or is used to describe some other factor such as pitch, duration

and/or musical interpretation, circle zero (0).

Thank you very much for your time and careful consideration in the completion of this

survey.
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If the term is valid and commonly used, circle the number two (2). If it is
questionable or only slightly appropriate, circle the number one (1). If the word is
not normally used to describe the sound of the trombone, or is used to describe some
other factor such as pitch, duration and/or musical interpretation, circle zero (0).

Harsh

Thin

Obtrusive

Weighty

Rounded

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

2

2

2

2

2

Big
Bold

Violent
White
Masculine

0

0

0

0

0

1

I

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

Low 0 1 2 Pure 0 1 2
Pleasing 0 1 2 Controlled 0 1 2
Bright 0 1 2 Fuzzy 0 1 2
Brilliant 0 1 2 Good 0 1 2
Brittle 0 1 2 Strong 0 1 2

Lively

Dim

Rumbling

Scraping

Core

01

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

2

2

2

2

2

Rugged

Sparkle
Colorful

Blurred

Excited

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

Splatter(ed) 0 1 2 Sonorous 0 1 2
Solid 0 1 2 Vibrant 0 1 2
Obvious 0 1 2 Definite 0 1 2
Mild

Gliding
012

012
Free

Boring
012

012
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If the term is valid and commonly used, circle the number two (2). If it is

questionable or only slightly appropriate, circle the number one (1). If the word is

not normally used to describe the sound of the trombone, or is used to describe some

other factor such as pitch, duration and/or musical interpretation, circle zero (0).

Calming

Bark(ing)

Wet

Beautiful

Flexible

Familiar

Solemn

Whining

Intense

Coarse

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Sedate

Rigid

Ugly
Even

Exciting

Unpleasant
Clanging

Muted
Dampened

Clear

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

--------------------------------

Light

Calm
Hot

Narrow
Loud

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

I

1

2

2

2

2

2

Restful

Poor

Cpen

Plaintive

Strange

0

0

0

0

0

I

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

Suave 0 1 2 Subtle 0 1 2

Foggy 0 1 2 Fluttering 0 1 2

Complex 0 1 2 Clean 0 1 2

Bad 0 1 2 Thick 0 1 2

Mellow 0 1 2 Dull 0 1 2
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If the term is valid and commonly used, circle the number two (2). If it is

questionable or only slightly appropriate, circle the number one (1). If the word is

not normally used to describe the sound of the trombone, or is used to describe some

other factor such as pitch, duration and/or musical interpretation, circle zero (0).

Broad

Loose

Snap

Shallow

Raucous

012

012

012

012

012

Sharp 0 1 2

Careless 0 1 2

Woofy 0 1 2

Fat 0 1 2

Diffuse 0 1 2

Simple
Tight

Deliberate
Restless
Nasty

Robust

Rough

Annoying

Muddled

Mixed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Full 0 1 2 Piquant 0 1 2

Uneven 0 1 2 Uncertain 0 1 2

Wide 0 1 2 Pleasant 0 1 2

Ponderous 0 1 2 Deed 0 1 2

Labored 0 1 2 Large 0 1 2

Dark 0 1 2 Closed 0 1 2

Smooth 0 1 2 Small 0 1 2

Round 0 1 2 Resonant 0 1 2

Reserved 0 1 2 Singing 0 1 2

Fine 0 1 2 Relaxed 0 1 2
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If the term is valid and commonly used, circle the number two (2). If it is

questionable or only slightly appropriate, circle the number one (1). If the word is

not normally used to describe the sound of the trombone, or is used to describe some

other factor such as pitch, duration and/or musical interpretation, circle zero (0).

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

Pinched

Dirty

Concentrated

Feminine

Easy

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

Sensuous 0 1 2 Deep 0 1 2

Soft 0 1 2 Golden 0 1 2
Ringing 0 1 2 Edgy 0 1 2

Empty 0 1 2 Supple 0 1 2

Full-bodied 0 1 2 Centered 0 1 2

Delicate 0 1 2 Supple 0 1 2
Rich 0 1 2 Heavy 0 1 2
Gentle 0 1 2 Colorless 0 1 2

Projected 0 1 2 Sweet 0 1 2
Tender 0 1 2 Tense 0 1 2

Raspy 0 1 2 Sparkling 0 1 2
Hard 0 1 2 Warm 0 1 2
Abrupt 0 1 2 Cool 0 1 2
Spread 0 1 2 Massive 0 1 2
Steady 0 1 2 Powerful 0 1 2

Angular

Dry

Weak

Hazy

Hollow
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If you are aware of any terms used to describe trombone sound which did not appear in

the above list please add them below. Again, many thanks for your participation.
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Harsh

Thin

Obtrusive

Weighty

Rounded

.773

.854

.250

.512

.793

Big

Bold

Violent

White

Masculine

.987

.600

.205

.134

.305

Low .250 Pure .854

Pleasing .732 Controlled .817

Bright .939 Fuzzy .915

Brilliant .854 Good .878

Brittle .610 Strong .695

Lively .390 Rugged .354

Dim .085 Sparkle .300

Rumbling .112 Colorful .512

Scraping .122 Blurred .317

Core .658 Excited .268

Splatter(ed) .549 Sonorous .939

Solid .878 Vibrant .902

Obvious .146 Definite .329

Mild .146 Free .707

Gliding .110 Boring .232
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Calming

Bark(ing)

Wet

Beautiful

Flexible

.207

.244

.171

.915

.354

Sedate

Rigid

Ugly

Even

Exciting

.158

.274

.732

.573

.575

Familiar .186 Unpleasant .686

Solemn .487 Clanging .128

Whining .250 Muted .616

Intense .791 Dampened .360

Coarse .593 Clear .965

Light .707 Restful .238

Calm .280 Poor .817

Hot .207 Open .893

Narrow .389 Plaintive .280

Loud .658 Strange .440

Suave .190 Subtle .321

Foggy .333 Fluttering .333

Complex .143 Clean .702

Bad .786 Thick .464

Mellow .833 Dull .619
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Broad

Loose

Snap

Shallow

Raucous

Sharp

Careless

Woofy

Fat

Diffuse

.679

.131

.059

.345

.702

.381

.167

.607

.881

.369

Simple

Tight

Deliberate

Restless

Nasty

Robust

Rough

Annoying

Muddled

Mixed

.214

.619

.309

.119

.610

.762

.643

.393

.298

.083

Full .964 Piquant .190

Uneven .631 Uncertain .183

Wide .381 Pleasant .786

Ponderous .357 Dead .512

Labored .559 Large .774

Dark .988 Closed .548

Smooth .655 Small .805

Round .928 Resonant .953

Reserved .357 Singing .881

Fine .500 Relaxed .829
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.131

.345

.732

.317

.393

Pinched

Dirty

Concentrated

Feminine

Easy

.857

.381

.464

.202

.354

Sensuous .488 Deep .762

Soft .512 Golden .500

Ringing .752 Edgy .869

Empty .262 Supple .309

Full-bodied .845 Centered .988

Delicate .500 Supple .262

Rich .952 Heavy .595

Gentle .405 Colorless .405

Projected .833 Sweet .726

Tender .357 Tense .500

.774

.631

.155

.798

.655

Sparkling

Warm

Cool

Massive

Powerful

.405

.940

.381

.655

.809
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Angular

Dry

Weak

Hazy

Hollow

Raspy

Hard

Abrupt

Spread

Steady
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Forte- Non-legato

Pitch Rise Peak Decay Duration

A2  0.202 0.557 0.259 0.841

D3  0.164 0.529 0.161 0.828

F#3  0.268 0.452 0.228 0.869

A3  0.232 0.444 0.243 0.849

D4 0.408 0.411 0.246 0.880

F#4  0.223 0.387 0.286 0.948

A4  0.057 0.606 0.293 1.331

Mean 0.222 0.484 0.232 0.935

Mezzo-forte Non-legato

Pitch Rise Peak Decay Duration

A2  0.147 0.416 0.139 0.837

D3 0.136 * 0.088 0.824

F#3 0.280 0.434 0.166 0.887

A3  0.189 0.511 0.156 0.914

D4 0.227 0.662 0.131 0.942

F#4  0.055 * 0.118 0.976

A4  0.218 0.496 0.254 1.096

Mean 0.179 0.503 0.150 0.925

indeterminatee
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Forte Marc=t

Pitch Rise Peak Decay Duration

A2  0.077 0.077 0.495 0.714

D3  0.078 0.239 0.435 0.769

F#3  0.115 0.115 0.251 0.827

A3  0.206 0.206 0.286 0.729

D4  0.229 0.303 0.170 0.796

F#4  0.246 0.246 0.455 0.927

A4  0.255 0.518 0.285 1.060

Mean 0.172 0.243 0.340 0.832

Mezza-forte Marcato

Pitch Rise Peak Decay Duration

A2  0.209 0.337 0.411 0.749

D3 0.073 0.073 0.348 0.776

F#3 0.114 * 0.376 0.822

A 3  0.116 0.275 0.405 0.680

D4 0.294 0.294 0.231 0.770

F#4 0.231 0.304 0.367 0.878

A4  0.052 0.474 0.478 0.952

Mean 0.156 0.293 0.374 0.804

* indeterminate
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Mezzo-forte Stacato

Pitch Rise Peak Decay Duration

A2  0.163 0.163 0.101 0.398

D3 0.134 0.134 0.171 0.440

F#3 0.119 0.119 0.221 0.405

A3  0.127 0.127 0.212 0.426

D4 0.142 0.142 0.276 0.418

F#4 0.074 * 0.219 0.421

A4 0.032 0.178 0.210 0.285

Mean 0.113 0.144 0.201 0.399

Pitch Rise Peak Decay Duration

A2  0.155 0.155 0.216 0.371

D3 0.138 0.155 0.154 0.413

F#3 0.098 0.098 0.305 0.403

A 3  0.131 0.131 0.334 0.465

D4 0.133 0.133 0.353 0.486

F#4 0.112 * 0.243 0.470

A 4  0.089 0.213 0.270 0.483

Mean 0.122 0.147 0.268 0.442

*indeterminate
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4. FLXLD
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7. FLXHDS
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10. MFNLMA
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13. FLHD
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Word sound File
T %f&%& kn 1%0 IV0. S um y li

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17

me Af

2.692
1.962
2.077
3.846
2.500
2.160
3.333
2.560
2.560
3.280
2.520
2.880
1.840
3.231
2.462
2.654
3.385

1.289
1.216
0.935
1.255
1.140
1.140
1.341
1.325
1.325
1.061
1.262
1.166
0.943
0.951
1.240
1.018
1.098

70
51
54

100
65
54
80
64
64
82
63
72
46
84
64
69
88

26
26
26
26
26
25
24
24
25
25
25
25
25
26
26
26
26

Word SoundFile

Thin 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

M1an1

2.808
3.654
3.077
2.577
2.962
3.560
3.417
3.208
3.600
2.400
2.880
3.040
4.160
2.269
3.731
2.808
1.654

Q Dn

1.297
1.129
1.093
1.579
1.280
1.356
1.412
1.351
1.258
1.118
1.236
1.428
0.943
1.218
1.251
1.167
1.164

. .... _ _ &um Vaiid n

73
95
80
67
77
89
82
77
90
60
72
76

104
59
97
73
43

I 11!-1

26
26
26
26
26
25
24
24
25
25
25
25
25
26
26
26
26

eIs *ftft
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Q noV ou eJUL e'yIanu1 SJum V aid n

Bright 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

1.960
4.346
3.154
3.385
3.692
4.520
4.542
1.750
4.280
2.640
2.480
4.808
3.240
2.462
3.538
2.615
1.500

0.790
0.936
1.047
1.267
0.736
0.902
0.588
0.897
0.678
0.952
1.085
0.909
1.052
1.029
1.240
1.061
0.762

49
113
82
88
96

113
109
42

107
66
62

102
81
64
92
68
39

25
26
26
26
26
25
24
24
25
25
25
25
25
26
26
26
26

Word Sound File

Vibrant 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Men n

2.346
2.538
2.500
2.731
2.538
2.400
2.792
2.333
2.680
2.760
2.560
3.160
1.920
2.692
2.154
2.115
2.500

' Dn VJlid 11
bbwAAu a4 vLInI v iu 1

1.198
1.334
0.990
1.373
1.104
1.225
1.250
1.090
1.145
0.723
1.193
1.179
1.077
0.928
1.156
1.177
1.105

61
66
65
71
66
60
67
56
67
69
64
79
48
70
56
55
65

26
26
26
26
26
25
24
24
25
25
25
25
25
26
26
26
26

180
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Word Sound File

Warm 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Word Sound File

Solid 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Q n

3.556
2.926
2.444
3.259
2.852
3.556
3.370
2.000
2.333
3.370
2.667
3.630
2.000
3.185
2.407
1.926
3.519

1.050
1.269
1.050
1.228
1.262
1.281
1.275
1.038
1.038
0.884
1.177
0.839
0.784
0.879
1.010
0.958
1.014

0'--.eanD - Sum Valid n

96
79
66
88
77
96
91
54
63
91
72
98
54
86
65
52
95

27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

181

01I64--o

2.423
1.385
2.615
2.038
1.840
1.400
1.292
3.042
1.480
2.880
2.520
2.160
1.600
2.808
1.739
1.885
4.192

1.301
0.637
1.299
1.148
1.028
0.816
0.550
1.233
0.714
1.092
1.295
1.179
0.866
1.059
1.177
1.071
0.939

63
36
68
53
46
35
31
73
37
72
63
54
40
73
46
49

109

26
26
26
26
25
25
24
24
25
25
25
25
25
26
26
26
26
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Word Sound File

Pure 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Mean

2.370
2.519
2.556
1.852
2.074
2.778
2.519
2.115
2.333
2.923
1.889
2.963
2.111
2.667
1.481
1.852
3.593

S D 'I T. .*A -'_ LI -ULM1 Validfn

.967
1.252
1.155
0.989
1.141
1.251
1.397
0.952
1.330
0.977
0.801
1.160
1.086
0.920
0.700
1.064
1.185

64
68
69

5
56
75
68
55
63
76
51
80
57
72
40
50
97

27
27
27
27
27
27
27
26
27
26
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

Word Sonnd File

Good 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Mean
%. %4%ISali aJ"um VanidQn

2.500
1.741
2.630
1.741
2.148
1.963
2.000
2.222
1.815
2.889
2.296
2.593
1.963
2.889
1.630
1.704
3.185

1.068
1.095
0.967
1.130
1.134
1.091
1.240
1.219
1.001
1.050
1.265
1.047
1.055
1.155
0.884
0.912
1.145

65
47
71
47
58
53
54
60
49
78
62
70
53
78
44
46
86

26
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

Q n
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eLA W VLVLLAnaLU JJ LIum - ywaid n

Fuzzy 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Word Sound File
. Umli Va-idin

Beautiful 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

183

D

2.926
1.769
2.667
2.926
2.815
1.741
2.037
3.778
2.407
2.423
2.926
1.815
2.556
2.667
2.926
3.148
2.111

1.174
1.032
1.209
1.141
1.178
0.944
1.192
1.050
1.217
1.102
1.174
0.962
1.050
0.920
1.412
1.322
1.155

79
46
72
79
76
47
55

102
65
63
79
49
69
72
79
85
57

27
26
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
26
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

R D

1.846
1.308
2.115
1.370
1.704
1.481
1.296
2.192
1.333
2.577
1.815
2.111
1.815
2.407
1.249
1.407
3.308

0.732
0.618
1.071
0.688
0.869
0.643
0.465
1.201
0.620
0.902
1.001
0.974
0.962
1.010
0.526
0.572
1.225

48
34
55
37
46
40
35
57
36
67
49
57
49
65
34
38
86

26
26
26
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
26
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Word Sound File

Clear 1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Mean

2.379
2.897
2.621
2.000
2.821
2.857
2.893
2.214
2.321
3.000
2.286
3.536
2.107
2.786
1.786
1.679
3.607

QS'w'
IumiI Valnan

0.903
1.205
1.015
1.000
1.249
1.145
1.133
1.166
0.945
1.089
1.084
1.232
1.066
0.876
0.738
0.612
1.257

69
84
76
58
79
80
81
62
65
84
64
99
59
78
50
47

101

29
29
29
29
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28

Word Sound File

Open 1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

L6A4ZI Ja"um Valina

2.759
2.207
2.448
2.586
2.500
2.393
2.643
2.893
1.929
2.929
2.143
2.821
1.750
2.857
1.500
1.714
3.7114

1.185
1.013
1.055
1.452
0.962
1.066
1.446
1.343
1.016
1.016
1.353
1.249
0.799
0.756
0.638
0.810
1.117

80
64
71
75
70
67
74
81
54
82
60
79
49
80
42
48

104

29
29
29
29
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28

Men 4 Dz

184
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Word Souind Pi1p

Pinched 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

eanIV IVIIIum v l-f.a.id n

2.034
3.552
2.517
2.857
3.036
2.964
3.036
2.250
4.107
2.107
3.286
2.393
3.464
2.107
4.036
3.500
1.286

1.052
1.325
1.271
1.604
1.261
1.575
1.575
1.206
1.031
1.066
1.384
1.370
1.201
0.994
1.138
1.139
0.810

59
103
73
80
85
83
83
63

115
59
92
67
97
59

113
98
36

29
29
29
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28

Word Sound File Mean S D Sum Valid n

Fat 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

2.862
1.621
1.862
2.929
1.821
1.964
2.179
2.286
1.571
2.929
2.250
2.179
1.357
2.786
2.000
2.321
3.464

1.246
1.115
0.833
1.489
0.905
1.105
1.219
1.150
0.790
1.052
1.110
1.020
0.559
0.995
1.122
1.020
1.232

83
47
54
82
51
55
61
64
44
82
63
61
38
78
56
65
97

29
29
29
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28

185
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Word Sound File

Dark 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Mean SD Slim Vlid nA-I %., a - 4rI I iiu

3.000
1.345
2.069
2.214
2.036
1.321
1.357
2.929
1.214
2.500
2.321
1.536
1.571
2.929
1.857
2.036
4.107

1.301
0.814
1.100
1.166
1.201
0.548
0.599
1.016
0.499
0.962
1.219
0.838
0.742
0.858
1.079
0.838
1.031

81
39
60
62
57
37
38
82
34
70
65
43
44
82
52
57

115

27
29
29
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28

Word Sound File

Round 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

186

Mean

2.407
1.704
2.593
2.333
2.462
1.731
2.192
3.038
1.769
3.192
2.231
2.154
2.192
2.923
2.038
2.154
4.38

SmD

1.185
0.953
1.185
1.301
1.240
0.827
0.895
1.341
0.863
1.096
1.070
0.925
1.167
1.164
0.916
0.967
0.679

ulim,

65
46
70
63
64
45
57
79
46
83
58
56
57
76
53
56

112

vlid n

27
27
27
27
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
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Mpn" Q n

Full 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Word Sound File

FEdgy

2.259
1.556
2.22
3.074
2.115
1.769
2.808
2.346
1.923
3.231
2.077
2.577
1.538
2.885
1.769
2.077
3.654

1.228
0.801
1.013
1.299
1.071
0.908
1.327
1.198
0.977
0.908
1.093
1.027
0.582
0.952
0.9081
0.935
1.018

61
42
60
83
55
46
73
61
50
84
54
67
40
75
46
54
95

k-f0 Im J.f UZI v auu 11

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

3.000
4.074
2.259
3.885
3.192
4.231
3.962
1.500
3.846
2.038
2.962
3.192
2.269
2.423
3.654
2.846
1.154

1.359
1.107
1.163
1.107
1.201
0.863
0.958
0.707
1.008
0.916
1.148
1.266
1.041
1.027
1.384
1.287
0.368

81
110
61

101
83

110
103

39
100
53
77
83
59
63
95
74
30

187

27
27
27
27
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26

27
27
27
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
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Word .o9nnd File

Centered 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Maln

2.407
2.889
2.519
2.115
2.538
2.846
2.885
2.038
2.538
3.077
2.346
3.115
1.577
2.500
2.308
1.538
3.615

' D
T1oLop uml1 Vamid n

1.118
1.219
1.189
1.033
1.067
1.120
1.033
1.183
1.208
1.093
1.018
0.993
0.857
1.068
1.011
0.706
0.983

65
78
68
55
66
74
75
53
66
80
61
81
41
65
60
40
94

27
27
27
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26

Word ,Roiind File

Rich 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Men i

2.000
1.407
2.111
1.769
1.846
1.385
1.808
2.423
1.615
2.923
1.846
1.846
1.654
2.692
1.692
1.577
3.769

Ifs -

T % 1.A jum Vlid n

1.074
0.694
0.934
0.908
1.084
0.637
1.096
1.172
0.898
1.294
0.967
0.834
0.745
1.158
0.928
0.703
0.951

54
38
57
46
48
36
47
63
42
76
48
48
43
70
44
41
98

27
27
27
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
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APPENDIX F

COVER LETTER SENT TO PARTICIPANTS IN FINAL STUDY
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Phillips University Division of Fine Arts

February 27, 1991

Dr. Irv Wagner
School of Music
University of Oklahoma
Norman, OK 73019

Dear Irv:

Enclosed are all items for administering the survey we talked about on thetelephone. Thank you very much for your students' and your participation. Youropinions and those of your students will be invaluable in making sense of thosewords which we trombonists use to describe the sound of our instrument. Theresults of the survey should be available before the end of the school year. Thecassette tape contains the sound stimuli; please use the computer scan sheets torecord the responses. Also, please remind your students to bring a Number Twopencil to the session.

For administration of the survey, please use a high quality stereo system in a quietplace, preferably in a room with little reverberation if possible. Because the verbalinstructions and sound stimuli are recorded on separate channels, please set theamplifier on mon mode. Also, please turn off Dolby or any other noise-reductionsystem, as these may interfere with reproduction of upper harmonic components.
Please make note of the addendum included with this letter which clarifies a fewtechnical glitches in the tape. Verbal instructions are given on the tape, and I havealso included a written copy. Administration of the survey will only take between30 and 40 minutes. If you have any questions feel free to call any time.

Again, many thanks to you and your students for the time spent in participating inthis survey. I am hoping the results will have many practical applications inteaching trombone.,

S* cre,

Michael Stroeher
Assistant Professor of Music
Director of Instrumental Music

Phillips University * 100 South University Avenue Enid, Oklahoma 73701* (405) 237-4433
IMIL
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INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED ON STIMULUS TAPE AND

WITH COVER LETTER
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TROMBONE TONE QUALITY SURVEY

This tape contains a series of tones which were performed on a trombone, extracted and

arranged into short phrases. Before each phrase the subjects will hear the item number for

that phrase on the answer sheet and the word to be considered in evaluating the tone quality

of the phrase. If the tone of the phrase is .qj described by the word, then the circle

containing the number [1] should be darkened on the answer sheet. If the word slightly

describes the tone of the excerpt, then number [2] should be blackened. If the word

moderately describes the tone of the phrase, then number [3] should be chosen. If the

word describes the tone quality of the phrase more than moderately, number [4] should be

darkened, and if the word is very descriptive of the sound of the phrase, the choice should

be number [51. In other words, the more the word describes the tone quality

of the excerpt, the higher the number for that item on the answer sheet.

Each phrase will be heard only once, so give immediate reactions and don't think too much

about responses. The answer sheets will be scanned by computer, so please use only a

Number Two pencil and darken the circles completely.



APPENDIX H

SIGNAL AND SPECTRAL GRAPHS OF SOUND FILES

USED IN THE FINAL STUDY
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1. FNLLD
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12. FSHD
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5. FNLXMAS
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17. FSHD8
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16. FLLD
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3. FNLHD
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8. PNLMA
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11. FMLD
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